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ABSTRACT
A phonological analysis was made of the speech of the 
interior rural folk— the caipira—"in the Municipality of S&o 
Paulo. Brazil. A participant in the westward expansion of 
coffee plantations during the nineteenth century, the munici­
pal seat has since become what could be called a "dead city,H 
in the terms used by a Brazilian writer, Monteiro Lobato, to 
describe those decadent towns which remained after the coffee 
planters abandoned the region at the end of that century.
Cattle raisers too the place of the coffee planters, 
but the calplraa. who had been there before the invasion of 
coffee, continue to populate some of the more remote regions 
of the municipality. The speech of these people still show 
the substratal influence of earlier Indian languages.
By devising a basic phonological grammar for the Por­
tuguese language, it was possible to present transformation 
rules which could relate the dialects of the language to a 
sound system common to all. In this way, the caipira dialect 
could be related not only to the language phonological grammar 
but to the other dialects as well, a method which could be a 
clue to comprehension between two dialects in short-term con­
tact.
Each phone in the caipira phonological system was pre­
sented as the result of transformation rules applied to the 
basic language phonological system. The corpus which served
ix
as a basis for the study were recordings made in the munici­
pality, augmented by reports of dialect scholars and by writers 
who used dialect for literary effect.
x
Plate I* A Caipira Family 
xi
PART I. THE MAN AND THE LAND
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Type and Purpose of Study
As Portuguese has been classified by the U. S. Office 
of Education and the Center of Applied Linguistics as one of 
the "neglected languages** of the world, this study is prima­
rily designed to add to the knowledge of that language through 
the presentation of a phonemic analysis of the caipira dialect 
in the Municipality (municlpio) of S3o Luis do Paraitinga in 
the eastern region of the State of SSo Paulo* The people 
who use this dialect are rural and are for the most part 
illiterate*
This study is not a linguistic atlas projecti no 
attempt has been made to establish isogloBses of dialect 
areas, the large urban concentrations in the selected area 
have been ignored, and lexical items have not been collected. 
Many features of the dialect can be found in other regions 
of the State of SSo Paulo and, seemingly, in other regions of 
Brazil, but much time and effort will be required to deter­
mine its spatial extension*
The amount of work done in dialect study and linguis­
tic geography in Brazil has been negligible despite the urgent 
appeals made in the past for more linguistic pursuits, espe­
1
cially for the organization of a Brasilian Linguistic Atlas.1 
In only one Brasilian state, Bahia, has a regional atlas 
been published and work is in progress for another regional 
endeavor only in the State of Bio Grande do Sul, In the 
central region of the country, phonemic studies have been 
made in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and s2o Paulo, but, 
otherwise, the vast rural and urban areas outside of these 
two cities have not been studied.2
Linguistic studies in the past tended to be oriented 
more to the collection of lexical items for the purpose of 
tracing them to either the indigenous languages of Brasil or 
to older forms of European Portuguese. The guide for dialect 
study prepared by Silva Neto3 shows this orientation in its 
emphasis of vestiges of the languages of the Indians of the 
country and of African tribes, Bnphasis is placed on phone­
tic transcriptions but phonemic analysis is ignored. It is 
hoped, therefore, that this study will not only provide a 
phonemic analysis of one dialect but will also serve as a
3-Celso Ferreira da Cunha and Serafim da Silva Neto, 
"Atlas Lingulstico-Etnogr&fico do Brasil," Acts of the III 
International Colooulum on Luso-Bratillan Studies. II (19&0,
2Information on the progress of linguistic studies in 
Brazil was obtained from Dr, Ayron D. Rodrigues of the Museu 
Nacional in Rio de Janeiro. Dr. Rodrigues, although dedicated 
to the study of Brazilian indigenous languages, is very active 
as a member of a number of linguistic committees and conferences both in Brazil and abroad,
3serafim da Silva Neto, Guia para Estudos 
DialectolSglcoa (Belemi Conselho Nacional de Pesquisas, 1957), 
PP* 55-70.
basis for further dialect study.
A m
A*The study area is located in the eastern part of 
the state of 3So Paulo in a municipality which lies in the 
valleys of the Paraitinga and Paraibuna rivers. According 
to Cunha and Silva Neto# the area would fall in the Center- 
East coffee zone
• • • constituted by the expansion of coffee planta­
tions of the 19th century which developed human occupa­tion from Rio de Janeiro* through the Faralba valley and 
reaching Minas Serais and SSo Paulo1 the plantations and 
their characteristic nuclei from which social and poli­
tical Influence s p r e a d .5
In a geographical classification of the state of SZe Paulo
made by the ftrench geographer* Pierre Mombieg. the study area
would fall into the Atlantic Plateau region, in the sub-region
Highlands, and in the Upper Paralba zone (see Fig. I).6
The eastern part of the state of sZo Paulo played an 
important role in the formation of Brazil during the nineteenth' 
century when the coffee boom was so instrumental in shifting 
the area of economic importance from the northern sugar pro­
ducing states to the central states of the country.? espe-
**Untll the 20th century* the area was referred to as 
the "north" of s3o Paulo by most writers.
^Cunha and Silva Neto. op. cit.t 410.
^Pierre Mombieg. "A DivisSo Regional de Estado de SZo 
Paulo." Anais da Assocla^o dos GeZgrafos Bragllelroe. I ( W ) ,  19-36.
? "Mae o que sobretudo favereceu 0 Sul em contrasts 
com o norte 6 que n3le se aclim&tou adimiravelmente a culture 
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Figure 1. Regional Division of SZo Paulo
cially in the Paraiba Valley* After the nineteenth century* 
the coffee plantations moved to the western and northern parts 
of the State of S3o Paulo* and into the states of Mato Grosso 
and Farand* The Paralba River valley* and the neighboring 
valleys of the Paraitinga and Paraibuna Rivers* rapidly declined 
in importance and most of their once prosperous cities became 
stagnant* In 1906* the plight of these cities was briefly 
described by the Brazilian author* Monteiro Lobato* as being 
"dead cities" living in the past*®
Today* many of the cities of the upper and middle 
Paralba Valley are enjoying a new surge of prosperity as the 
area is rapidly becoming industrialized* Much of the migration 
from the northeastern states of Brazil which formerly went to 
the city of S5o Paulo veered to the Paralba Valley towns, in­
creasing their populations and* consequently* causing change 
in the language of the area. Increasing public education and 
the news media are also contributing towards the standardi­
zation of the Portuguese spoken there* Yet* there still 
exist areas which, because of poor terrestrial communication, 
are still relatively isolated today. In those areas* one 
can encounter rural dialects which sound strange even to Bra­
zilian ears* The municipalities which lie along the Farai- 
tinga River valley, representing an archaic Brazil* stand in
importfincia comerciali o caf£." Caio Prado Junior, Historia Bconfimica do Brasil (S3o Faulot EditBra Brasiliense, 1967}» 
p. 159.
8Monteiro Lobato, Cidades Mortas (Sao Paulo 1 EditBra 
Brasiliense* 1 9 6 5 ), pp. 3-7.
stark: contrast to the bustling metropolis of S3o Paulo, and 
even to the towns in the Paralba Valley*
An examination of maps during the years 1960/6** showed 
that the valley seemed to lack good roads which would facili­
tate contact with other areas* There were a number of towns 
there which seemed to correspond closely to the description 
given by Lobato. Assuming that the Paraitinga River valley 
was indeed isolated, plane were accordingly made to undertake 
a phonemic study of the Portuguese dialect in that area. 
Reconnaissance Trips
No specific area was selected beforehand as informa­
tion about the towns and folk in the Paraitinga Valley was 
scarce* Therefore, in the first months of 1969* preliminary 
trips were made to three municipalities in the valleyt Cunha, 
SSo Luis do Paraitinga, and RedengSo da Serra.
The first trip was made by bus to the town of Cunha 
and to the coastal town of Paratl* Both towns are reached 
by a road which begins near th* city of GuaratinguetA in the 
Paralba Valley. Although Cunha has linguistic interest, it 
was rejected as a study area because there were no hotels 
there and the distance from S&o Jose dos Campos (where this 
writer was residing) was too great. Paratl is interesting 
as a tourist spot but, as all coastal towns, its inhabitants 
are much more mobile than those inland and would require a 
separate linguistic study.
On the second trip the towns of SAo Luis do Parai­
tinga and Redeng3o da Serra were visited. The latter town
is reached only with difficulty by bus over a stony mountain 
road. That town is also without an hotel* The municipalities 
of RedenqSo da Serra and Natividade da Serra would have made 
excellent locations for linguistic study9 but time* shelter 
and transportation were factors which led to their elimina­
tion.
Choice of Study Area
The choice of study area narrowed down to the Munici­
pality of S3o Luis do Paraitinga for the following reasonsi
(1) The towns are not all linked by good roads longi­
tudinally along the river valley and rapid access to all of 
them was not possible* The municipal seat of Sao Luis do 
Paraitinga was easily reached by bus along an asphalted road 
which began in TaubatS. When hotel rooms were not available 
in S3o Luis* the trip could be made by bus from s3o Jose dos 
Campos in four hours*
(2) The total area of the Paraitinga is too vast to 
be covered by one person in a short period of time*
(3) Sao Luis was a focal point for many religious 
festivals which attracted the rural folk of the municipality 
to town.
(4) The dryfit batteries which were to activate the 
tape recorder in the field proved to be faulty* requiring the 
frequent use of electric energy for their recharging. Except
9lnfcrmation received from Professor Alceu Maynard 
AraGjo who made folklore studies in all the municipalities 
along the Paraitinga River.
for the towns, there were no places in the rural areas where 
one could find room, board, and electric energy* SSo Luis 
furnished all of these*
(5) The rural folk of the region are a timid lot
and any attempt to approach them alone would have been frus­
trated* Contact with the rural folk was accomplished only
by friendships made in town with people who had their confi­
dence*
During a trip to SSo Luis on April 1969* free
speech recordings were made of some rural dwellers who had 
gone to town to participate in the festivals of the Holy
Week* These recordings, though not well suited for linguis­
tic analysis, convinced everyone who heard them that the 
dialect was truly unique* Some even thought the voices to 
be those of foreignersf
A decision was made to concentrate only on the rural 
dialect of the municipality, leaving the town speech for 
further study. The speech of the urban population of SSo 
Luis does not differ from the speech in the Paralba valley, 
probably because of the educational opportunities offered 
there, the amount of persons who moved there from other regions 
of Brazil (especially from Minas Serais), and the economic 
contacts between it and other regions*
CHAPTER II
THE PARAITINGA VALLEY
Cross Section of the General Area
If a cross section were made in a northwesterly di­
rection from the coastal town of Ubatuba (see Fig* 1), the 
profile would first show the gneiss and granite spine of the 
Serra do Mar, a mountain range which tends to isolate the 
narrow coastal zone from the upper plateaus because of its 
Bteep slopes. These crystalline terranes reach altitudes 
ranging from 2600 to 3300 feet and are of Archean formation. 
Many parts of the range are still covered by virgin forests 
and are largely unsuited for agriculture.
Landward, the Serra do Mar descends more gently into 
the valley of the Paralbuna River, a stream destined to be 
harnessed by the Caraguatatuba Dam* This project is expected 
to add 750,000 lews to the electric energy of SSo Paulo, open 
up 148,260 acres of land for agricultural production, and 
guarantee a supply of water to Rio de Janeiro*^0
Beyond the Paraibuna lies the ridge of the Divino 
Mestre (or Menino Meptre which divides the waters of the 
Paraibuna from those of the Paraitinga* Once entirely covered
^^Djalma Castro, "Natividade, urn Cromo Estilixado," 
Fagulhas. A Revista do Vale do Paraiba. 113 (December, 1968- January, l$b9,~£2.
9
10
Pigure 2. Croas Section from Ubatub* to the Mantiqueiraa
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by dense forests* these "half orange" hills are now devoid 
of any vegetation other than scrub growth and the occasional 
line of trees which used to serve as land boundary markers. 
Even these linos are slowly disappearing.
The Paraitinga River valley comes next with hills 
skirting the meandering clear-water stream which begins In 
the Serra da Bocaina in the State of Rio de Janeiro. Both 
the Paraitinga and the Paraibuna run in a southwesterly direc­
tion. Beyond the Paraitinga are the low hills of the Serra 
Quebra Cangalhas* mostly schistose gneiss intercalated by 
layers of saccharoidal dolomite and, further* the valley of 
the Parafba do Sul River. Through this valley run the four- 
laned Federal Highway BR-2 (the via Dutra) and the rails of 
the Brasil Central Railroad* both important land links between 
the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Slo Paulo* following or par­
alleling trails biased during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries by the famous Bandeirantes of Slo Paulo in their 
expeditions into the interior in search of Indian slaves and 
mineral wealth. Now rapidly industrialising, the valley has 
earned the sobriquet of "Valley of the Chimneys."
Finally* continuing to the northwest, one encounters 
the Serra da Hantlqueira* a range of mountains approximately 
equal in height to the Serra do Mar. The Mantiqueira serves 
as the boundary between the states at Slo Paulo and Minas 
Gerais in this area.
The Paraibuna and the Paraitinga join to form the 
waters of the Paralba do Sul near the town of Paraibuna.
12
The Paralba slowly curves until It elbews near the town of 
Guararema in a northeasterly direction, running parallel te 
the Paraitinga. to empty into the Atlantic Ocean hundreds of 
miles away (ass Pig* 3)*
The Paraitinga River valley has an area of approxi­
mately 1800 square miles and runs through seven municipalities 
(Cunha. Lagolnha. Slo Lula do Paraitinga. Redenqao da Serra. 
Natividade da Serra. Jambeiro. and Paraibuna)* Having a total 
course of 124*3 miles, it is fed by the Lagoa Preta (alt* 5906 
feet) on the schistose gneiss plateau of the Serra da Bocaina*-^ 
No attempt has been made here to describe the geomor- 
phologic structure of the region as the whole of this sone is 
rather complicated and poorly studied*
The most significant example of the structural problem 
is the sane of the Paralba Valley in the state of SSo 
Paulo where eminent scientists have not reached complete 
accord on the origin of the geographic formations*12
Hleterr
Historically* the Paraitinga Valley can be divided 
Into the following periods*
1700 - 1778 —  Rost stops on the roads to the sea* 
Economy based on supplies sold and services furnished to the 
pack trains which came from the gold mines of Minas Serais*
^■A superficial geographical description of the Serra 
da Bocaina has been given by Francis Ruellan and Aroldo de 
Asevedo. "ExcuroHo A Regiao de Lorens e ft Serra da Bocaina." 
Anals da Associaolo doe Gedarafos Brasllelros. 1 (1946), 22*
^Alberto Rlbeiro Lam ego, 0 Homem e a Serra (Rio de 
Janeiroi Inatltuto Braailalro de Geografia e Batatiatlea, 
1963). P. 26.
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1778 - 1 8 3 6 —  Snail sugarcane plantations and other 
small properties* Local subsistence economy*
1836 - 1 9 0 0 —  Coffee plantations* Polycultural farms 
producing food for other monocultural areas and urban centers 
in the Paralba Valley* Slavery*
1900 - 1940 —  Polycultural farms* Fairly large pro­
duction of agricultural products*
1940 - —  Cattle raising*
The first period* corresponding to the discovery of 
gold at the beginning of the eighteenth century in the present 
State of Minas Gerais* had no great effect on most of the 
valley* However* an old Goian& Indian trail which began in 
Parati gained in importance* Scaling the Serra do Mar through 
the Cunha gorge* it led to a small settlement named Facio* a 
rest stop* where it bifurcated* one trail going on to Guara- 
tingueti and the other to Lagoinha and thence to Pindamonhagaba 
or Taubate* One Brasilian author seems to think that the 
split in the trail determined the site of the rest stop rather 
than the point at which the setting of the sun stopped the 
travelers who left Parati at the break of d a y .1 3 From rest
^ “Acontece que antes de atingir0 arraial* que ficava 
no facio da estrada* existiam duaa pequenas paradast a da 
Apariqao e a da Bela Vista* Por qua o escravo carregado ou 
a tropa arreada nio fazla seu pouso num dieses locals e sim 
no Facio? E que o sol ainda estava alto para quern tlvesse 
partido do pfirto maritime antes de ile nascer* A male preponderante ratio* por6m* era estai a partir do Facio* os 
caminhos se bifurcavam* Urn era pamilhado pelos preadores de 
indios e seguia rumo de Piratininga* outro, para as lavras de ouro*" Alceu Maynard Aratijo, Folclore JNaclonal, Vol* I, Featee. Bailadoa." Mltos e Lendas (Sfto FauloiEdigBes 
Melhoraaentos* 1967)* P* 66.
r*vrn
* *  g  (I
_ * *•
Plate II. The Municipal Seat of S&o Luis do Paraitinga Kn
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stop to a furnisher of supplies* FacSo grew rapidly into a 
town of importance and was renamed Cunha in 1785 when it 
became the seat of the Municipality of Cunha.1^
Because of the length of the route,1-* of the piratical 
activities along the coast from Parati to Rio de Janeiro, and 
of the difficulties of supervising the amount of gold coming 
from the mines,^ this enormous detour became incompatible 
with the administrative needs of Rio de Janeiro* It was re­
placed by a shorter terrestrial route from Rio to the mines. 
Cunha and its port sister, Parati, began to decline.
The paved road which crossed the Serra do Mar was no 
longer conserved as before and Cunha, before an important 
stage on one of the largest communication routes of Central 
Brazil, was left aside and finally forgotten.*?
Another minor trail also existed in the region before
the gold cycle, a penetration
• • • also opened by the Coian&s which, via Ubatuba,
^Emilio Willems, Cunha. Tradio&o e TransioSo em uma 
Cultura Rural do Brasil (Sao Paulo» Secretaria da Agriculture
do Estado de Sao Paulo, 194?), p. 14.
-*-5aithough a forced march from Rio de Janeiro to the 
mines could be made in thirty days^ the average trip was more 
usually forty-three days. AndrS Joao Antonil [Giovanni Antonio 
AndreoniT, Cultura e OpulSncia do Brasil (s5o Paulo 1 Companhia 
Editora Nacional, 1967), pp« 267-88.
0 pior e que a maior parte do ouro que se tira 
das minas passa em p6 e em moedas para os reinos estranhos e 
a menor e que fica em Portugal e nas cidades do Brasil . . ." 
Ibid., p. 304. "Much of the gold that was so laboriously 
mined in Minas Gerais, quickly found its way to foreign 
countries . . . "  C. R. Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil -
1695-1750 (Berkeley1 University of California Press, 1962J,
p. 42.
*?Willems, op. cit., p. 16.
17
Natividade, Par a i buna, andMogi das Cruzes, was the shortest of land links between Rio de Janeiro and the city of SSo 
Paulo,18
A trail which led from Ubatuba to TaubatS was widened for com­
merce in the latter part of the eighteenth century. Taxes 
were collected on all agricultural products bound for Rio 
which went out along this route, a burden which prompted the 
citizens of SSo Luis do Paraitinga to protest to the Governor- 
General of SSo Paulo, as much of the products of both the 
Paraiba and the Paraitinga valleys were exiting through the 
tax free port of Parati and farmers in the Sao Luis area were 
beginning to migrate out of the a r e a . ^ 9  It is quite possible 
that this trail was also used as a route from the gold mines 
of Minas GeraiB to the sea.
With the building of new routes to the mines, the 
region entered a state of isolation which was not ended until 
the nineteenth century. Although the region of the middle 
Paraiba Valley, centering around the town of Vassouras, is 
more intimately connected with the planting of coffee, the 
plantations were not long in spilling over the Quebra Cangalhas 
into the Paraitinga Valley. As early as 1836, according to 
Schmidt, the Municipality of S3o Lula do Paraitinga had three 
coffee plantations "producing about 2 00 tons of coffee,
10Basilio de MegalhSes, 0 Cafe na Hlstoria, no Folk-lore e nas Belles Artes (Rio de. Janeiro* Minieterio do Trabalho, 
IndustriaeComraercio, 1937), pp, 80-81.
^Dociunent the Municipal Archives of SSo Luis do 
Paraitinga. See appendix, document 1.
20Carlos Borges Schmidt, "Rural Life in Brazil, ** in T.
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no great surprise considering that
• • • in the year of 1 8 3 2 , coffee occupied first place 
on the agenda of (Brasil's) exportations, and as early as 
the year 1 8 3 7/3 8* this value* relative to coffee* reached 
5 3 * 2 per cent* that is* more than the sum of values of 
all the other exported products*21
At the time of the American Civil War, the production of coffee
in the valley was at 3 50 tons* and at the beginning of the
twentieth century* Hthe number of farms on which there was a
reasonable number of coffee trees reached 12 0 and the total
production 400 t o n s . *22
Coffee from both the Paraitinga and the upper Paraiba
valleys was transported on the backs of an annual average of
between 60 and 7 0 thousand burros over the road which led from
TaubatS to Ubatuba* "considered second in importance in the
province of Sao Paulo*"23 This road fell into disuse after
187? when the Brasil Central Railroad was completed between
Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro* Ubatuba* like Parati before it,
entered a period of isolation which was broken only in the
early 1 9 6 0s when an asphalt road was built linking it to
Caraguatatuba•
For many reasons* Brazilian historians have always
Lynn Smith and Alexander Merchant (eds*)* Brazili Portrait of 
Half a Continent (New York* The Dryden Press* Inc*, 1951). P* 
171.
^Orlando Valverde, "A Fazenda de Caffi Escravocrata, 
no Brasil," Revista Brasileira de Geografia. XXIX (1967)* 
171.
2 2Schraidt* loc* cit*
23lbid., p. 182.
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had a problem in estimating the number of slaves which entered 
the country. Exactly how many were in the Paraitinga Valley 
is unknown. According to an estimate given on a slave density
oh,map by Valverde* the number of slaves was approximately 5100* 
However* the relative scarcity of Negroes or mulatoes compared 
to other genetic stocks which inhabit the area today seems to 
indicate that (1 ) racial mixture was minimum. (2 ) the slave 
had a high mortality* or (3) Negroes abandoned the region 
after the abolition of slavery. Evidence can be found for 
all three reasons. That social restrictions on racial mixture 
existed* and still exists* in the valley has been documented 
by Willems in Cunhai
Matrimonial restrictions related to color exist. One 
generally hears that "whites should marry with whites and 
blacks with blacks." With reference to the rural popu­
lation* it is common to hear the affirmation that "the 
Negro widow tries to mate with a white man even though he 
may be old or infirm* rejecting even younger and better placed black men.** The truth is that the opposition to 
mixed marriages is less among the lower class and among 
the country people. Even so* interracial marriages repre­
sent a minority of the unions found in the Civil Registry of Cunha.25
Arafi jo reports that* in Sao Luis do Paraitinga* tha spectators 
of the iongo. a Negro dance which has its roots in Africa* 
refrain from joining the frolic "for fear of losing their 
social status . •
2^Valverde, op. cit., 76.
2^Willems, Cunha. p. h3.
2^Alceu Maynard Arafijo, Polclore Naclonal. Vol. II, Danoae. RecreaoMo. Mfislca (Sao Pauloi Edi^oes Melhoramentos, 
1967), p. 22S.
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It should be mentioned* however* that most of the 
social barriers which exist concerning Negroes are based on 
the economic status of the individuals* and racial hatred such 
as is found in some parts of the United States is practically 
nonexistent In Brasil* The closed cultural circle existing 
among the rural population of both races in the valley can 
probably account for the lack of interracial marriages* If, 
after his liberation* the Negro did not conform to the cultu­
ral patters of the rural folk* he was most probably rejected 
as a member of that circle* By the same token* many Africans 
came from more culturally advanced cultures than that of the 
Brasilian rural folk and perhaps felt no social affinity with 
them*
A reduced Negro population could have been caused by 
the high mortality rate of slaves during slavery days* Accord­
ing to Stein* the aging and high mortality of slave labor were 
key factors in a society based entirely on the slave*
The period of maximum productivity in the life of a 
slave was relatively short* from eighteen to thirty years 
of age* and faxendeiros (plantation owners) had never 
enjoyed what they considered an adequate labor force even during the busiest days of the slave trade* 27
Infant mortality ranged between 75 88 per cent depending
upon the type of treatment which the slaves received*2® Accord­
Stanley j. stein* "Middle Paraiba Plantations* 1850 
-i860* Aspects of Growth and Decline*H Four Papers Presented in the Institute for Brasilian Studies (Nashvillei Vanderbilt 
university Press* 1950). p* 87*
2®Sergio Buarque de Holanda (ed*)* Historia Geral da ClvilisaoSo Brasileira. II (Sio Pauloi DifusloEuropeiado
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ing to Celso Furtadoi
The first demographic census taken In 18?2 indicates 
that approximately 1*5 million slaves existed in Brazil 
in that year* Taking into account that, at the beginning of the century, the number of slaves was something more 
than a million and that, in the first fifty years of the 
nineteenth century, more than a half million more were probably imported, one can deduce that the rate of morta­
lity was superior to the birth rate*2?
One can only assume that the situation in the Paraitinga Valley
was no different*
Before 1888, coffee had spread to the westward regions
of the State of Sfto Paulo where the soils proved to be more
suitable for that crop, resulting in a production in the new
regions that far surpassed that in the Paraiba and Paraitinga
valleys* Rather than continue the coBtly practice of slavery,
the plantation owners in the western regions found it more
economical to hire European immigrants * especially from Italy,
on contract bases* The economics of the decision was simple t
the services rendered by the slave was low in comparison to
his initial cost and the cost of his maintenance* Thus, the
abolition of slavery was supported not only by the urban
populations but also by the plantation owners of the western
regions of S3o Paulo i resistance was offered only by the
conservatives of the eastern region who had heavy investments
in slaves* Despite the fact that one municipality in the
Paraitinga Valley, RedengSo da Serra, was the first in the
Livro, 1 9 6 8 ), p. 2 6 1 *
2?Celso Purtado, PoraaoSo Economico do Brasil (Rio de Janeiroi Editors Fundo de Cultural 1959)7 p* 1^1 .
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state to eliminate slavery voluntarily before its legal abo­
lition * the wording of the document that was issued suggests 
that they were interested in making a conversion from slavery 
to a salary system*3°
The coffee plantations ceased to exist in the valley 
only when the soil had been exhausted* A succession of eco­
nomic crises and the freeze of 1 9 1 8 sounded the death knell. 
The region then fell back on its other form of revenue, poly­
culture* providing com* beans* sugarcane* potatoes* rice* 
and tomatoes* as well as tobacco and pork* to towns in the 
Paraiba Valley* Even during the height of the coffee boom* 
the farmers of the valley had continued to produce enough 
food to export to other regions* The reasons for this could 
be numerous but two factors were probably dominant. First* 
coffee trees were usually grown on the sides of hills* The 
devastating effect on the soil wreaked by coffee did not 
affect the entire area but left the valleys free for other 
plants* Second* the high cost of slaves probably reduced the 
amount of land dedicated to coffee culture* as those land 
owners who could not afford to buy slaves concentrated their 
efforts on other crops which could be produced more inexpen­
sively*
30mos abaixo assinados lavradores do municlpio de 
RedempgSo* deolaremos que nesta dacta damos liberdade a todos 
os nossos escravos* continuando no trabalho mediante salarlo 
oonvencional• RedempoSo* 10 de fevereiro de 1888 (underlining 
not in the original)*" "Reden^So daSerra." Enciclooedia dos 
Municlnios Brasileiros. XXX (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia 
e Satatlexica* 1958) • P«
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The cycle that started in 19^0, however, was quite a 
different matter. The agricultural activity in the valley 
was stunted when cattle raisers from Minas Gerais (mineiroe) 
began to buy land there, finding the large areas of cheap 
pasture land preferable to the expensive real estate of their 
own state. As cattle require vast areas for pasturage, most 
of the land formerly devoted to farming were converted to 
cattle ranges. Agricultural pursuits were reduced to the 
point that the towns of the Paraitinga Valley now have to buy 
much of their alimentary needs from outside. Areas which were 
once the symbols of abundance now produce relatively little 
and there is a lack of practically everything.^ 1
As a producer of milk and meat, the valley has some 
importance. Unfortunately, the profits are restricted in 
distribution and employment is reduced. Towns in the region 
are being depopulated as the inhabitants leave for larger 
cities elsewhere where more opportunities exist for employ­
ment. The transition from an agricultural state to that of 
cattle raising has not been without its social and cultural 
effects. Little of the products of this new industry is 
destined for the local populace. Many of the local customs 
are on the verge of disappearance as they lose the agricul­
tural foundations upon which they were based.
*̂**A pecufiria leiteira. mais recentemente* outra vat 
os expulsou das terras que sobraram do caf6 . 0 resuitado £ 
que. nos velhos mercadoes das cidades antigas do Brasil sudeste 
h£ falta de quase tudo. nSo se vende aquela variada produqao 
dos roceiros caipiras que at£ certo ponto foram slmbolo de 
fartura.N Holanda, Historla Geral. II. p. 181.
2k
To date, no study of atltudes towards the intruding 
mineiro has been made In the valley* Willems reported that* 
in the Municipality of Cunha* the urban population expressed 
ill will towards the pastoral activities there because they 
feared a reduction in municipal revenues* as local taxes were 
collected on agricultural produce sold in the local market.
In interviews we heard suggestions and plans which 
reveal the degree of preoccupation of the urban populace* 
One individual of political influence suggested that the 
government should oblige the rural proprietors to culti­
vate certain parts of their lands. One local civil servant 
affirmed that he would “prohibit," if he could, the emmi- gration of mineiros.J*
The rural folk suffering the reduction of farming areas caused
by the need for grazing land must have similar feelings although
they may not always be so openly articulated* Persons in
the town of SSo Luis say that resentment towards the mineiro
was quite strong in some parts of the municipality.
32willems, Cunha. p. 88.
CHAPTER III
SXO LUlS 00 PARAITINGA
History
In the eastern region of the State of Slo Paulo, many 
settlements (some of them Jesuit missions) gradually and natu­
rally grew into municipal seats as the area prospered. The 
older towns of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are 
readily recognised as they have their original Tupi-Guarani 
namest Parati, Ubatuba, Caraguatatuba, Paraibuna, Jacarel, 
Cagapava, Taubatf, Pindamonhagaba, and Guaratinguetd. Cities 
which were created after the sixteenth century have Portuguese 
names. It is evident from the name that s3o Luis do Farai- 
tinga33 had a later origin than the above mentioned cities.
In 1765, the Captain-General of SSo Paulo, Dorn Luis 
Antdnio de Sousa Botelho de MourSo, became alarmed at the 
dispersion of the small population into the 5 # 5^0 square 
miles of the province. By order of Dorn Josfi I of Portugal, 
he was instructed to concentrate this population into new 
villages which were to be created in several places in the
33Reference i* made to the first part of the name, "Saint Louis," not to the qualifier "of the Paraitinga" which 
is of Tupi origin* para, fishi 4 , water 1 tinw. clear. Para 
is a dialectal variant of olrat i is the modern graphic 
version of the older The word paraitinga or pjrahvtlnga
means clear water fish.
25
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interior of the province* 3**1 In 1769* he issued a proclamation 
which called for the establishment of a new settlement at 
the stopping point on the Paraitinga River between TaubatS 
and Ubatuba. Settlers who wished to transfer to the new set­
tlement would receive land, implements, and the usual privi­
leges granted to settlers* He further stipulated that those 
who went there would be exempt from military duty for a period 
of ten years and would not be pressed into services or jobs 
against their wills*35 jn 1 7 7 1 , another order was issued 
"forbidding creditors from preventing agriculturists from 
leaving their lands in order to move to Sao Luis," and oblig­
ing the new settlers to "plant cotton and all kinds of fruit 
trees*"3^ Enough official attention must have been paid to 
the new settlement in its beginning because, by 1773, the 
village of "SSo Luis e Santo Antonio do Paraitinga" boasted 
fifty-two houses*3?
The site was probably not indiscriminately chosen 
and may have been previously settled by indigenous tribes* 
The men who founded the settlement of Paraibuna passed through 
a settlement at the present site of S3o Luis in 1666, al-
3**Schmidt, op* cit*, p* 169*
3^Mario Aguiar, ”S3o Luis do Paraitinga, Usos e 
Costumes."iRjiv^gt^_do Arouivo Municipal do $go Paulo. CXIV
3^MDocumentos Interessantes para a Histfiria e Costumes
* * s*° EafrUwgfi-.da, 49 .SaW s. sag_Paui9.XXXIII (1900),1*
3?Aguiar, op* cit., 57-50*
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though Its size and the nature of its inhabitants was not 
given. 30 it is doubtful an official of the province would 
pick a site in the midst of wilderness to establish an offi­
cial settlement unless the site had previously been proven 
to be habitable.
Expectations that the village would develop* after 
its settlement* into a large** prosperous community capable of 
attracting more settlers did not correspond to the true state 
of events for many years*, although the population of the 
city at the beginning of the nineteenth century was 2 ,3 5?.-^
S3o Luis was not raised to the category of cidade 
(municipal seat) until 1 8 5 7 * demonstrating that until the 
introduction of coffee plantations on a large scale* it re­
mained stagnant. In 1 8 5 1 * its population was 8 *l6l* a con­
siderable size when compared to the populations of some towns 
in the Paraiba Valley in the same yeari Lorena (6479) • Cagapava 
(460?)* Jacarei (6109)* Slo Josi dos Campos (6 9 3 9 ).**° The 
cultural level of the urban population was quite high aB the 
town "boasted a Literary Institute with a library of about 
three thousand volumes* and the city hall maintained a night
38*Segundo os crftnicas da 6poca, eram *sete ou oito
homens —  entre files vinham* tambfim* varios portugueses de 
nascimento* h& pouco chegados de Sao Faulo, gue fujgiam Is
Indios tupiniquins* os quais* atingindoapovoaqao de Sao Luis 
desceram pelo rio Paraitinga atfi a sua confluencia com o
Paraibuna." 0 Valeoaraibano [SSo JosS dos Campos], June 12, 
1969* P- 4* col. 2.
-^Aguiar, op. cit., 6 5 *
^°Alfredo Ellis Junior, 0 Caffi e a FaulistSnia (Sao 
Paulo1 Universidade de SSo Paulo, 1951)» PP« 3^9-50.
Plate III* The Mother Church of Sao Luis do Paraitinga
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school in the same building*^
Documents in the municipal archives of S9o Luis give 
evidence that the town had become politically conscious along 
with its new wealth* In a suit filed against a local citizen 
for conspiracy* it becomes clear that the Revolution of I8*f2 
in Hinas Gerais and S3o Paulo, headed by Brigadier Rafael 
Tobias, had its followers in the region, or outsiders were 
trying to incite the local population in its cause. ^ By 
I8 7 3, the town was important enough to have been renamed 
"Imperial Cidade de S3o Luis do Paraitinga,M a title which 
was lost with the proclamation of the Republic*
Attempts to establish a cotton industry in 1880 failed 
after two years* Situated in the bairro^ of F&brica, the 
industry was powered by a water turbine which had been installed 
by one of the coffee planters* Colonel Jose Domingues de 
Castro*^ Other than this, the spinning and weaving of cotton 
and wool in the municipality had been, and still is, prac-
^Aguiar, op* cit*, 16* In a recent search for the 
library books, about 5 00 were found, mostly in the basement 
of the city hall* Among them were two large leather bound 
books containing ordinances of the Portuguese court which 
were printed in Lisbon in 1668, Many old hand written documents 
were also found*
^Ibid,, Jf8-5 0 .
*3"The bairro is a place--any area whatsoever— with 
characteristics more or less of its own* A valley, the headwaters of a stream, a beach* or any other place nay be a 
bairro. The people give it its name and determine, within 
rather indefinite limits, the area included within the same**1 Schmidt, "Rural Life," 171.
jji^Aguiar, op* cit*, 2 0*
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/ifby the local inhabitants strictly for local use. J
Noteworthy among documents recently found in the city 
hall basement is a letter written by the coffee planters of 
the municipality in 1687* complaining about the activities 
of the abolitionists of SSo Luis who were attempting to lure 
slaves away from their owners by promising them asylum and
Ufifreedom in the city of S3o Paulo. It is a testament to 
the resistance to the abolition of slavery presented by the 
conservatives who had too heavy a stake in human slaves. 
Many of the signers were of the de Castro family, a group 
which controlled most of the land in the Paraitinga Valley. 
Although slavery was abolished by law in the following year, 
social pressure in the municipality forced the abolitionists 
to leave town.
Sao Luis* final hope for prosperity came with the 
commencement of a railroad line between Taubatfi and Ubatuba 
in 1892. 47
^-*Sergio Buarque de Holanda, Camlnhos e Frontsiras 
(Rio de Janeiro* Livraria Jos6 OlympioEditSra, 195?)» P* 226.
Document in the Municipal Archives of Sao Luis do 
Paraitinga (see Appendix, document 2). Among the signers of 
the document was the Baron do Paraitinga, a man who always 
signed documents with his title, never with his name. A 
rumor, which is probably factual, states that he was a person 
from MinaB Gerais who had killed a priest and was forced to 
flee. Arriving in the Paraitinga Valley with a price on his head, he married into the de Castro family and adopted their 
name to remain anonymous.
^**Pelo decreto 10.150 de 5 de Janeiro de 1889* concedia o govemo imperial ao dr. Francisco de Moura Escobar 
e Eugenio Marcondes Varella, privilSgio por 60 anos para a
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The works of the railroad enthusiastically continued 
not only in this year but in the following year as well, at which time a large part of the line was already com­
plete and ready to be turned over to traffic when the 
uprising of the Armed Forces and the consequent civil 
war interrupted it*™
The construction never resumed as the "Companhia Estrada de
Ferro Norte de SSo Paulo1* went into bankruptsy.
Geography and Climate
The municipality is mountainous, cut by narrow valleys 
and covered with scrub growth. There are still insignificant 
and very rare stretches of woods which escaped the destruc­
tive system of farming. In its center, flanked by the Parai­
tinga River and by the Chapfiu riverlet, the small Serra do 
ChapSu extends, its length entirely within the municipality 
and ending on the Pico Agudo mount.
Stone adaptable for sculpture and construction abound 
in the region. At the municipal boundary with Ubatuba, in a 
bairro called Perobas, limestone deposits exist. It is said 
that gold veins can also be found in some spots of the Serra 
do Mar* Outcrops of granite are fairly common throughout 
the municipality.
In the argilo-siliceous and ferruginous soils of the 
municipality, the coffee trees fared quite well. Despite an
construqSo, uso e g8zo de uma estrada de ferro na Provlncia 
de Sao Paulo, entre Taubate e Ubatuba, passando por S. Luis do Paraitinga, para o que deviam organizer uma Companhia de 
acBrdo com as leis em vigor*“ A. Paulino de Almeida, '*0 
Litoral Norte ,** Re vista do Arouivo Municipal de SSo Paulo. 
CXII (1 9^7 ), 3 8 .
4 8 Ibid., 3 9.
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average annual temperature ranging between eighty-eight and 
ninety degrees Fahrenheit, the worst ememy of the coffee plan­
tations were the cold and humid winter fogs which spilled 
over the Serra do Mar and settled in the valley* One such 
winter season virtually wiped out coffee in the valleyi "As 
a consequence of the 1918 freeze, a large part of the coffee 
plantations of the municipality were abandoned*
SSo Luis do Paraitinga Today
The paved road from TaubatS does not pass through the 
town* Although this asphalted via stops near Sao Luis, it 
will eventually be paved all the way to the coastal town of 
Ubatuba* To reach Sao Luis from the paved road, one has to 
use a narrow dirt road which slowly climbs and encircles one 
of the many hills around the town. As one nears it, a glimpse 
of the city is caught in spots through the bamboo stalks which 
line the side of the road. Finally, the knoll having been 
descended, one passes near the symbol of the municipality's 
new industry, the cooperative dairy. Further on is a narrow 
concrete bridge which crosses the Paraitinga River and leads 
immediately to the main square of the city.
In the center of this gardened oraca is a musical 
band stand surrounded by walks, benches, flower gardens, and 
trees. The pra$a is the parlor of the city* it is here that 
most of the town festivals begin and end. At one end of the
^Eugenio Egas (ed.), Os Municloios Paullstas (S5o 
Pauloi SecjSo de Obras d'O Estado de S. Paulo, 1925),II, P- 
1072.
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square are the steps of the Mother Church of Sao Luis, easily 
the most dominant structure of the city. In the square, 
facing the church, is a bust of Osvaldo Cruz (1672-1917), 
the founder of Brazilian experimental medicine, who was born 
in Sao Luis,
Planking the streets which circle the main square are 
two-story mansions, all built in the architectural style of 
the mid-nineteenth century. These were the holiday homes of 
the wealthy coffee planters who used them on rare visits to 
town. Formerly, the second story floors of these buildings 
had small porches jutting out about four feet from their 
fronts and running along their lengths. These porches had 
wrought iron balconies about three feet high, the designs of 
which varied from building to building. However, due to the 
ravages of time, these porches were removed and now the doors 
which led to them are fronted by parts of the original iron 
work. From these balconies,. bedecked with flowers and ribbons, 
coffee planters and their families could watch the festivities 
in the town square without being forced to mingle with the 
mass below.
The ground floor of these buildings were used as 
storehouses, servant quarters or stables, or leased as stores 
and shops. The residence was on the second floor. Stone 
pillars about three feet Bquare ran from the ground up to 
support the foot square beams of the second floor and roof. 
Both floors were about fifteen feet high. The walls were made 
of interlaced bamboo and daubed clay, were about eight inches
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thick* and painted over with whitewash. Examination of these 
walls reveal the bamboo framework to be just as hard and 
strong as they were when first put in. The outside surfaces 
of the walls are painted in pastel colors— blue* rose* yellow, 
gray— which contrast with the stronger colors of the windows 
and doors.
The rooms of theBe homes, which were used only a few 
times a year by their owners, were very large, with the ex­
ception of the bedrooms which were so small that no furniture 
besides the bed could be put into them* Windowless* these 
evidently served a strictly functional purpose in contrast to 
those rooms where visitors were apt to enter* Each building 
had a small garden area in the rear and a small alley which 
led to a side street exit*
Over many of the doors are semicircular transoms 
which have wrought iron decorations, some bearing the year 
in which the buildings were constructed (I8 5 8, 1860, 1862, 
etc*), others spelling the initials of the original owners.
Unfortunately, the harmony of the architectural style 
has been broken on one end of the square by two buildings 
built along more modern lines, but a city ordinance was after­
wards passed obliging that any further restorations should 
follow the older style* Three buildings on the square which 
were restored afterwards show the wisdom of this act*
The streets around the square are paved with a mixture 
of malachite and a white clay common to the area* whereas the 
other streets of the town are covered with either dirt or
Plate IV. The Main Square
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cobblestones* Two streets have some stretches paved with 
rough, asymetrical flagstones. In general, the few streets 
in the town are wide and regular.
Behind the Mother Church, a narrow stone-studded path 
runs up a steep knoll upon which can be seen the cruzeiro, 
the cross, a concrete structure decorated with electric lamps 
on its arms and body. The cruzeiro is typical of many towns 
in the interior regions of Brazil and can usually be found 
in a public square or on the highest elevation immediate to 
the town. InS3oLu£s, the original wooden cross was erected 
in 1881 at the beginning of the old road to U b a t u b a . T h e  
hill upon which the cross is now situated is covered with 
small houses made of stick and bamboo frames, daubed with 
clay or mud, and covered with tile roofs. Most have irregu­
lar, dirt floors. These houses shelter the poorer elements 
of the community and it is in them that the people who come 
from the rural sections for the town festivals are housed.
There are three Catholic temples in Sao Luis, the 
Mother Church, the Church of Nossa Senhora do Ros&rio, and 
the Merces Chapel. Situated on the main square, the Mother 
Church is an impressive old colonial style temple with two 
high bell towers and thick taina walls.^ Built during the 
1840s, it is a spacious building, sixty-five feet wide and 
125 feet long, easily accomodating the faithful of the city.
5°Aguiar, op. cit., 9.
5^-Walls made of rammed earth (see Fig. ^).
Figure 4. Wood Hold for Making Taipa Walls
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Besides its main altar, made of marbles from Europe 
and Brazil, the church possesses several side altars, each 
dedicated to and adorned with a statue of a saint. Above 
the side wings on either side of the church are rooms in 
which the old aristocracy used to attend mass, completely 
isolated from the tile-covered, main floor where the less 
economically fortunate worshipped.
The capela-mor. the first church ever erected in Sao 
Luis, was demolished in the first quarter of this century to 
make way for the construction of a new edifice. Monsignor 
In&cio Gioia, a priest from Italy who apparently had more 
liking for the north European types of temples, built the 
present gothic Church of Nossa Senhora do RosSrio on one of 
the highest elevations within the city. Despite its being a 
pleasing building to view, its architectural style is com­
pletely incongruous to that of the town. Behind it, sur­
rounded by a talpa wall, is a snail, private cemetery, a 
resting place of some interest because it holds the grave­
stones of those of importance during the coffee epoch, in­
cluding that of the Baron of Paraitinga.
In an acute angle formed by the meeting of two streets 
near the Ubatuba exit of town is the Chapel of Merces, a 
small temple built in 1814 and clearly the oldest existing 
structure in Sao Luis. Ignored by the church fathers for 
ages, except for occasional repairs, it has only one very 
old, rough-wood altar, no pews or windows, and is lit by a 
single dim light. The bell tower, which is beneath the roof
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of the church* holds two ancient bells with remarkably pure 
tones. This chapel formerly had an old table on which* ac­
cording to legend, the footprints of a great orator of S5o 
Paulo, Brother Galvao, were imprinted.However, the table 
is no longer there and no one in town seemed to know what 
happened to it.
Up a hilly side street from the Merces Chapel is 
another building of historical importance, the birthplace of 
Osvaldo Cruz, the Brazilian physician who was responsible 
for the eradication of yellow fever in Rio de Janeiro during 
the nineteenth century. Today, the building is the property 
of the state which houses public health offices in its front 
rooms. Ironically, the town had no resident physician in 
I969, as the only doctor had taken an indefinite leave of 
absence, and the only medical attention available to the 
citizens was furnished by a doctor from the Municipality of 
Lagoinha who went there two days a week. The Cruz household 
is now being considered by the city as a possible site to 
house a library which will contain the historical documents 
of the city,
A social center for the rural populace who come to 
town to sell their produce is the town market. Built in 
1902, undoubtedly replacing an older structure, the building 
follows the architectural style previously established. On 
each side of the quadrangular structure are large doorB which
^Aguiar, op. cit., 14,
lead into covered arcades which surround a large, central, 
open patio* In the arcades are the shops and stalls which 
buy and sell produce* The patio is free of any buildings, 
giving a refreshing look to the market, especially if one is 
accustomed to other markets which have their patios filled 
with small, ramshackle stalls,
Saturdays and Sundays are usually the days on which 
the local small farmers come to market to sell their produce* 
Here, they exchange news of their respective bairros while 
drinking straight doses of cachaoa* or cane brandy* Thus, the 
market place replaces the newspaper because news circulates 
rapidly from one person to another. It is also an excellent 
place to buy articles made of wood--trays, bowls, spoons, 
etc*--at a reasonable price* Baskets of all sites and purposes 
are also sold there*
The Festivals of SSo Luis
Like many small towns in interior Brazil, Sao Luis 
is a storehouse of traditions, although the change in the 
economical structure of the municipality has had the tendency 
to modify and even obliterate some of them* There are dances 
which are of both Portuguese and African origin, those of 
the latter usually modified by an overlay of Christianity, 
Recreational spectacles such as the Cavalhada. or tourney, 
have their stems in the Middle Ages of Europe* There are 
festivals which cannot be neatly classified as either reli­
gious or profane since these two categories overlap* Some 
are more profane than others but one would be hard put to find
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purely secular events* Some festivals are strictly urban* 
the rural citizens have little or no participation in them.
A calendar of secular and religious holidays has been 
compiled in Cunha by Willems,53 and the same list can be re­
peated for SSo Luis with a few modifications. There are some 
days which are mobile, i.e. having no fixed date. These are 
indicated by an X instead of the date in the month in which 
they generally, but not necessarily, occur.
January 
1 New Year's Day 
6 —  Feast of the Magi 
20 — - St. Sebastian 
25 —  St. Paul
February
3 — - St. Blaise
X —  Carnival (three days preceding Ash Wednesday* 
not celebrated in the rural areas and weak in 
town)
X —  Ash Wednesday
March
15 —  St. Vincent 
19 *  St, Joseph 
25 —  Annunciation
X —  Holy Week (including Saint Benedict which is 
normally celebrated elsewhere on March 13)
53willems, Cunha. p. 13?.
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Ascii
21 —  Tiradentes (celebrated only in town)
1 —  Labor Day (celebrated only in town)
2 —  Holy Cross
8 —  Foundation of S3o Luis do Paraitinga 
X —  Ascension
June
13 —  St. Anthony 
24 —  St. John 
29 —  St. Peter 
X —  Feast of the Holy Ghost
July
16 —  Our Lady of Carmel
August
15 —  Assumption of the Virgin Mary
16 —  St. Roch
24 —  St. Audoen
September
1 —  All Saints* Day
2 —  All Souls* Day
15 —  Proclamation of the Republic (celebrated only 
in town)
December
8 —  Feast of the Immaculate Conception
25 —  Christmas
31 —  New Year's Eve
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Among the above listed holidays, Holy Week, the feast 
days of Saints Anthony, John, and Peter, and the Feast of the 
Holy Ghost are the most important Bince they involve both the 
rural and urban populations of the municipality.
The Holv Week. During the week preceding Easter, the 
people from the rural areas begin to make their way to town, 
some on mules, burros, and horses, but most of them on foot. 
They usually are boarded in the homes of relatives and friends 
during their stay in the city. Good Friday is the climax of 
the week for on that day thousands go to the Mother Church 
to kiss the feet of the images of Our Lady of Sorrow and the 
Crucified Christ. Bach one who enters the temple to kiss the 
images leaves money or objects of value in a collection plate, 
Msome . . .  exchanging them for smaller coins to keep as sou­
venirs, or because of the belief that whoever has one of 
these coins will not lack for money throughout the year."54 
At night, after evening services, the solemn Procession of 
the Burial takes place as the multitude, carrying torches 
and candles, accompanies the two imageB through the city 
streets.
On the following day, Saturday, Lent ends at noon 
with the ringing of the church bells and the deafening bursts 
of fireworks which fill the air with the acrid smell of gun­
powder, One of the most interesting events connected with 
this day seems to have been discontinued! the Mauling of the
^Aguiar, op. cit., 42.
Judas* One of the principal causes appears to have been the 
death of Benedito de Sousa Pinto, a lovable town character 
who gave this ancient tradition extra original touches in 
S3o Luis*
The custom of the mistreatment of the Judas, until 
1968, was fairly widespread throughout the State of S3o Paulo. 
In most places, the Judas was hung and burned but, because 
of the custom of putting signs on the dummy which ridiculed 
the politicians and military men in power, the practice was 
outlawed, a measure of doubtful value since the act was a 
good cathartic, an escape valve for the pent-up frustrations 
of the people.
Castigation of an effigy is thoroughly rooted in the 
ancient European fire festivals where straw-men were dragged 
through the streets, beaten, and burned. With the transfer­
ence of the rites to the southern hemisphere, the bonfires, 
which were the mainstays of the festivals, were discontinued 
during the Easter season, but the castigation of an effigy 
remained. That the figure is still used as a representative 
of a human scapegoat illustrates the thread which binds the 
custom to Europe, where human sacrifice occurred in the past. 
The name of Judas given to the effigy is nothing more than 
a Christian veneer applied to a much older custom.
In Sao Luis, there were times when a large number of 
Judases were hung to provide entertainment for the large 
number of children in town during the Holy Week. Usually, 
however, a single Judas was hung from a pole either in front
*5
of the Rosfirio Church or In the main square on Resurrection 
Saturday, Benedito de Sousa Pinto would fill the pockets of
the dummy with money and sweets before it was hung. At
noon* when the bells and chimes of the churches rang as a 
sign of the expiry of Lent, the doll was lowered so that the 
children could tear it apart in a frenzy to get the prizes
which it contained. Occasionally a hornet nest would be
placed in the head of the dummy so that, at the moment it
was broken, the adults watching the spectacle could have 
their laughs as the gamin flew in all directions to escape 
the poisonous stings of the insects.
Prior to the lowering of the effigy, there was a 
mock trial to condemn the Judas. After passing sentence, 
Pinto would read the last testament in which fun was made of 
the public servants and the local politicians. The verses 
were written by Pinto himself and many of them can still be 
read as they are preserved in a recently created folklore 
museum.
Silo Luis do Paraitinga 
a terra de Osvaldo Cruz, 
de dia n3o tern agua, 
de noite nSo tern luz.
(S3o Luis do Paraitinga,
The land of Osvaldo Cruz,
During the day there is no water,
During the night there is no light).
Although the thirteenth of March is traditionally
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the day dedicated to Saint Benedict* this feast has now been 
linked to the Holy Week in S3o Luis* They now call it the 
"Feast of the Negroes*" principally because few whites par­
ticipate actively in its celebration (although nobody works 
in town on this day) and because of its close ties to the 
customs which existed during the time of slavery. For the 
large land owners of the nineteenth century* Easter Sunday 
was the day of large banquets to which friends and relatives 
were invited. A large number of animals were slaughtered 
for the feast, usually more that could be consumed by the 
guests. On the following day, Monday, the remains were dis­
tributed to the slaves who were exempted from field work on 
that day. Thus, the Monday after Easter began to take on a 
religious flavor.
Closely supervised by the priests* they would engage 
in modified versions of their traditional dances around the 
evening bonfires. As St. Benedict* the patron saint of the 
destitute* had been assigned to the Negroes by the clergy* 
it was only natural that their special protector be honored 
on the day of their greatest abundance.
On Resurrection Saturday, a procession of the faith­
ful begins at the Merces Chapel and goes to the small square 
in front of the Ros&rio Church where a decorated pole bearing 
the banner of the saint is erected. That night, the old 
slave dances are performed in the open air. The celebrations 
continue until the following Monday when a mass is held at 
ten in the morning, terminating the religious observance.
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The BOBt common dance of the Negroes is the jango* 
In it there are usually four b u s !clans who play and sing* 
each Mriting riddles in verse which the others must solve* 
At the sound of the band, a large circle is formed and songs 
of greeting are directed to the musicians* A cadenced dance 
resembling a quadrille follows as the circle begins to turn. 
When the riddles are made* the circle stops only to begin 
again once the solution has been given* On they go, all 
night long, until the bells of the church announce the first 
mass of the day*
Feasts of the Winter Solstice. The festivals of June 
(as festas luninasl are comprised of the feast days of Saint 
Anthony* Saint John, and Saint Peter, and are observed in 
all of Brasil* The Feast of Saint Anthony has declined in 
importance* probably because of its falling so early in the 
month* although many rural areas still observe this day with 
the firing of pyrotechnics and by processions to rural chapels. 
With time* the Feast of Saint John has come to be the most 
important of the three* These feasts are echoes of the old 
pagan fire festivals which existed throughout fiurope since 
before the dawn of Christianity* Because of the inversion 
of seasons in the southern hemisphere, the midsummer fires 
have taken on added importance in Brasil, especially the eve 
of St* John's, traditionally mid-summer (nowmid-winter) eve* 
It was the signal of solar change* To paraphrase Frazer, it 
was a great turning-point in the sun's career, when, after 
descending lower and lower day by day in the sky, the lumi­
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nary stops and thenceforth retraces his steps down the hea­
venly r o a d . "55
In Brazil, the December 2 5th winter solstice has been 
shifted to the 2 3rd of Junei the Christ child has given way 
to a youthful St. John the Baptist carrying a lamb in his 
arms. This has led to a corresponding shift of the agricul­
tural cycle in which the meaningful year begins there on St. 
John's Day, as Arafijo so aptly noted.^ However, the rituals 
normally associated with Midsummer Eve have been retained; 
they were not replaced by a June Yule log. The dentrolatric 
May-pole reappears in the poles--stripped of bark, brightly 
colored, and sometimes decked with ribbons— used to support 
the banners of the June saints. The bonfires which sparkled 
and flared in the European summer darkness now crackle in 
the chilly nights of the land of the Holy Cross. As lovers 
leaped over the fires in Switzerland, France, Sweden, and 
Germany, the sexes in Brazil do likewise. As the European 
peasant feared the witches, the Brazilian caiplra^  fears 
the "bad spirits," the werewolf, and the goblins of the night.
The June festivals in the Paraitinga Valley are not 
different from those in other rural sectors in the eastern
55James George Frazer, The Golden Bough (New York* 
The Macmillan Company, 1949). p. 6>22.
5^AraGjo, Folclore Naclonal. 1, p. 118, See also 
his Ciclo Agricola. Calend&rlo Rellgioso e Magiag Ljgadas As Plantaooes tSao Paulo 1 Grafica Municipal de Sao Paulo, 
1 9 5 7 ). an entire monograph devoted to this subject.
5?A term applied to the rural dwellers of Brazil. 
This term will be thoroughly discussed in Chapter IV.
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part of S3o Paulo* The principal features are thesei
1. Three trees are planted on the 13th* 24th. and 
29th of June* respectively* A hole is dug in front of the 
home. Once the tree is placed in it* the dirt, together with 
eggs* corn and beans* is replaced. These plants are not 
meant to be permanentt they are uprooted a few days before 
Christmas* This resembles a Swedish custom in which young 
firs are raised before the doorways on the Eve of St* John’s.
2, At the setting of the sun, the festival patron 
summons his family, relatives, and friends to his home by 
means of pyrotechnics* The use of fireworks and deafening 
noises for such festivities are not uncommon in Brazil.
3* A pole bearing the banner of the honored saint 
is raised* accompanied by prayers and song*
4. A huge bonfire is lit* When the fire has reached 
a low level, the persons at the feast leap over the flames 
so that they may be blessed for the rest of the year. An 
interesting Brazilian innovation is the custom of walking 
barefooted over live coals spread over the ground. Usually 
done on the Eve of St. John’s, the belief here is that if 
one has faith in the saint* the soles of the feet will nox 
be burned* "Quern tem fS, nao queima o pe."
5* Carbonized brands are removed from the dying fire 
to be saved in the homes. During storms, the brands are lit 
to protect the crops. Others are placed in the fields for 
the same purpose. Similar charred sticks were removed from 
bonfires in France "to protect the houses against lightning,
Flate V. Holiday Hone# of the Coffee Lords
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conflagrations* and spells. **58
6 . Torches are lit in paper balloons which are lifted 
up into the air by the smoke.
7. Certain rituals, such as planting garlic, are 
practiced by the unmarried girls in an attempt to divine the 
names of their future husbands. Three garlic teeth* each 
given a name of a prospective suitor* are planted near the 
bonfirei the one which takes root before sunrise reveals the 
future spouse.
Many of the rituals of St. John's Eve correspond to 
those purification rites practiced by European peasants to 
prevent misfortune to crops while they were growing, the 
only major difference being that the Brazilian rural dweller 
has his rites after the crops are harvested.
The Feasts of the Holy Ghost. Until the sixteenth 
century, the Feast of the Holy Ghost was a fairly common 
festival celebrated in Portugal, centering around Pentecost 
Sunday, when food was distributed to the paupers. This fes­
tival* seemingly a manner of redistributing food or wealth* 
has been described in a very comprehensive article by Willems^ 
and consists of the following traitst
1. Vodosi the distribution of bread* meat* and cheese 
to the poor by the Confraternity of the Holy Ghost on Pente-
^®Fraxer* op. cit., p. 628.
5>9Emllio Willems* HAcculturative Aspects of the Feast 
of the Holy Ghost in Braxil*u American Anthropologist. 51 
(July-September, 19^9). PP. ^03-5*
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cost Sunday.
2. Folia< the procession of the mordomos* the men 
who contributed money to the feast, accompanied by musicians 
and led by a standard bearer carrying the banner of the Holy 
Ghost. The folia would make trips into the Portuguese rural 
areas to collect gifts of food which would later be distri­
buted to the poor. The folia had a protective function as 
it was believed that their appearance would drive away evil 
spirits from people, animals, and fields.
3* Emperorsi the men who contributed money for the 
festival were honored by being crowned with this title.
4. Bullfightsi held on the Friday before Pentacost 
Sunday, the profits of these went to the Confraternity of 
the Holy Ghost. Seven or eight bulls were run and their 
meat was afterwards distributed to the poor.
5« Material symbolsi these consisted of the crowns 
with which the Emperors were crowned and the banner showing 
the symbol of the Holy Ghost, the dove.
After the sixteenth century, this celebration disap­
peared from Portugal, but not before it was transferred to 
Brazil where it continues in the old rural sections of Sao 
Paulo. Sao Lu£s do Paraitinga is one of the municipalities 
where this Portuguese heritage continues although the name 
has been changed to that of the "Feast of the Divine One" 
(Festa do Pivino) and its celebration is geared to the agri­
cultural cycle of the area. Its characteristic traits have 
been modified but, with the exception of the bullfights, all
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of the elements remain.
No longer is the feast fixed to Pentecost Sunday* it 
is now a mobile holiday usually, but not necessarily, falling 
in the month of June.^0 At that time a festival patron, or 
festeiro, is selected from among the richer and more res­
pectable men of the community to serve for an entire year.^l 
The selection is made in the Mother Church by drawing names 
from a hat. As soon as the selected name is known, the 
bells ring and fireworks shake the air. The new festeiro is 
then convoked for the ceremonies which take place in the 
afternoon during which he is crowned “emperor" while the old 
festeiro looks on, pretending to be very sad at having to 
relinquish his title.
One of the first taBks of the patron is to select 
the folia, a group of musicians and persons of confidence 
who will go through the countryside collecting "promises'* of 
gifts (usually food and drink) for the following year. Besides 
that, he is obliged to go in the evening to the casa de festa 
where all the food and drink which had been collected during 
the previous year is stored.
The casa de festa. or festival house, is a kind of
^®In 1 9 6 9 , the Festa do Dlvlno was celebrated in Slo 
Luis do Paraitinga during the first half of July at the request of the parish priest so that it would not fall in 
the same month as the anniversary of the city.
^The festeiro for the year 1958-59 was Sebastiao Pereira Coelho, aided by a folia from Cunha. An interesting 
addition to the Festa do Divino in Sao Luis is a female 
adjutant who accompanies the festeiro. During the above 
year, this adjutant was Idalina Vas de Campos.
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communal potlatch restaurant which remains open to the public 
as long as the food and drink last. Located in the market, 
it is the obligatory stop for all who come from the rural 
areas. Beneath the alcoves of the market, large kettles and 
cauldrons boil and bubble, filling the air with the sharp 
odor of everything which will form the meali beans, rice, 
beef, potatoes, mandioca. Behind the market, near the banks 
of the river where the vultures sit waiting for the remains, 
slaughtered beeves are skinned and cut for the pots.
In the casa de festa. the straw-hatted rural folk 
can satisfy their organic needs with that of which they are 
deprived throughout the year* meat. As they receive the 
food, usually in tin plates, they sit on their haunches and 
enjoy the food. They fill their stomachs to the point that 
they can take no more. Aguiar reports a case of abuse in 
which
When they were finally glutted, but still willing to 
bid their farewells to the abundance, they found some 
dark corner, stuck their fingers in their throats and, 
after emptying themselves, entered the line again to fill 
their stomachs for the last time.°2
There is nothing more necessary for the successful 
functioning of the festivals than the folia, whose job is to 
collect the promises of food for the potlatch of the coming 
year. The festeiro selects a mestre. or chief, to head the 
group, a man who knows every nook and cranny in the muni­
cipality. The mestre is a professional; he makes his living
^Aguiar, op. cit., 20.
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Plate VI* RosArio* Site of the First Church in s2o Luis
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in this way. It is ho who selects the other members of the 
folia and bargains with the festeiro for their salaries. 
The other members of the group are all persons who have the 
absolute confidence of the mestre and are usually his sons 
and relatives. With the exception of the standard bearer 
and the person charged with taking care of the troupe's baggage, 
all members of the folia play instruments (guitar, fiddle, 
drum, triangle, etc.) and have different singing voices. 
The standard bearer carries the Pivino, the banner of the 
Holy Ghost.
The folia spends months in the country, going from 
farm to farm, requesting the gifts for the festival. These 
gifts are not given to the troupe but paid in the form of 
"promises•" A member of the folia carefully notes the name 
of the doner and the type of gift (beans, riqe, chickens, 
etc.) in a book and appoints a man in the area to collect 
these gifts in the weeks immediately preceding the festival. 
At each house visited, the folia makes its requests and 
thanks through songs* An example of a song of thanks was 
collected in 1951 in the Municipality of S3o Luis do Parai­
tinga by Aradjot
"Deus le pague meu sinh8 ,
(May God pay you, sir,)
Deus le ha de agardecS,
(God has to thank you) 
sempre cum vida e satide 
(always with life and health)
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pra no mundo vive*"^
(to live in the world*)
The mestre knows in advance how many houses can he 
visited before night fall, so he sends the baggage porter 
ahead to the house or farmstead where the group is to spend 
the night with a verbal request for shelter* As the owners 
of these houses consider it an honor to house the group, the 
request is never refused*
With the arrival of the folia at the place where it 
will spend the night, fireworks are set off to advise the 
other residents of the area* Everyone turns out in their 
Sunday best to receive the group* Piglets, calves, chickens, 
and goats are killed for the banquet to be held that night* 
Upon entering the house, the folia forms a circle around the 
family and sing songs* Following the evening banquet, there 
is a prayer preceeding dances which last late into the night. 
On the following morning the folia leaves for another bairro.
For the persons in the rural areas, the folia repre­
sents the same protective value that it originally did in 
Portugal* In cases of disease striking his domestic animals, 
a person will usually promise to give a donation to the folia 
in the hopes that the sickness will stop* The housing of 
the folia is usually done in payment of a promise made to a 
saint*
The prevalent propitiatory device Brasilian rural 
people resort to is the promesea (compact) with a saint*
63Ara6jo, Folclore Kaclonal. I, p. 55*
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People promise services or goods to the saints in order 
to recover health or to avoid illness• to increase crops 
and cattle* or to avoid plagues* Since the Holy Ghost is a powerful saint* proMaesas made to him are expected 
to produce good results* Therefore* the participation 
of the people in the principle festival given in honor 
of the jjoly Spirit may be interpreted in terms of pro* 
messas*6**
Finally* the folia arrives in town where it is met 
by the festeiro who receives the banner which he will keep 
as a souvenir* Ahead of a cortege* it goes to the caBa do 
InpSrio■ a special room in a house on the main square pre­
pared by the town people to house the banner (and the in­
struments of the folia) during the festival* The room* de­
corated with red velvet* has a semi-religious air and the 
people go there to pray for special favors as they kiss the 
ribbons suspended on the banner staff* Once the banner 1b 
housed* the potlatch can begin* On the last day of the 
festivals* a new festeiro is selected and the cycle begins 
anew*
Connected with the festival in town are other acti­
vities such as auctions which enable the festeiro to recover 
some of the money he has spent during the year* and dances 
and entertainments for the children and adults* Made by a 
local amateur artist are two giant dolls, each about twelve 
feet highi a moustached Jo&o Paulino, wearing striped canvas 
pants and coat and complete with top hat and carnation, and 
Maria Angtt in a calico dress and sporting lamp bulbs for 
earrings* Inside of the dolls are hampers made in such a
Willems* "Acculturative Aspects*" 406*
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way that men can support these figures on their shoulders. 
Accompanied by the deafening roars of hundreds of children, 
the two roam the streets, nodding compliments and swatting 
their free-swinging arms at the gamin that approach them too 
closely.
One of the highlights of the festival is the Cavalhada 
de Carlos Magno. a theater on horseback which echoes in this 
Brazilian hinterland all the glories of Charlemagne and his 
douzepers in their clashes against the Saracens in the Valley 
of Roncesvalles, and the tourneys of the knights of the 
Middle Ages. During the mid-nineteenth century, this spec­
tacle was held in the main square of the city since it was 
not gardened at that time. The participants of the Cavalhada 
were the sons of the best families in the municipality. They 
wore clothes made of silk and velvet, sported swords plated 
with silver, and rode breed horses which were equally bedeck­
ed.
Today, the Cavalhada does not have the splendor of 
old but, what they lack in luster, they more than make up 
for in spirit. In Sao Luis, its celebration usually takes 
place on the Saturday in the week in which are held the fes­
tivities of the Holy Ghost. It is composed of two teams of 
twelve riders each (the twelve peers of France and their op­
ponents), one team dressed in blue, called the Christians, 
and headed by a general, the other vested in red and called 
the Moors, captained by a king. Each side has its spy (also 
called the clown because of his bizarre dress) and its am-
Plats VII* Cooking Rice at the Casa de Festa
bassador.
After a parade through town, the riders cross the 
bridge and take positions on the opposite ends of a soccer 
field near the right descending bank of the Paraitinga River. 
The play starts when a Moor spy goes to the center of the 
field where he is "discovered* by a Christian knight, the 
adjutant to the General, and is "killed'* with a sword. The 
King's ambassador approaches and a dialogue between the two 
ensues after which the Christian ambassador goes to the Moorish 
king to tell him that the Christians are there to either 
convert the heathens or to kill them. The Moorish king be- 
ligerantly refuses to be baptised and expresses his inten­
tion to enter into battle.
A mock battle follows, resulting in the defeat of 
the Moors and their swearing allegiance to the Christian 
General. They then join forces and the second part of the 
Cavalhada takes place. This is an exhibition of riding skill 
in which various maneuvers are made on horseback (see Fig. 
5). These maneuvers are followed by the .jousts, another ex­
hibition of riding skill in which riders spear paper masks 
on the ground with their swords while riding at full gallop, 
and throw lances through small rings. Ending the jousts, 
the riders recross the bridge and make a final parade through 
town.
Foundation Day of Sao Luis. In 1969. Sao Luis do 
Paraitinga celebrated the bicentenial anniversary of its 
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Figure 5 . Horseback Maneuvers of the Cavalhada
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tacles which normally take place on other feast days were 
repeated* The order of the events of the four-day celebra­
tion was as followst
Mav 8th
5,00 —  Reveille by the MS8o Luis de Tolosa” Drum and 
Bugle Corps, festive ringing of all the bells of 
all the churches of the city, and a salvo of 21 
shots*
10i00 —  Thanksgiving mass celebrated by His Excellence, 
the Diocesan Bishop, Francisco Borja do Amaral, 
assisted by several priests* 
lift00 —  Solemn session in the City Hall*
15.00 —  Opening of the regional Folklore Motifs exposi­
tion*
16100 —  Parade of the young students through the prin­
cipal streets of the city*
19.00 —  Retreat by the "SSo Lu Ib de Tolosa'' Drum and
Bugle Corps*
May 9th
19i00 —  Festive mass with songs by the students.
20100 —  Serenade*
Mav 10th
15.00 —  Cavalhada*
20100 —  Folklore presentations!




Dance of the Calango*
Dance of the Ribbons*
23i00 —  II Centennial Ball,
May .ll*h 
10120 —  Mothers* Day Mass*
16100 *  Parade of allegorical floats and coronation of 
the Centennial Queen*
19*00 —  The giving of flowers by the mothers to Our 
Lady of Praseres, the first image venerated in
SSLo Luis do Faraitinga
The main purpose of such a heavy schedule of eventB 
was to draw the attention of outsiders to the town* as the 
town fathers realised that tourism would be one of the only 
ways of bringing money into the town* However* the lack of 
sufficient hotel rooms in the city will probably frustrate 
most overnight visits* It was admittedly a town festival* 
not one in which the rural folk would take much part* the
probable reason being that it was not part of the agricultu­
ral cycle of the municipal rural areas, i*e* it had no sig­
nificance for the rural dweller* Their attitude was probably 
reflected in that of a town employee washing the lamp posts 
in the main square in preparation for the bicentennial* He 
expressed no interest in this latter celebration but became 
quite enthusiastic when questioned about the Festa do Pivino*




Despite the outward semblance of being an interior 
city which never advanced out of the nineteenth century* SSo 
Luis do Paraitinga has made the headlong plunge into the 
twentieth centuryi television antennas above the tile-roofed 
homes attest to that* However* just a few miles into the 
interior of the municipality, it is still easy to find a 
way of life which echoes the life of the first colonists of 
the country* perhaps not as much as in some frontier areas 
of Brazil* but still primitive enough to present a stark
contrast to the bustling cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao
Paulo*
In these remote areas live a type of Brazilian who
is called a caboclo. a general name for
• • • the Brazilian approximation of the mestizo of
certain parts of South America* a lower-class countryperson* a peasant* or rural subsistence p r o d u c e r . ° 5
In a further attempt to distinguish between the various types
caboclos in Brazil* the same author assigned the name of
^5jamee B* Watson* "Way Station to Westernization. 
The Brazilian Caboclo*" in Brarlli Papers Presented in the Institute for Brazilian Studies (Nashvillei Vanderbilt 
University Press* 1953)* P* 9*
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circum-urban^ to those rural dwellers who are socially, 
economically, or politically linked to villages or cities. 
Even though this distinction corresponds very closely to the 
rural dwellers of the Municipality of S3o Luis, the word 
caioira will be used in its stead in view of the fact that 
caioira has often been used as a synonym for caboclo. Ac­
cording to Marcondes and Smith,
Caipira is a term widely used in S3o Paulo to desig­
nate the humble rural folk who inhabit the less advanced 
sections of the state. It usually has a depreciative 
connotation • ■ • The designation is.sufficient to indi­
cate a predominance of Indian blood.
The derogatory sense of the word was also noted by Pierson
both in the city of S3o Paulo and in the interior village of
Cruz das Almas. ^ 8 Araujo states that caioira "is the term
used, not rarely in a pejorative manner, to designate the
dweller of the highland,M but he adds,
Caioira is the designation of a genuine Paulista. 
The author, for example, considers himself to be a caioira 
piracicabano. i.e. a Paulista of Piracicaba.®9
Confusion in the use of caboclo and caioira apparent­
ly stems from the fact that both terms were borrowed from 
Tupi-Guarani and have undergone semantic change. Caioira 
appears to have a more restricted currency* it is fairly
6 6Ibid., p. 2 1 .
V. Marcondes and T. Lynn Smith, "The Caipira of 
the Paraitinga Valley," Social Forces. XXXI (October, 1952), 
47.
^8Donald Pierson, "Caipira Versus 'CidadSo* in Cruz 
das Almas," Sociologia. XII (October, 1950), 312-22.
^Araujo, Folclore Nacional. I, p. 36.
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widespread in the State of SSo Paulo although, in earlier 
writings, the tern caboclo seems to have been the word most 
often used in the same state*
Monteiro Lobato made caboclo a household word in the 
form of his immortal Jeca Tatd, and the stereotype of the 
shiftless* nomadic arsonist has continued to the present. 
The same author also derided the pride with which
• • • respectable figures beat their chests* exclaim­
ing with haughtinessi I am of the caboclo race! ? 0
His statement (written in 1 9 1 8 ) shows that the term caboclo
was gaining a new meaning in precisely the same way that
caipira is undergoing a semantic change today* as attested
by Aradjo's definition*
There is no intention here to add to semantic confu­
sion* The term caioira as a designation for the marginal 
folk who inhabit the remote and isolated rural sections of 
the municipality has been chosen for the following reasonst
1) It is the term most frequently used in the muni­
cipality to refer to these people*
2) The original Tupi-Guarani meaning of the word as 
"the shy one, the timid one* the bashful one, the individual 
full of shame"^ still represents some of the character traits 
of these folk, and
3) Many other authors have used the term.
?®Honteiro Lobato, "Urupfis,* in Urupfis (Sao Pauloi 
EditSra Brasiliense, 1968), p« 279*
^Plinio Ayrosa, "Caipira,** Re vista do Arouivo 
Municipal de S3o Paulo, XVIII (1935). p. 195*
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Usage of the term does not indicate subscription to the pre­
sence or absence of Indian blood, as indicated by the Mar­
condes and Smith definition# Any person who liveB a life in 
the manner which will shortly be described is a caipira, re­
gardless of his ancestral stock# Aguiar notes, for example, 
the presence of a number of persons of French ancestry in 
the municipality who
• • « can be found in the market place selling pota­
toes, tomatoes, or bananasi grandsons and great-grandsons 
of Frenchmen, tall thin, blond, green-eyed men with their skins darkened by the rigors of the sun# Their speech is 
that of the caioira. their having perfectly assimilated that soft dialect, substituting the e  for the X.72
Historical Background
That many caioiras possess Indian blood in one degree 
or another cannot be denied# Throughout the early colonial 
days of the present State of S3o Paulo, there was constant 
interbreeding between the white colonizers, who had brought 
few women with them to the New World, and the Indian maids. 
The result of the mixture was the creation of a new breed of 
nan, the mamaluco who
. • • other than an adventurous spirit, the boldness, 
audaciousness, and mobility of the father, received from his maternal side the love of liberty, the restless and nomadic disposition# and the frontier inclinations of 
the Amerindian who was also endowed with extreme mobi­lity. 73
The term mamaluco was not the only designation used 
in colonial Brazil# Preceding it was the name mazombo which,
?2Aguiar# op# cit., 21.
?3vianna Moog, Bandeirantes e Pioneiroa (Porto Alegre; 
Editfira Globo, 1957), p# 1W»
Plate IX. TS L oco por urn Pedago de Vaca
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according to Mooga was used to designate a person b o m  in 
Brazil and employed “when the term Brazilian as an express 
sion and an affirmation of a nationality was practically non­
existent. Although the Negro was rare in sixteenth century
S3.o Paulot the term nulato was applied equally to the off­
spring of the white and the Amerindian as to the white and 
the negro.75 Another designation* according to Holanda, for 
the mamaluco was bastardo (bastard) . ? 6
The Amerindians in their native state practiced a 
rudimentary and semi-nomadic slash-and-burn agriculture* using 
techniques which were quickly adopted by many of the Lusita- 
nian colonizers. Slash-and-burn agriculture consists of the 
felling of trees to form a large clearing in the forest* the 
drying and burning of the trunks and branches* and the plant­
ing of a small variety of crops (mandioca* com* squ&Bh, 
tubers* etc.) while the ground was still warm. This techni­
que had the advantage of clearing a large area of land in a 
short period of time, the killing in the area of all insects
?^Holanda. Histfiria Geral. I, p. 280,
?^*De passagem convem notar que a palavra *raulatof 
se aplicava em Sao Paulo a mestizos de Indios tanto como de 
negros* e ftquelee naturalmente mais do que Sstes por ser 
entSo diminuta all a escravidao africanat mesmo durante a 
primeira metade do sSculo XVIII* os registros de batizados 
de carijfis falam em *molatos* com tal acepqSo* e s6 raramente 
aludem a *mamalucos.•" Ibid.* II* p. 264, .
?6“E certo que nas Spocas colonials foram os mamalucos reputados constantemente como gente sem sombra de sujeigao 
ou policia* o que se verificou particularraente em Sao Paulo* terra em que os bastardos* como entao se chaaavam* compuseram por largo tempo* o grosao das classes populares." Holanda* Frontelras e Caminhas. p. 144.
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which could prove damaging to the cultivated plants, and the 
elimination of bulky agricultural Implements other than the 
axe and the hoe* Its disadvantages lay in the dissipation 
of good topsoil, requiring the periodic removal of the tribes 
to new sites* Before the advent of the white man* this ad­
vantage was balanced by the lack of large concentrated popu­
lations of Indians, and the rapid recovery of used lands by 
the tropical forests* Those mamalucos who applied their en­
ergies to agriculture continued to follow faithfully the same 
practices of slash-and-bum*
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they had 
gone into every section of the Province of S3o Paulo, con­
tinuing the same nomadic existence as their Indian forebears, 
always living on the margin of civilisation. The meetisos, 
later to be called caboclos, and then caiplras. produced 
their own food, made their own clothes and farming equipment, 
and built their own homes, the latter out of trees, sticks 
and bamboo, daubed irregularly with clay, and covered with 
dry straw.
In the eighteenth century, the Paralba Valley zone 
of Sao Paulo, in which the Faraitinga Valley can be included, 
was composed of small urban nuclei located along the courses 
of the rivers, all surrounded by small properties dedicated 
to policulturei corn, manioc, rice, beans, etc. As the whole 
area had been the passageway for the men of Sao Paulo, first 
in their hunt for Indian slaves, and later in their rush to 
the gold mines of Minas Qerais, the zone was well populated
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by nuygalu£0g. Their number was augmented by "domesticated" 
Indians after the expulsion of the Jesuits from Brazil in 
1759* since those fathers had established Indian missions in 
the upper valley.
St. Hilaire, in his travelB through the area in the 
first quarter of the nineteenth century, noted the Indian 
characteristics in the population between Taubate"and Jacarei:
The inhavitants on the side of the road are of white appearance, but typical traces of the indigenous race stand out in them. Blond hair and blue eyes are not 
rare . . .  Their mien often manifests mildness and grace, 
but they are always inexpressive. The men of this region, 
do not show the least curiosity, speak very little, and are less educated than those of Mina s . 7 6
Spix and Martius met a similar type people in the 
vicinity of Areias in 1817i
. • • these Indians, now partly exterminated, or mixed 
with Negroes and mulattos, live half wild, scattered among the colonists. They are also noted for the indolence and almost invincible pigheadedness of their ancestors, main­
taining little relations with the colonists whose fields 
and cattle have to suffer the depredations of these bad neighbors. The inhabitants designate these Indians with 
the general name of caboclos. and make a distinction between them and the other uncivilized and savage gentios. bugres. or indios brabos.77
There were generally two classes of individuals inhab­
iting the Paralba River valley at the time the coffee planta­
tions were on the move, the people who had settled along the
76August Saint-Hilaire, Segundo Viagem do Rio de Janeiro a Minas Gerais e a S&o Paulo (1522). quoted bv Lam ego, 
op. cit., pp. 1 0 7-8 .
77j. B . von Spix and C. F. P. von Martius, Viagem 
pelo Brasil. I (Sio Paulot Bdigoes Melhoramentos, 1938J"7 p.
12*H
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roads in the river valley, engaged mostly in small farming, 
and the propertyless squatters who lived in the forest, prac­
ticing slash-and-burn agriculture and moving on when the soil 
was exhausted. The plantation owners found that they were 
able to use the skills of the latter to advantage. In the 
dangerous work of felling the forests to make way for coffee 
trees,
• • • the fazendeiros often substituted the labor of 
valuable slaves with that of the landless squatters of 
heterogenous racial origin, who lived in tiny clearings 
in the forest and who were skilled woodsmen. In the early 
period of settlement they were usually called caboclos. 
As unclaimed land diminished, the propertyless forest 
dweller was joined by the dispossessed settlers who had 
squatted along the roads, and later by escaped slaves.
These squatters were evidently occupying lands which 
were coveted by the coffee planters, and since most of them 
did not have legal title to the properties, it was relatively 
easy to get rid of them. Those who
• • . did not want to subordinate themselves to the 
new economic and social order had to retreat . . .  or 
they were expelled by the threats and arbitrariness of 
the hired thugs of the fazendeiro. There were even cases 
in which the squatters were assassinated and little or no justice don e .79
In the midd ■ Paralba Valley, the big coffee planta­
tions practically wiped out the small farmers who produced 
most of the foodstocks. Having the best lands denied to them 
and deprived of forest lands to cut, they were reduced to 
dependents of the large planters, or forced to retreat to
7®stein, op. cit., 6 8 . 
79valverde, op. cit., 44
4"*̂y\
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ever more remote mountainous areas where coffee could not be 
grown, and where a subsistence level livelihood could be eked 
out of the unfriendly soil* The result was a rise in the 
price of basic foods in the area. The same may have happened 
in the Faraitinga Valley, although to a less extreme degree* 
Just as the coffee planters learned from experience how to 
grow their coffee trees, they may have benefited from the 
lesson of the Paraiba Valley* All information on the munici­
palities of the Paraitinga seems to indicate that policulture 
continued throughout the coffee cycle although there is nothing 
written on how the rural folk fared.
In the first quarter of the twentieth century, after 
coffee had begun to desert the Paralba Valley, the caboclo 
was still very much in evidence* His way of life at that 
time was described quite pejoratively by Monteiro Lobato in 
two short stories, ”Velha Praga” and "Urupes,” both included 
in his book Urupfts. Angered by the destructive system of 
farming practiced by the caboclo, Lobato compared him to the 
teutonic war which swept the European continent* To him they 
were Mhairless parasites*1 of a "negative quantity” who
. • • ravaged fifty alqueires of land to extract just 
enough to be hungry and cold for the rest of the year.®1
Lobato, who had inherited quite a sizable farm from his grand­
®°”Between 1852 and 1859* the price of basic foods 
more than doubled, while from the United States, Brazil imported 
bacon and lard cheaper than that produced locally* Stein, 
op* cit., 89*
8lLobato, UruoSs. p* 275*
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father, the Visconde of Treraembfi, Jose Francisco Monteiro, 
had little or no love for those individuals who were destroy­
ing the remaining stands of trees on his property. However, 
despite his popularity as an author in Brazil, his words 
were useless against a tradition which was older than his 
nation. The caboclo continued living as his ancestors had 
before him, until the valleys were bare of all forests other 
than those which were protected by the government. If ire 
should have been directed at anyone, perhaps the coffee 
planters were as responsible as any for the elimination of 
the forests in the eastern part of Silo Paulo,
Caipira Life
As one travels away from the municipal seat of Sao 
Luis do Paraitinga into the interior, the degree of western­
ization decreasesj the primitiveness of caipira life increases 
as the infrastructure decreases. In some parts of the muni­
cipality there are individuals who will flee at the sight of 
any stranger. In such areas the influence of Indian tradition 
is strongest, especially in technology and subsistence. In 
other areas the western mode of life is becoming more appa­
rent, especially in increasing economic dependence upon the 
municipal seat, or to land owners. Some caipiras have pro­
gressed materially; they have either moved to town where 
they have become assimilated to the mainstream of Brazil or 
have managed to legally accumulate enough land and/or cattle 
to become small "fazendeiros," It is therefore difficult to 
give an exact picture of caioira life that will apply to
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every rural dweller* What will be presented here is a super­
ficial conglomerate protrait that leans more toward the pri­
mitive areas*
Habitation* The caioira home, about fifteen feet 
long and twelve feet wide, is not much better than the Indian 
ocas* Except for the ones which have tile roofs, almost 
everything used in the construction comes directly from the 
land* They make the walls with bamboo and sticks, cross- 
hatched and tied with liana vines, and braced by corner 
posts. No nails are used. "The nail is a culture trait that 
is too advanced for the caipira."82 This weave is caulked 
over with mud or clay by hand but never plastered or white­
washed* It is not uncommon for chunks of this wall to fall 
with the passage of time* exposing the bamboo framework* If 
so, it is not often repaired} the resulting holes are used 
to store some article or other* The roofs formerly were 
covered with thick layers of sape grass but, due to the in­
creasing scarcity of this plant, it is being replaced by 
tile.
These houses are normally divided into three rooms, 
a living room tsala). a bedroom (quarto). and a kitchen (co- 
zinha), all having pounded earth floors* The sala serves as 
both living room and parlor and. is luxurious if it possesses 
a table and chairs* Three legged stools or kerosene cans 
are more common as they do not require the leveling of the
^Marcondes and Smith, op. cit*, 49*
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floor* On the walls of this room are hung religious pictures 
or shelves bearing the images of saints. The sal a will double 
as a bedroom if the family is large.
The bedroom is windowlessi its only furnishing being 
the bed, a rude frame bunk covered with a mattress of dry
straw, or simply a reed mat rolled out on the bare floor.
The caipiras sleep in the greatest promiscuity. In 
the Municfp Io of Sao Luis do Paraitinga, we found one 
family consisting of the parents and seven children, the
oldest 15 and the youngest 3, all sleeping in the oneroom.83
There are no closets j some have storage boxes or trunks to 
store the little that they have.
As bare of furniture as the other rooms, the kitchen 
has nothing more than a stove or earth oven in a corneri a 
window serves as a chimney. Food is stored in another comer. 
Household utensils consist of baked clay bowls, an iron pot 
or two, gourd or tin cups, sieves, baskets, and spoons, plates 
and pestles carved of wood.
A bare yard, called the terreiro. surrounds the house 
to keep the brush away from the door. It may be Borne times 
circled by a rude fence. Other buildings may include a shed 
for keeping tools, saddles, and farming equipment, and a 
pigpen. The caipira purposefully avoids the accumulation of 
immovable goods since he may move to another place to work 
and he carries his belongings with him. Another reason is 
that he usually lacks legal title to the land; he is a squatter
83Ibid.
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and any improvement to the property would be the same as 
offering it to the first person who coveted it*
Food. For one living in an agricultural environment, 
the caipira has a surprisingly unvaried diet because his food 
habits have not changed very much since the fifteenth century. 
He lives by what he produces! com, manioc, beans, potatoes, 
creole rice, sugar cane, squash, and peanuts. He raises 
pigs but these are destined for the market and rarely find 
their way to the caioira table except on special occasions. 
Meat is more usually in the form of scrawny chickens and 
ducks which fend for themselves around the house area. More 
often than not, his meal consists of watered, badly cooked 
beans, seasoned with garlic and mixed with manioc flour or 
with fuba. a dumpling-like mass made from finely ground corn.. 
Hie luxury is a cup of cheap-grade weak coffee sweetened by 
sugar cane juice.
The hunger of the Brazilian is not that of an under­developed country but that of the primitive.®**
The force of culture is nowhere as evident as here 
in the Brazilian rural area. The caipira* s food habits are 
fixed by tradition to the point that he will scorn products 
which are at hand. Being almost entirely dependent upon 
what he produces, he knows hunger. Trapped in a restricted 
economy, when the crops fail he is unable to buy what he 
lacks from outside except on credit, another form of slavery.
QJU.Tacques Lambert, Os PoiB Bras Is (Sao Paulot Companhia 
Editors Nacional, 1 9 6 7 ), p. 119*
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The domestic animals that he raises are sold in the Slo Luis 
market place rather than eaten in order to gain the money he 
needs to buy supplies at the country store. The local con­
sumption of milk is generally low as the fazendeiros sell 
this product to cooperative dairies which in turn sell to 
other regions. The same is true for beef, a delicacy for 
the caipira.
Labor. Most of the caipiras of the municipality are 
engaged in agriculture although some do some work on the 
cattle farms.®-* Their labor can be divided into two catego­
ries i self-employment and employment by others. The rural 
farmer generally does both as the fruits of self-employment 
are not always enough to sustain him and his family through­
out the year. On his farm he has two main crops, corn and 
beans, both of which determine the agricultural cycle, i.e. 
there are strict rules concerning the planting, weeding and 
harvesting of these two crops and all other agricultural 
chores, to say nothing of life itself, are relegated to them.
Prior to any planting, the land is cleared of old 
stubble and brush by firing. After making the necessary 
fire lines, the farmer selects a site away from the wind and 
spreads the flames by means of dry bamboo tapers. The land 
cleared, he begins his planting on the following day. He is 
usually limited, however, in his choice of sites.
distinction is made in the municipality between 
the caioira and the caipira mineiro. the latter being cowboys 
who were imported from Minas Gerais to work the cattle.
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The narrow valley bottoms* the land at the foot of 
hills, and the narrow strips along the banka of the streamst 
when thev^present favorable conditions, naturally are 
selected*®6
The caipira raises two types of com, a white variety 
which he consumes, and a red corn which is fed to the animals* 
Both are planted in September, holes opened in the ground a 
few feet apart with a hoe, and a few grains dropped into 
each*®'*
The fields are normally weeded in December and Feb­
ruary, after which they are left untended for the rest of 
the growth of the com* In May or June, sometimes July, the 
c o m  is harvested, shucked and shelled* C o m  is planted for 
about three years on the same plot, after which the land is 
left to rest for one or two years* No fertilizer is used and 
the land is never turned over* The plow is unknown*
Preparation of corn after it is dried varies* A 
fine meal, farinha. is made by crushing the grains, soaking 
the meal for a few days, toasting the mass in a large shallow 
pan and then passing the meal through large mesh sieves* 
Can.iica is made by removing the eye by beating the c o m  in a 
wooden mortar but leaving the grain almost intact. Inter­
mediate in size between farinha and can.iica is can.ilouinha*
®^Schmidt, op* cit*, 177*
®7**While the men work up the hillside, opening a hole 
every six palms with a single stroke, the women who aid greatly 
in this work, and the children as well, are dropping four or 
five grains of corn in each of the holes* At the same time, 
with a semicircular movement of the foot, they cover the 
loose dirt over the seed, pressing it down with the foot*H 
Ibid*, 178.
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or papa de milho. c o m  also broken in a wooden mortar. Those 
who engage in producing corn in large amounts to sell usually 
have the grain crushed in a mon.iolo. a wood pounder operated 
either by water or manually.
Beans are usually planted two times a year, once in 
September, during the rainy season, and again in February, 
at the beginning of the dry season. From September to Janu­
ary, the beans are usually planted between the corn stalksi 
during the dry season they are planted by themselves. The 
latter planting, called fei.iSo de seca (dry season beans), 
yields very little in comparison with the former. Harvest­
ing takes place in the morning after which the beans are 
spread out on a rectangular patch of bare ground in the 
field and sacked in the afternoon. Large scale harvesting of 
both c o m  and beans is often effected by means of the mutirgo. 
to be discussed later.
The number of independent caipira farmers is growing 
less mainly because the area in which he can produce is 
diminishing. The reasons for this arei (1) the depletion 
of valuable topsoil through years of cultivation without 
fertilizer or suitable crop rotation, and (2) the loss of 
these lands to cattle raisers. The legal acquisition of 
these lands by the newcomers to the municipality was rela­
tively easy, according to Schmidtt
By the legislation in force, when a fence was con­
structed along the line between two properties, its cost 
was shared by the two parties. The small farmer lacked 
the resources to pay for such undertakings. Whatever 
the sum levied by the courts, they had no alternative
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but to enter into agreements with the cattlemen and sell 
their lands, or to hand them oyer merely in payment for 
the fence that had been built.88
So it Is that most caipira farmers either work on 
the larger farms which have been able to withstand the eco­
nomic pressures of the cattlemen, or migrate to urban regions 
where they work as street cleaners, garbage collectors, or 
any job which requires no formal education. Those who choose 
to Btay on with the large farms work either as tenant farmers 
on a salary basis, or have some arrangement with the land 
owners.
A very common arrangement is where a tenant fanner 
makes a verbal contract with a large land holder in which he 
promises to give a quarter or a fifth of his crop to the 
patrSo. or employer. Thus, he maintains a certain indepen­
dence and his choice of working hours. This is called working 
de arrendo.
Others work in one of two wayst salaried or contract­
ed. In the former, the caipira receives a straight salary, 
about two Cruzeiros Novos (fifty cents) a day. His hours 
are set by the patrao and generally adds up to about ten 
hours a day. A variation of this is a molhado. a deal whereby 
he receives less money but gets his board free. In the con­
tract work (empreitada) the
• • • employer contracts with the caipira to perform 
a stated job in return for a specified Sum. This is 
popular because all members of the family may partici-
88Ibid
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gopate in the work* 7
Some caioirae are permitted to squat on owned but 
unused lands, usually acting as a guard against other en­
croachments, or working in the proprietor's fields for a few 
days a year*
A complaint which is voiced by small landowners who 
hire three or four persons is that the minimum salary set up 
by the government does not take the bad years into account. 
A crop failure may financially bankrupt such a person since 
he has to pay the wages regardless* These persons feel that 
the government should provide loans for farming equipment, 
such as tractors, to reduce their dependency on manual labor* 
Any description of agricultural activities in s3o 
Luis do Paraitinga would be incomplete if another activity 
were not mentionedi the mutlrao*- A Tupi-Guarani word meaning 
"work together," it has various pronunciations throughout 
Brazil, the most common dialectal compounds in Sao Paulo 
being mutlrao. putirao. puxirao * muxirao. and multldSo.90
Broadly defined, mutirSo is the term used to describe 
that activity whereby various persons unite to help a friend 
or neighbor to accomplish a piece of work in a short period
®9Marcondes and Smith, op* cit., 50*
90Theseare terms which are familiar to this writer 
and compare favorably with the list given by one Brazilian 
authori "Aluda. Muchir&o. Mutlrao. Puqhlygp, jPutlrao, Putirao (sic)." J. v* Freitas Marcondes, "Mutlrao or Mu.tual Aid," 
Rural Sociology. XIII (December, 19^8). 377. Another author gives the words but irao. ad.lutorlo* and iuntamento as being 
synonomous with mutirao in the Cunha region* Willems, Cunha. 
P» 35*
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of time« Outsiders are apt to confuse mutirSo with another 
mutual aid activity called serao. or soiree* Araujo was 
quite accurate in making the distinction between the two.9^
The mutlrSo has the following characteristics! (1) 
it is a festive grouping. (2) it is held during the day, (3) 
a large number of persons, not necessarily specialized, take 
part in it, (4) it takes place outdoors, (5) the partici­
pants compete against one another, and (6) a dance almost 
always follows the termination of the work.
By contrast, the BerSo is not a festive occasion, is 
held indoors at night, and is composed of a few specialized 
persons doing a specified type of worki basket making, shelling 
corn, preparing bacon, etc. Seldom is it characterized by 
dances or songs, and the participants do not compete against 
each other.
Both the mutirSo and the serSo have one important 
thing in commom the participants are not paid in money or 
goods for their services, but the organizer of these occa­
sions is morally and traditionally bound to repay in like 
services, an exchange of days fdias trocados).
The reasons for which the mutirSo may be organized 
are several, the most common reasons being the preparation 
of the soil for planting, weeding, harvesting, and the con-
9i«, . . pois alem do mutirao (jgprafia mais commuro) 
exists outra que nao e festiva - o !serao.'M Alceu Maynard 
Araujo, Folclore Nacional. Vol. IIl.^Ritos. Sabenoa. Linguagem. 
Artes e Tecnicas (Sao Pauloi EdijoesMelhoramentos,1967)7 
p. 85*
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struction of houses. In other parts of Brazil, this act of 
solidarity is employed for other purposes depending upon the 
type of economic activity in which they are engaged. In the 
Municipality of S3o Luis, its practice is still very strong 
since that area has not been introduced to the use of the 
tractor or plow, and the tenant farmers are obliged to ac­
complish a great amount of work as quickly as possible* Not 
possessing the money to hire laborers to help them in their 
work, the mutir3o is the most logical solution to their pro­
blems.
Inhabitants of a bairro are invited (usually on a 
Saturday) to take part in a task which must be accomplished. 
When all are present, the organizer of the mutlrao (patrEo) 
divides the work into tarefas. or tasksi each task is divided 
into smaller units, called ouadros. in which one individual 
works, competing against others in similar ouadros. The 
person who finishes his work first is termed the salmoreiro 
and it is he who starts a brao. a song in which he makes a 
riddle which the others try to solve. Often the brSo takes 
the form of poking fun at the person who is behind in his 
work, the caldeirao. Upon the completion of the tasks, braos 
are sung while the ones who have finished their tasks help 
the patrao in his.
It is not all workt in the early morning, coffee is 
served to all and, at ten in the morning, they eat their 
first meal, accompanied by a plentiful supply of cachaoa. 
At one o'clock in the afternoon, coffee and aguardente are
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again served, the latter pr& limp& a garganta (to clean the 
throat). When the work is completed, supper is served, an 
abundant meal followed by dances, usually the cateretS or 
bate-pfi. and more cachaoa. At the end of the mutirSo, the 
group sings one more brao to the patrSo* thanking him for the 
partyi
”V8 cantA Sate meu verso 
pro meu amigo patrSo 
eu dispeqo do senh8 
com d& no coragSo,"
(I will sing this my verse 
to my patron friendt 
I take your leave 
with pain in my heart)
There is one very pronounced cultural trait in the 
Paralba Valley which is completely absent in the Municipality 
of SSo Luis do Paraitingai professional begging* Despite 
the evident poverty which exists there, no professional beggers 
are found to annoy the visitor to the area. Although no 
attempt was made to solicit attitudes on mendicancy, it soon 
became apparent that there was a certain cultural taboo against 
the practice. The fact that Willems observed the same phe­
nomenon in Cunha?2 seems to indicate that mendicancy is not
9^MEm Cunha, o nuraero de indigentes a pedirem esmola 
pelas ruas S insignificante a ponte de justificar a conclusao 
de que a mendic&ncia como meio habitual de ganhar a subsistencia, 
ainda nSo se introduziu na comunidade, Willems, Cunha. p.
96.
a cultural trait in the Paraitinga Valley*
Health* Life is reduced to the survival of the fittest 
in the rural areas of the municipality as there are no phy­
sicians to attend to the needs of these folk* Even if there 
were* it is doubtful if the caiuira would make much use of 
them* Here the curandeiro. or medicine man, rules supreme. 
Infant mortality is high, due partly to the poor diet of the 
pregnant mother, and to the extremely poor environment into 
which the child la born. A narteira. or midwife, makes the 
delivery following practices more magical than clinical*
In contrast to the urban Brazilian who practically 
has a mania for daily ablutions, the caioira does not bathe* 
He believes that baths weaken the body, therefore his use of 
water is restricted to washing his feet before retiring and 
to the baths which curandeiros prescribe for certain ill­
nesses* This is an example where the mamalucos followed the 
habits of their European forebears. The Indian was given 
to cleanliness in opposition to the European colonizer who 
rarely took a bath*93 The washing of the feet before retir­
ing, however, was universally practiced during colonial days 
to remove chigoes (bicho-de-pe) from the skin* Holanda tells 
that
93**Ungodly by European standards the Amerindians may 
have been, but there is no doubt that in cleanliness and 
personal hygiene they were vastly superior to the newcomers* 
They bathed frequently whenever they had the chance, whereas 
most good Christians dreaded washing in water almoBt as much 
as the proverbial burnt child dreads the fire* The fact is that the European was a filthy animal • • *H C. R. Boxer, 
op* cit*, p. 19*
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In the first years of the eighteenth century, accord­
ing to an old testimony, it was a current sue tom among the Faulistas of sill social classes to wash their feet 
every day at the hour of retiring and, once in bed, 
have someone pick their feet with scissors or a pin for the purpose of extracting the parasites.9**
Most caiolras have two changes of clothing, the one 
which they are wearing and the one which is being washed* 
Rarely are the clothes taken off upon retiring* the caioira 
simply rolls a thin blanket around himself and goes to sleep, 
clothes and all* Because of the cold, mountainous climate 
and his poor attire, he suffers from bronchitis, rheumatism, 
earaches, and deafness.
Shoes are reserved for the rare visits to church 
where they are put on at the entrance to the temple.95 The 
rest of the year he is barefooted, subject to the bicho-de-o6 
which lays its eggs in the sole of the foot. The larvae of 
this insect begin to grow underneath the skin and the result 
is quite painful, but a common occurrence for the cainira 
who cuts them out with his knife, the same instrument which 
he uses to pry out rotten teeth. He is also the carrier of
9**Holanda, Camlnhos e Fronteiros. p. 121, Aradjo 
found the same habit of foot washing before going to bed in 
the State of Alagoast "In some cases it is the habit to wash 
the feet before retiring, this among the families of better economic condition." Alceu Maynard Arafijo, Medicina Rustics 
(Sao Fauloi Companhia Editora Nacional, 1961), p. 333*
^The custom of using shoes only in the cities is an 
old custom in Sao Paulo. In the sixteenth century, "the way­
farer was careful to put on his shoes upon entering the 
villages after having carefully cleaned his feet to rid them of insects and dust." Holanda, Camlnhose Fronteiros. p. 26*
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hookworms and other internal parasites* He often receives 
cuts on his hands and feet during the course of his work* 
If blood is drawn* he makes a simple cataplast of fresh cow 
dung, a treatment which is replacing the older one of cover­
ing the wound with a mixture of spider webs and sugar*
As there is no privy in his house, a trip to bushes 
is necessary* Somehow he understands that the water of his 
region is his best friend and he does not pollute the streams 
with excrement* He even possesses a proverbi Mi.lar na figua 
d& azart nunca se deve urinar em urn rio. A figua e nossa 
madrinha (Urinating in water brings bad luck* one should 
never urinate in a river. Water is our godmother).
The caipira*s vices are limited to smoking corn straw 
cigarettes and drinking cachaoa. Both sexes smoke, a habit 
started in early childhood* The consumption of alcohol, while 
large, is not of a nature to prevent a person from working* 
It is all too clear to the caipira that a drunkard could not 
survive in his environmenti heavy drinking is reserved for 
Saturdays and holidays, or for special occasions*
When the caipira is ill he goes to a curandeiro. the 
Brazilian equivalent of the medicine man. The curandeiro is 
probably one of the most respected figures in the rural area 
and his "medical" advice is followed religiously. Even when 
a physician was available in the municipality, the caipira 
would not give him preference over the curandeiro* His visits 
to a patient are marked by prayers, blessings, advice on 
which taboos should be observed, and the prescriptions and
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remedies that the person should take* Many of the herbs 
which he prescribes have been handed down through the centu­
ries* many forming part of any pharmacist's wares. Most are 
of indigenous origin* although some African influence is 
present in some instances.
AraGjo, who has made excellent studies of rustic 
medicine, both in the Municipality of Sao Luis and in other 
places, divides the subject into caipira medicine (herbs, 
teas, cataplasts, bottled concoctions, poultices, topicals, 
purges, baths, sudorifics, emetics, incenses, excretotherapy, 
etc,), preventive medicine (amulets, talismans), and incan­
tations.^
Education. There are few rural schools in the muni­
cipality. This fact does not disturb the caipira since he 
believes that such institutions serve only to rob him of val­
uable farm hands. After nine years of age, the child is ex­
pected to do a full day's work in the field. If there is 
resistence on the part of parents to the institution, it is 
probably deserving as the rural schools serve only to prepare 
the youngsters for an urban environment and contribute nothing 
to the betterment of the rural milieu.
Universities have been remiss in not preparing future 
teachers for the necessities of rural cultures*
The training of the teacher, exclusively urban in 
character, is actually a negative factor in the prepara­
tion of future agriculturists. For this and other reasons,
96Araujo, Folclore Nacional. Ill, p. 112.
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the rural school* teaching merely reading and writing* 
has been an efficient factor in rural depopulation. It has prepared the child for the so-called •civilized*'life 
and has created in him* to a certain extent, a distaste 
for the soil. Unconsciously* the teacher helps drive 
the people from the farms to the urban centers,97
There would be those who would argue against this 
reasoning on the basis that* because of the lack of land 
available to the caipira for agriculture, this way of life 
is on the wane* Therefore* education of an academic type Is 
valid as the caipira will eventually find himself in an urgan 
environment*
Religion, Over ninety-five per cent of the popula­
tion of the municipality profess to be Roman Catholics, a 
faith kept alive not as much by the local priests as by the 
people themselves* Many bairro3 are accessible only on foot, 
or on horseback, and it is impossible for the two priests 
in SSo Luis to minister to all of the people more than one 
or two times a year* Throughout the countryside are found 
small chapels (capelinhas), some containing nothing more 
than an altar and an image of a saint* Here the caipira 
holds religious feasts* processions, and novenas without the 
assistence of a priest, and sometimes without even his know­
ledge* Most of these activities are directed by a capelao. 
a lay chaplain who specializes in leading prayers on reli­
gious occasions. Thus* it is not surprising that the faith 
of these simple folk is heavily laced with the beliefs in the 
supernatural* in magic formulas, and in charms*
^Schmidt, op, cit., 173*
Religion in the interior is completely centered around 
the saints and could be termed a "cult of propitiation" in­
timately tied to the agricultural cycle of the area. Prayers 
are directed to these saints throughout the life cycle of 
the population. Some saints are believed to possess special 
powers to cure certain maladies. St. Sebastian is prayed to 
for the cure of woundsi St. Roch has powers to combat plaguesi 
St. Audoen is able to neutralize the poisons of snakes and 
insects| St. Laurence eliminates toothaches and the effect 
of bums. Other saints protect the fields and the animals. 
Some saints are more powerful than others and can be relied 
upon to perform all sorts of services. The Holy Ghost and 
Our Lady of Aparecida^® appear to be the strongest for the 
caipira of Sao Luis.
As mentioned earlier in connection with the Feast of 
the Holy Ghost* promessas. or promises* are the vehicles by 
which favors are sought. The faithful, to protect his crops 
or effect a cure, makes a promise to a saint to either do 
something for him, or offer something to him, in return for 
a favor. Once the favor is granted, the caipira is obliged 
to fulfill his promise and rarely does he fail to do so. 
One type of offering is an artistic piece of work, called an 
ex-voto. made of wax, wood or clay, which is placed on an 
altar at some religious shrine or some holy place (terra do
98to the caipira all are saints (santos)i Jesus, the 
Virgin Mary, Saint Peter, Saint John* the Holy Ghost, etc., 
plus some which are not included in the Catholic Calender.
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santo)• There are other types of ex-votos. The food or 
drink which the caipira promisee for the Feast of the Holy 
Ghost are forms of protective ex-votos. A curious type of 
ex-voto is one which is offered for the cure of a specific 
malady, e.g. if a person has a wound on his leg which does 
not cure readily, he will place a sculpted wood leg on the 
altar of a saint, perhaps because he believes that the saint 
will concentrate his efforts on the affected member and not 
waste his time blessing the rest of the body which is evi­
dently healthy.
Belief in the supernatural is common to every dweller 
of the interior and any attempt to segregate these beliefs 
from orthodox Roman Catholic beliefs can be rather frustrat­
ing. Some legends, such as the werewolf, the seventh boy 
born in a family of all males and transformed into half 
wolf, half man, are European. Others, such as the one legged, 
dark skinned, red-eyed Saci which ties knots in the tails of 
farm animals and the mula-aem-cabeoa (headless mule) which 
attacks persons only on Friday nights, are vestiges of the 
Amerindian beliefs.
Walking near the cemetery is an invitation to be 
chased by the boitatA.^9 the ball of fire. There is the 
witch in the shape of a giant white chicken looking for new­
born babies to devour, and the black pig that lives near the
99originally boiguaou. large snake, according to the 
folklorist Basilio de Megalhaes, 0 Folclore no Brasil (Edijoes 0 Cruzeiro, i9 6 0), p. 101.
bridge in S3o Luis and which no one has yet been able to 
catch. But these are nothing confronted with the innumerable 
evil spirits which abound in the region, unnamed beings of 
the dark against which one must always be on guard lest some 
misfortune befall. Against all of these are ritualB to be 
followed and prayers to be said. "Don't leave an empty chair 
near the bed because a soul from another world could come to 
rest there at night.*'
As visits by priests are rare in the rural areas, 
the capelSo^QQ has a special role in the life of the caipira. 
He specializes in directing prayers, sometimes in distorted 
Latin, during feast days, at funeral processions, or at any 
rite practiced by the rural folk. Most of these priest sub­
stitutes also double as curandeiros and their prayers are 
believed to have more power than those of ordinary persons. 
Prayers are also dispensed by the benzadelra. the female 
counterpart to the capelao-curandelro, who also doubles as a 
midwife. The benzadeira specializes in prayers for curative 
purposes and she is a lodestone for all the taboos which are 
related to childbirth.
A demonstration of the syncretism of Christian and 
other beliefs is in baptism, a sacrament of the Church which 
is universally practiced in Sao Luis. When the child is 
born, a lamp is lit in the room and, until the child is
^■^Araujo states that in the State of Sao Paulo, the 
more common name is capelSo-caipira. Folclore Nacional. II, 
p. 399*
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baptised* this light is not extinguished. "The pagans need 
light," Since most bairros lie at large distances from the 
town, it is practically impossible for the baby to be bap­
tised early by the priest. In this case, tradition calls
for the child to be baptised by his grandfathers who use a
cup of water and a hue branch. The parents cannot baptise
their own child; it is a sin. Once the child is baptised 
the lamp can be extinguished. Should the lamp go out before
the newborn baby is christianed, there is danger of the child 
being kidnapped by the Saci-perere.101 The child is later 
rebaptised by the priest.
The most powerful testament of the caipiras* faith 
are the annual pilgramages which they make to the city of 
Aparecida do Norte in the Paralba Valley, a modern Brazilian 
religious mecca where the image of Our Lady of Aparecida is 
enshrined. Although roads and busses now make this trek 
easy, there are still many who make the journey on foot, re­
creating the scene which made such an impression on Aguiart
The appearance of these caravans was very curious and aroused great interest. They were accustomed to
making ample provisions for everything that was indis­
pensable, not only for the duration of the two or threeday trip, but also for the time which they spent in the
city of Aparecida, which they know by the name of Capela. 
Saddle mounts were not lacking, although these were re­
served only for the men, as the women, carrying small 
children, covered the route on foot. Infallibly, themats, the kettle, firewood, ground coffee, and corn meal 
were emphasized in their equipment. Also not lacking
lOlihere are three types of Sacii triaue. saqurA. 
Perere. The first two are harmless pranksters whereas 
the last is dangerous.
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were the old hampers In which they carried their best 
clothes, the triangular kerchiefs that, along with stock­
ings and shoes, completed their dress, articles used 
only in the city. They never forgot their "memSrias" which the men carried around their necks, amulets which
they superstitiously believed would ward off any evil.
The women conversed, smoking their straw cigarettest 
the men solemn, their bodies jiggling sluggishly, theirmovements in cadence with the joggings of the saddle 
animals.102 
There were two routes taken, the first being Sao 
Luis-Lagoinha-Cunha-Guaratinguetfi.-Aparecida, and the other 
from Sao Luis to Taubats where a special train brings them 
directly to Aparecida. The latter route is little used by 
the rural folk as few can afford the fare of the "express."
Aparecida has replaced the town of TremembS as a 
mecca in the valley. The latter lay on the road leading 
from Taubate to Minas Gerais, a link built by the Bandei- 
rantes during the seventeenth century. According to legend, 
fishermen found an image of the "Good JesuB" floating in the 
Paraiba River. It was retrieved and housed in a small chapel 
which soon gained renown for miracles which occurred there. 
The theme of an image found floating in a river is widespread 
in Brazil and was repeated in 1712 when a statue of the 
Virgin Mary was fished out of the Paraiba River. Is it only 
coincidence that the discovery was made when traffic began 
to decline on the mining route which passed through TremembS?
The Feast of Our Lady of Aparecida falls on the seventh 
of September and it is then that the pilgramages take place. 
Thousands descend upon the city every year to partake of the
102Aguiar, op. clt., 15«
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"miraculous waters" in the city of the patron saint of Brazil. 
A new basilica is nearing completion and is expected to be 
more than ample for the faithful multitude.
Other aspects of life. Adulthood begins early for 
the caipira. The symbol of initiation into manhood for all 
boys in the rural area is the hunting knife which their 
fathers present to them around the age of eight or nine* 
after which they are expected to participate fully in the 
field work. The whole family works in the fields on the 
occasions when work has to be completed rapidly.
Courtship begins early in life, usually about the 
age of eleven or twelve. The usual meeting place for young 
couples are at feast day assemblies where shy glances are 
exchanged, always under the careful eye of a chaperon. The 
ambit in which mates are chosen is not very large, the ten­
dency being for one to marry within an already known group, 
although many unions have been made as a result of visits to 
Sao Luis during the Holy Week, or for the Feast of the Holy 
Ghost.
Belief that the religious ceremony was the only le­
gitimate one has led many caipiras to avoid the legal cere­
mony in the past. However, as churches now are required by 
law to perform marriages only after proof of legal union has 
been given, the number of common law marriages has without 
doubt increased. The costs of legal marriage and the legal 
sanctions imposed in case of separation would contribute most 
to that particular form of union. As Watson notedi
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Thus, if the marriage has not been recognized offi­
cially, theoretically he may find it easy, in this country 
of no legal divorce, to break off his relationship with 
a given woman.103
Most caipiras are monogamous and common law marriage is not 
to be construed as a sign of loose morals. Premarital rela­
tions are frowned upon as "a single girl who has had sexual 
relations before marriage will most certainly turn into a 
headless mule." The same fate awaits a godfather who has 
relations with a godmother, and a married woman who seduces 
a priest.
Once married, the couple's social life is vastly re­
duced. They will go out only for important festivals or to 
the ever present funeral. The woman plays a secondary role 
in the family, no matter how much she helps her husband in 
the field work. When walking indian file10*' to town or to 
another bairro. the wife always takes second place in line 
behind the head of the family. Females disappear from sight 
whenever a male visitor, especially if he is a stranger, 
visits the caipira home. However, the husband rarely inter­
feres in the running of the household, the wife having full 
authority in deciding what is to be bought, what plants to 
raise in her small garden, or what will be cooked at meals.
103watson, op. cit., 1?.
10^According to Holanda, the habit of walking indian 
file is an old habit in Sao Paulot "The custom (of walking 
in a simple line), traditional among the natives of the country, 
had the advantage of proportioning more safety to the traveler 
in places which were dangerous and infested with wild Indians." 
Caminhos e Pronteiras. p. 2^.
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The husband goes out more frequently than the wife. 
He will often visit the country store on Saturdays to buy 
supplies i certain of meeting friends with whom he can talk 
and joke over a few drinks of cachaoa. Otherwise, he is a 
taciturn individual, suspicious of strangers, and very humble 
in the presence of those whom he considers to be his betters. 
His mamaluco forebears were not always so humble. Belliger­
ence was one of the traits of the Brazilian mestizos who 
composed the larger part of the popular class of colonial SSo 
Paulo, and to whom all crimes were attributed. The European 
portion of the province feared them. Don Luts AntoniS de 
Sousa Mourao, the Governor-General of Sao Paulo in the latter 
half of the eighteenth century, wrote of the dangers of the 
trail for the traveler who had the misfortune of meeting one 
of these solitary f i g u r e s . A s  a result of their animosity, 
they were badly treated and often conscripted into military 
service in the following centuries. This explains in part 
the attitude which the caipira has for the government and 
especially the law today. Willems noted this fear for the 
law in Cunha^®^ and Lobato recorded the dread of recruitment
1 0 5 #.if someone on a trip happens to meet one of these, M 
wrote the Morgado of Mateus at the end of the eighteenth century, Mor flees from him, or becomes so startled and 
preoccupied that one does not tip his hat to him, and does not say the slightest word to him, he becomes suspicious and 
kills quickly.” Ibid., p. 144.
'Government* signifies for them, a mysterious, 
malefic and, because of this, apalling power from whose contact 
one should flee. From that stems, for example, the dread 
which they have of being called into military service and of
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in earlier days*1®?
If the caipira can manage to leam to sign his name* 
he lands on the local voting rolls and delivers his vote ac­
cording to the dictates of some large planter* The late 
Ademar de Barros, former governor of SSo Faulo, was the most 
popular political figure in the municipality, the reasons 
being that he was one of the few politicians of importance 
ever to appear in the municipality, he always sprinkled his 
speeches with references to Our Lady of Aparecida and, more 
important, he had the support of the wealthy fazendeiros of 
the municipality who could deliver a large number of votes. 
The caipiras still speak of him in reverent terms*
As over sixty-five per cent of the persons in the
1 nQmunicipality are under the age of thirty, it is fairly 
evident that life is no easy matter, and death comes early to 
'the caipira* As soon as a man dies, the doors and windows 
of his home are opened to let the spirit of the dead escape* 
They must remain open for seven days* The corpse is then 
washed completely with aguardente and dressed* After the 
wake, the body is placed in a gross, sheet-sized cloth and,
police action* 'The biggest braggart becomes a lamb when he sees a policeman,' affirmed the local chief of police*** 
Willems, Cunha. p. 3^*
107«war, national defense, administrative action, 
everything that smells of government is resumed in one dreadful 
word for the cabocloi recruitment.** Lobato, "UrupSs," p* 278.
108Percentage based on the 19^0 national census* The 
present figures are probably not very different.
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suspended from a bamboo pole borne on the shoulders of two 
men, is brought to town.
Formerly, he went straight to the cemetery in this 
way but, due to the complaints of the urban citizens against 
the sight of a bobbing body being borne through the streets, 
an ambulance containing a communal coffin now meets the pro­
cession at the edge of town. The corpse is transferred from 
this "hammock*' to the coffin and the last journey to the 
cemetery continues. Only the wealthy citizens are buried in 
their own coffin as the average caipira could never afford
such a luxury. They are taken from the coffin and placed
directly into the ground.
Prayers are said throughout the process by the capelSo. 
After the grave is filled with earth, the "cloth hearse" is 
carefully folded to be returned to the bairro for the next 
funeral cortege, the ambulance drives off with its coffin, 
and all members of the cortege go to some home in town to
drink a glass of aguardente and a cup of coffee before the
trek back to the bairro.
The Agricultural Cycle
As mentioned earlier, the agricultural activities of 
the municipality follow a cycle which is the reversal of the 
Roman calender, the winter solstice of June assuming the im­
portance in Brazil that Christmas retains in the northern 
hemisphere. It is the interval between the old and the new 
year, a time when promises made during the preceding year 
are paid and rituals for a successful coming year are begun.
IQk
This agricultural year ia divided into two main sub-cycles* 
the winter cycle and the summer cycle* both further subdivid­
ed into featival cycles which coincide with the holidays of 
certain saints of the Roman Catholic hagiology.
Within the two seasonal cycles* time is further di­
vided into lunar phases* positions of the moon which decide 
whether certain activities will be done or not. Lunar days 
and months are used not only in agriculture but for other 
activities as well. For example* cutting the hair in the new 
moon will make it break i hair cut in the fourth quarter of 
the moon will not grow fast* and become fine and silkyt but 
hair cut during the crescent moon will become thick and grow 
rapidly. Certain plants (rice* potatoes* peanuts* manioc) 
should be planted only during the crescent moon* others can 
be planted during the waning moon. Wood cut during the full 
moon will rot. Even moonlight is believed to have certain 
effects. If diapers are exposed to the light of the moon* 
the child will defecate green. If a child has a stomach 
ache due to exposure to the moon* he should be turned so 
that his buttocks face the moon while the mother says* "Moon 
and moonlight* take the stomach ache from the child and help 
me raise him."
Planting, weeding* and harvesting of crops have spe­
cific periods in which they can be done, dates which are 
coincidental with the holidays of certain saints. The mutirao 
has its greatest importance by being the manner certain things 
can be accomplished by a certain time* Although the days of
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the week are known and used by the caipira. they are apt to 
be merely successive rather than being parts of the calender 
month.
Most significant of all is that the life of the rural 
dweller is not expanded beyond the agricultural cycle. His 
conception of time seems to be limited to that one year. 
This may account for the reputation which the caipira has 
for being lazy. He is not lazy* he simply does not plan for 
a period longer than an agricultural year, and never accumu­
lates more material goods beyond that which he has needed in 
the past. He naturally has a concept of a day, but it is 
never broken down into hours and minutes. If asked how much 
time is needed to reach a certain place* he is likely to say 
"five minutes" when the time actually needed is much longer.
It is doubtful that much change has been made to the 
agricultural cycle or the cyclic concept of time by the in­
troduction of cattle raising in the municipality, however 
there are indications that traditions will undergo modifica­
tions. The Feast of the Holy Ghost will probably survive 
but will be geared more to pastoral pursuits rather than ag­
riculture. If this happens, then one can expect the feast 
day to cease to be mobile and become a fixed holiday. Much 
of the folklore of the municipality will probably disappear 
when they lose the agricultural bases on which they are founded, 
but then, what happened to coffee may happen to cattle. The 
area may revert to the days of old when the Municipality of 
Sao Luis do Paraitinga was the granary for the eastern sector
of the State of SSo Paulo*
Conclusion
If any linguistic study has to be made in any rural 
section of Brazil, it seems that the task would be made much 
harder if one were to enter the region without any prelimi­
nary studies of the area or without trying to understand the 
way people live and survive in their culture. If one is 
able to see the value of sitting on one's haunches in a 
market place* of eating a primitive meal in a house little 
made for comfort, or of drinking a hot cup of auentao on a 
cold winter night with pleasure as the fog rolls in through 
the valleys, then the toils of collecting data will come 
easier, or will be at least possible*
PART II. THE LANGUAGE
CHAPTER V
THE BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE 
PHONOLOGICAL GRAMMAR
Introduction
One possible approach to analysis of any dialect is 
to examine it as a unique system, systematically classifying 
phoneB into phonemic inventories, independent of any other 
dialect in the same language. Whenever reference is made 
to another dialect, especially if the other is more accepted 
as a standard, it is a comparative process. This has been 
the procedure followed by the editors of the Linguistic Atlas 
of the United States and Canada, and Hans Kurath has even 
warned that dialectologists should not "accept an 'over-all* 
phonemic scheme for all varieties of American English as a 
scientific statement,*109 The advantage of this procedure 
is the resulting simplicity of the presentation, having no 
multitude of dialectal variants to account for. Its disad­
vantage lies in its limited function, that is, little insight 
is given to the logical relationship between the studied 
dialect and any unifying phonemic pattern which may exist in 
the language, and little light is shed on bidialectal com­
prehension, Furthermore, it places the dialectologist in
P h o n o l e ^ S l ^ u r a t g ^ o n ^ ^  , l^gl.torlcal
10?
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the position of having to state that differences between and 
changes in dialects are phonemic.
An alternative approach is to ignore Kurath's warning 
and view all dialects of a language as being different alio- 
phonic manifestations of that language *s basic phonemic system. 
Such a system relates to dialect by means of ordered rules 
which specify the types of variants used in each dialect, and 
indicates the allophonic changes which have been introduced 
into the language* A specific example which shows the ad­
vantage of such an approach is the case of the dialects of 
modem Brazilian Portuguese which have evolved from fifteenth 
century Portuguese, underlain by indigenous language systems* 
In the process of learning Portuguese, the Indians substi­
tuted phones of their own language for those of Portuguese 
which were difficult for them to pronounce* In this case, 
ordered rules can be formulated to state the changes which 
were made.
This second approach will be uBed for this study. 
First, a basic phonemic system, called the phonological com­
ponent. is introduced. This component consists of rules 
which specify the accepted environments of each phoneme in 
the language. A second set of rules, which could be called 
the change (or transformation) component■ produces the dia­
lectal allophonic variants and accounts for the vestiges of 
diachronic allophonic change* The two components comprise 
the Phonological grammar.
No attempt is made here to relate these "phonemo-
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phonetic" rules to a higher stratum of morphophonemics, al­
though it could possibly be done by restating the basic pho­
nemic system in a distinctive feature matrix as developed by 
Halle^0 and C h o m s k y , I t  is recognized that the trans­
formationalists' resistence to phonemo-phonetic rules, for 
what they consider to be an extra complication in the grammar, 
is justified, but the rules can be defended, as Bach pointed
OUt:
If there are independent reasons for doing so that 
seem to override the considerations of economy, then a 
phonemic level can easily be built in,112
It can be contended that dialectal differences are sufficient
reason for overriding the objections without affecting the
merits of the transformationalists. Furthermore, this study
is not oriented to providing another demonstration of the
universale of morphophonemics, but rather proposes to show
the logical relationship of a dialect to other dialects in
the same language through their mutual correspondence to a
basic phonemic system.
Preliminary Problems
Before the phonological grammar can be presented, 
some vestigial problems (nasality, the /r/ phoneme) and the
110Morris Halle, "Phonology in Generative Grammar," 
Word. XVIII (1962), 54-72, and "On the Bases of Phonology," 
in Jerry A. Fodor and Jerrold J. Katz. The Structure of Language
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), pp. 324-33.
^■^Noara Chomsky, "Current Issues in Linguistic Theory," 
Ibid., pp. 50-118.
312Emmon Bach, An Introduction to Transformational 
Grammar (New York: Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 19&6), p. 127.
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problem of inter consonantal inserted /!/ which have to be 
resolved» all of which have been previously discussed by 
phonemic analysers*
Nasality. There was a question as to whether nasal­
ity could be treated as a distinctive feature of five vowel 
phonemes (/i« e, a, o, u/) which conditioned homorganic nasal 
consonants before stops, or whether it concerned a non-dis- 
tinctive, suprasegmental archiphoneme conditioned by a nasal 
phoneme in the same syllable*
Robert Hall, Jr., in a phonemic study made of an in­
formant from VitSria, Bspirito Santo, chose the former solu­
tion. In an editor's note to the article, George Trager 
questioned the analysist
The phonetic description here given, together with 
the fact that all stops are prenasalised after nasal vowels, 
suggests a different analysis of nasalisation, thust there 
(are) these nasal phonemesi /m, n, q, p/* All four ocour 
before vowels* the first three occur also before homor­
ganic stops </np, mbi nt, ndi gk, gg/), and / W  occurs 
syllable-final before other phonemes or pause* All vowels 
are nasalised before a nasal phoneme in the same sylla­ble, which must be /m, n, g/j /p/ goes with a following 
vowel .I1**
A similar phonemio solution to that suggested by Trager 
was given by David Reed in a phonemic analysis made of a Slo 
Paulo informant1*^ wherei
^^Robert A* Hall, Jr,, "The Unit Phonemes of Brasilian 
Portuguese," Studies In ■Linguistics. I (April, 19^3)# 2-3-
u 4 Ibid., 6,
115David «• Reed and Yolanda Leite, "The Segmental 
Phonemes of Brasilian Portugueset Standard Paulista Dialect,H 
in Kenneth L* Pike, Phonemics* A Technique for Reducing
Ill
/m/ voiced, bilabial nasal
— ► [ml an extremely brief closure before one of the 
homorganic stops /p/ or /b/ in the following 
syllable of the same word*
Examplei lembrar. /lem'brar/, [lem-'brarl.
/n/ voiced, alveolar nasal
— ► [nl an extremely brief closure before one of the 
homorganic stops /t/ or /d/ in the following 
syllable of the same word.
Examplei entre. /'entri/, ['en-trivl.
/n/ voiced, alveo-palatal nasal
— ► [HI an extremely brief closure at alveo-palatal 
position when final in the syllable medial 
in the word after a front vowel and not fol­
lowed immediately by /k/ or /g/*
Examplei tem. /*teH/, [*tein].
— ► [H"t a nasal closure at velar position when final 
in a syllable medial in the word before one 
of the homorganic stops /k/ or /g/ or when 
final in the syllable following a central or 
back vowel, and nasalization without closure 
when final in a word.
Example i um, /un/, [un]].
Answering Trager* s objection, Hall argued that assum­
ing "a final /n/ for every syllable containing a nasal vowel
Languages to Writing (Ann Arbor: Michigan University Press. 
19^7)» pp•~T§Z and'202.
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and not ending in /n/ or /m/ was, in his opinion,
. . .  a highly artificial way of stating what can be
summarized much more efficiently by setting up the non­
linear phoneme of nasalization * * . 1
He further argued that the three morpheme alternants which
would have to be set up for urn before punho. dente, or selo
could be set up more easily as /u/ in all positions.
This study contends that the loss of clearly defined 
nasals must be accounted for, being that the vestige of na­
salization of a preceding vowel is still present. Had nasa­
lization disappeared, the problem could have been resolved 
entirely synchronically. Since /m/, /n/, and /p/ still exist 
as clearly defined phonemes in positions other than before 
homorganic stops, the loss of nasals, as well as weakening 
of nasal strength before homorganic stops, can be indicated 
in a rule. Thus, this position is similar, if not equal, to 
the archiphonem:c stand taken by Trager and Reed.
The /r/ phoneme. The second problem is the treatment 
of the /r/ phoneme to account for the intervocalic contrast
of caro-carro. The contrast can be viewed as being two pho­
nemes, /r/ and /rr/t or as a single archiphoneme which results 
from the neutralization of a lenis [r] when followed by another 
fortis [r3. klattoso Camara adopts this latter position, basing 
his decision on both diachronic (lenis /r/ is an allophone 
of the fortis /r/ which was present in the Latin phonemic
^^Robert A. Hall, Jr., "Occurrence and Orthographical
Representation of Phonemes in Brazilian Portuguese," Studies 
in Linguistics. II (19^3)t 12.
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system) and synchronic (an absence of lenis /r/ in initial 
or non-intervocalic, medial position) observations• 11?
Initial r can be pronounced as either [r], a multiple 
voiceless, alveolar trill* [rJ, an uvular trill* or [x], a 
voiceless, dorso-velar fricative. The presence of all three 
variants is found in both Brazil110 and Portugal•119
However, in non-intervocalic, medial position before 
a consonant, both [r] and [r], this last a single alveolar 
tap, seem to be interchangeable, if one tabes European Por­
tuguese into account. Both Reed and Wise report the first 
whereas Hall and Barker120 show the second. It thus seems 
that if all observations are combined, [r̂ j and [rj would be 
variants of the same phoneme in non-intervocalic medial posi­
tion preceding a consonant.
But two other positions remain for r before a final 
decision cam be made: non-intervocalic, medial position fol-
Mattoso Camara, Jr,, "Parao Estudo da Fonemiea 
Portuguese, Os Ponemas era PortugueB," Boletlm de PiloloKia. 
Ill (March, 19^9). 23-6.
110Claude Merton Wise, "Brazilian Portuguese Dialect, '* 
AppI ied Phonetics (Qiglewood Cliffsi Prentice-Hall, Inc*, 
(1957), p« 526* Reed, op. cit,, p, 196,
^^Jorge Morals-Barbosa, "Sur le /R/ portugaise," 
Miscel&nea Homena.la a Andre Martinet. Ill (La Laguna, Canary 
Islands t Universidad de la Laguna, 1957), PP» 211-26* Armando 
de Lacerda and Gdran Hammers triSm, "Transcrigao Fonetica do 
Portuguds Normal," Revista do Laborat6rio ae Fonitloa 
Experimental. I (1952), 122.
^■^J, W. Barker, Teach Yourself Portuguese (London 1 
English Universities Press, Ltd*, 195°)» P* 28. All of the 
transcriptions in this book are based on European Portuguese 
pronunc iat ion.
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lowing a consonant and word-final position* In the former, 
[r] seems to be present only after the phonemes /l, n, z/ in 
the preceding syllable, [j c] occupying this position after a 
consonant in the same syllable* Wise transcribes honra and 
milreis with [x]* a variant of [r], as we have said, but 
brando. abrir. tratar. and frio with [r].121 Likewise, for 
European Portuguese, Barker giveB [rH to bilro. honra, and 
Israel. and [r]] to the other combinations*122 Hall gives 
only three examples with which a judgement can be made and 
in those enrSdo is given the [r], but genro and bilro have 
the [.e}*̂ 2^ The combination of /l, n, */ plus r was not 
found at all in the Reed transcriptions. Judging on these 
observations, plus this writer's own experience in Brazil, 
It can almost conclusively be said that, in some dialects, 
the r in bilro. honro, and Israel word types can be pronounced 
[r], and that can be used in all other combinations of 
consonant plus r in the same syllable*
In word final position. Wise and Reed give [r], while 
Hall and Barker give [r]. As with the case of non-intervo­
calic, medial-position r plus consonant, the two seem to be 
interchangeable* But again the sane authors are paired,
■*-21Wise, loc* cit.
122Barker, op. cit., p. 27.
■̂2^The word bilro was included in Hall's article, 
"Occurrences," op. cit., 7. whereas enrgdo and genro were found 
in the vocabulary section of a grammar which he transcribed! 
Maria de Lourdes Sfi. Pereira, Brazilian Portuguese Grammar 
(Bostont D. C* Heath and Company, 1948), pp. 357 and'360*
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a fact which leads one to conclude that there eould be a 
pattern in eone dialects i if a certain allophonic variant is 
used in one specified position* then that same variant is 
used in another specified position* Thus* what seeas to be 
phonetic oonfusion at the onset nay well be explained by a 
simple rule*
Summing up all that has been said about the £• [r] 
is present in word-initial and in syllable-initial position 
after the consonant phonemes /l. n* */• [r] is present in all
other positions* interchangeable with [r] in non-intervocalic 
medial position preceding a consonant and in word-final posi­
tion* Knowing this* we can thus set up a phone type [r] in 
syllable-final position which is neutralised before the [r] 
in the following syllable* i«e* Xr + rY — > X + rY* In this 
way, carro. originally [•har-ru*], i* now £*ka-ruy], but still 
represented phonemic ally as /*karm/*
Interccnsonantal inserted Vi/. A final decision to 
be made is whether the rowel which is inserted between con­
sonant clusters of bilabial and dental stops and other con­
sonants can be classified as an allophone of /!/• Such words 
as apto. obiato. ritmlco. and advoaado will frequently be 
rendered as aolto* obiisto. rltlmlco* and espe­
cially in the rural areas of Slo Paulo* Hall decided against 
its inclusion as an allophone of /i/i
In Kiss Reno*s pronunciation* the groups consisting 
of /p* b, d* k/ + C are pronounced as true clusters* In 
other dialects, however* according to her* an alternative 
type of pronunciation exists* with a short whispered [i] between the two consonants* /aptu/ [*ap?tuv]| /abstratu/
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[ab$'stratuv"). These variants could easily be included 
under the heading of consonant clusters, however* by in­
cluding this short whispered r$] under juncture phenome­
na* as a positional variant or close juncture, occurring 
only in consonant clusters of stop + C» the differences 
in length and voicing, the effect on syllabification, 
and the distribution, all preclude identification of this 
short whispered [}3 with /i/.12^
It is difficult to say what Hall meant by length 
unless his informant used an extremely brief vowel sound in 
this position to illustrate how it sounded in another dialect* 
Certainly, in the Paralba Valley area of Sao Paulo, there is 
no noticeable difference in length between this vowel and 
other unstressed vowels* The two examples which he gave, 
abstrato and apto. are both transcribed with an unvoiced £* J 
after the stop in the first syllable. Again, this may be 
due to the unfamiliarity of the informant with the dialect 
she professed to quote. An unvoiced /i/, which could be tran­
scribed as [e\l, [xl* or [ivl. depending upon dialectal dif­
ferences, will usually be found between two unvoiced conso­
nants and, sometimes, but not necessarily, between an unvoiced 
consonant and a voiced consonant. Between two voiced conso­
nants, the [i] is voiced* This is similar to what happens 
to final unstressed vowels after voiced or voiceless conso­
nants. Thus, length and voicing do not appear to be factors 
for precluding [i] from the roster of /i/ allophones.
With regard to stressing, Hall might have objected 
to three unstressed syllables after a stressed syllable, which 
is admittedly rare in Portuguese. This fact, however, is not
124Hall, "Occurrence,H 13*
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taken seriously by Mattoso Camara who decided that it had to 
be admitted ”as an innovation for word structure in Portu­
guese. This same author definitely believed that it
should be admitted as a variant of /i/ in unstressed position!
There is a decisive argument against our ignoring the 
inserted reduced /i/ of Brazilian formal style of speech. 
The reduction of the vowel is the same as in the case of 
the inserted /i/ after the accent and of /i/ in the pen­
ultimate syllable of proparoxytones. In Brazilian formal 
speech, raptar, rapto. and rapido have the same reduced 
phonetic vowel. To ignore it before the stress forces 
us to have the same attitude in the other two instances. 
Now, for rapido and equivalent words we would rule out
in this way the phonemic status of a whole type of pro­
paroxytones (those with /i/ in the penultimate syllable). 
Such a solution would be evidently too unrealistic and 
would be incongruent in the face of other proparoxytones 
(cupola [kupal*1. f£gado [fig*du} and so on).126
This inserted vowel between consonants is similar to
the diachronic change which occurred with Latin stare which
became estar in Portuguese. Stated in a rule which could
account for historical changei
#sC ==> #esC.
A similar rule could be stated for the inserted vowel. There­
fore, this study will accept Mattoso Camara's version and 
preclude this reduced /i/ as a variant of close juncture.
The Phonological Grammar
The phonological grammar (PG) of Portuguese consists 
of a phonological component comprised of seven phonological 
structure (PS) rules, and of a phonological transformation
j. Mattoso Camara, Jr., ”*Muta Cum Muta' in 
Portuguese,” Word, XXIV (1968), 288.
126Ibid., 289
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component with six phonological transformation (PT) rules. 
The PS rules give the basic phonemes12  ̂of the language, and 
the environments in which they occur, in such a manner that 
descriptive redundancy is eliminated. Dialectal variants 
are indicated by the addition of rules to the PT rules. 
Thus, the PT rules, when applied to PS rules, may show (1) 
the changes which have occurred diachronically in the lan­
guage, and have to be accounted for in synchronic analysis, 
and (2) the allophonic variants in the dialects of the lan­
guage. The basic phonemes and all variants of all dialects
are described in a dictionary.
Phonological structure rules. The seven PS rules in 
Portuguese are these (word = tfi syllable » Syl)(
1) W -► Syl(Syl)(Syl) . . . (Syl)
2) Syl -► (C1)(C2)(,)V(C3)(Cif)
3) V 1, e, t, a, o, o, u
4) Cl — * p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v, s, z, £, 2, m, n,
ji» 1, X, r
P. |
1/« k, g -
5 ’ v-<1





















s» z, n, r. If If u
Phonetically, the two semivowels (j» y) are fronting 
and retracting off-glides which would ordinarily be classi­
fied as allophones of /i/ and /u/, did they not form minimal 
pairs with those vowels, e.g. vou. /*vou/, and vo5. /*vou/t 
sois, /*so£s/, and soes. /*sois/.
There are also glides which occur in medial sequences 
of vowel phonemes, i.e. there is often a p H  glide between 
two vowels if the first is [il ([el + + Vw has not been
verified but probably occurs occasionally). Likewise, after 
the vowels [ul and [o*l, there is a [w"l glide between those 
vowels and a following vowel ([al ordinarily, but others 
could be added with it).
Since these glides are entirely dependent on the sur­
real ities despite evidence in Marshallese that appears to 
“militate" against such acceptance (Charles-James N. Bailey, 
Review of J. W. F. Mulder, Sets and Relations in Phonology. 
Language, XXXXVI (1970), 6?2T.
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rounding vowels* and are the result of a quick vowel transi­
tion between syllabic vowels* they cannot be classified as 
allophones of any one phoneme* and can be ignored in the 
phonemic system* Mattoso Camara also dismissed these glides 
rather quicklyt
Oitlcica includes a consonantal /i/ or /u/ (or /y/ 
and /w/) in his set of phonemes because there is "arti­
cular friction*" What he had in mind, however, was the 
case of pre-vocalic semivowels which in reality are mere 
glides of no distinctive value between vowels* Nas- 
centes interprets the same phenomenon similarly, phone­
tically inferring a pronunciation /xei*yu/ for cheio and 
/tu'wa/ for tua. which is exact from the naturalistic 
point of view* but phonemically irrelevant.128
The term "word" in PSR is used to cover all lexical 
items* whether they be base words, or base words plus inflec­
tional and/or derivational morphemes, e*g* oau is an example
of and naus (morphologically £pau] + ^plural} ) is an
*
example of C^VC^C^. Proper names are also included, e•g* 
Vladimir provides an example of C1C2 (v + 1),
In addition to specifying the environments in which 
the basic phonemes can occur* the PSR also (1) give those 
phonemic combinations which are phonologically correct, al­
though unattested to in the language, and (2) serve as 
restrictions on the sequence of phonemes which are not ac­
cepted* The first function is similar to the case of English 
/blik/ which* although accepted as a word which could be 
used* is not found in the lexicon of currently used words. 
The .second function eliminates such words as /tlaku/ which
12®Mattoso Camara, "Para o Estudo," 8.
are decidedly un-Portuguese.
Morphophonemic rules are not repeated in the PS rules. 
Thus, the latter rules do not specify that the ad- in advo- 
gado can occur in initial word position only.
Phonological transformation rules. As stated before, 
the PT rules are those which explain the changes which were 
made in the past history of the language, and those which 
relate the dialectal variants to the basic phonemic system. 
There will naturally be obligatory rules which are common to 
all dialects of the language, and optional rules which pertain 
to part of the dialectal range of the language. A tentative 
set of obligatory rules is given belowt it is a set which 
may be augmented when all dialects of Portuguese have been 
examined.
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<*0 V + ^lJ + 1J =*=> v + p j  + H
(5) V + r ~ { v }  ” > V +  f - { v }
(6) V + r __ r ==> V __ r
Dialectal Phonological Gramwarg
As each dialect of Portuguese is studied, extra rules, 
applicable to the dialect under study, are added to the PT 
rules of the language# If, after all dialects of the lan­
guage have been studied, a rule is found (1) to be applicable 
to all dialects, or (2) to be applicable to a majority of 
the dialects and its deviants can be illustrated by a second 
simple rule, then that rule can be placed permanently with 
the PT rules of the language# As each allophonic variant is 
discovered, it is added to the dictionary.
A partial ordering of the PT rules of the prestige 
dialects of the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sfio Paulo are 
presented below to illustrate their relationship to the basic 
phonemic system. These rules are not complete, nor are they 
intended to be, but the illustration will not suffer for this 
lack.
The Rio de Janeiro PT rules. To the language PT 
rules are added the following rules applicable to the pres­
tige dialect of Rio de J a n e i r o
^Often erroneously presented as the "standard** 
pronunciation for Brazil. For a retort to those who would 








(2) *e  Wd ==> a __  Wd
(3)C]Ti==>[tf<]+1
W s fSyl]==> /<_(Syl) L wd J l wd J
(5) z __ Syl ==> y  _  Syl
"p. b" p, b"
(6) n t, d ==> n t, d
J'*. .k» _k. g_
(7) 1 ro-a-ra





The S5o Paulo PT rules* To the language PT and Rio 
PT rules are added the following PT rules for the prestige 
dialect of the city of Sao Paulo. As is the case in the Rio 
dialect, the Sao Paulo dialectal variants are more numerous
Review of 'The Syntax of Spoken Brazilian Portuguese,,,,r Hispania. 
LIII (September, 1970), 441.
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than presented here.
(1) Same as Rio PT rule 1.
(2) Same as Rio PT rule 2*
(3) X + a +(3 x+“+0
(4) Same as Rio PT rule 3»
(5)
(6) Same as Rio PT rule 6.
(7) Same as Rio PT rule ?•
V
 ̂4 ^1 'k< "i"
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The Dictionary
In the dictionary are listed the descriptions of the 
basic phonemes and of the variants which are produced in the 
dialects. It. like the PT rules, can be augmented as each 
new dialect is studied. The allophonic variants of the Rio de 
Janeiro and Sao Paulo dialects are included in the dictionary 
which follows.
/p/ voiceless, bilabial stop.
/b/ voiced, bilabial stop.
/t/ voiceless, apico-alveolar stop.
[If<] voiceless, fronted, apico-alveolar affricate, 
/d/ voiced, apico-alveolar stop.
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voiced, fronted, apico-alveolar affricate*
/k/ voiceless, dorso-velar stop*
[k<l voiceless, fronted, dorso-velar stop.
/g/ voiced, dorso-velar stop*
[gO voiced, fronted, dorso-velar stop.
/f/ voiceless, labio-dental spirant*
/v/ voiced, labio-dental spirant.
/s/ voiceless, apico-alveolar rill spirant.
[J’<] voiceless, fronted, lamino-alveolar spirant.
/z/ voiced, apico-alveolar rill spirant*
voiced, fronted, lamino-alveolar spirant.
/8/ voiceless, lamino-dormal spirant.
/X/ voiced, lamino-dormal spirant.
/m/ voiced, bilabial nasal stop.
[m] voiced, weak, bilabial nasal stop.
/n/ voiced, apico-alveolar nasal stop.
[*i 1 nasalization with a very brief apico-alveolar
closure.
[Jfe] nasalization with a very brief lamino-dormal
closure.
nasalization without closure.
[nl voiced, weak, apico-alveolar nasal stop.
/ji/ voiced, lamino-alveolar nasal stop.
[91 voiced, weak, lamino-alveolar nasal stop.
/I/ voiced, apico-alveolar lateral spirant.
[t! voiced, apico-dormal lateral spirant*
[1*1 voiced, backed, apj.co-alvcolar spirant.
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A /  voiced, lamino-alveolar lateral.
/r/ voiced, apico-alveolar multiple trill.
[r] voiced, apico-alveolar one tap trill.
[j1! unvoiced, apico-alveolar multiple trill.
[rl voiced, slightly retroflexed, apico-alveolar
unvoiced, slightly retroflexed, apico-alveolar
[x"l voiceless, dorso-velar spirant.
[nl voiceless, uvular multiple trill.
/i/ high-front, off-glide semivowel.
[^] nasalized, high-front, off-glide semivowel, 
/u/ high-back, off-glide semivowel.
[Cf] nasalized, high-back, off-glide semivowel, 
/i/ high-front vowel*
[T] nasalized, high-front.
[ivl lowered, less tense, high front.
/e/ mid-front vowel.
[e] nasalized, mid-front..













[o*1 raised, less tense, mid-back.
/u/ high-back vowel.
[ul nasalized, high-back.
[uv] lowered, less tense, high-back.
Conclusion
The language PT rules are combined with those of a 
dialect and the resulting surface phonetic structure illus­
trated on a branching tree diagram, e.g. beginning from the 
initial word node, the phonetic output for irmSo in the Rio 




Language PT rule 3i i
Language PT rule i rI IRio PT rule li iv r
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Syl
Rio PT rule 8t
i i im a u
i i im a. u
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CHAPTER VI
PRELIMINARY PREPARATION TOWARDS 
THE STUDY OF THE CAIPIRA DIALECT
Introduction
One of the first Brazilian scholars ever to begin a
dialect study in the rural areas of his state, Amadeu Amaral,
published his classic work, 0 Dialeto C a r o i r a .130 in 1920.
Although strictly phonetic in approach and leaning more to
an exposition of unusual lexical items, it nevertheless is
one of the most important sources for an introduction to that
dialect. Restricted almost solely to a small area to the
west of the state capital of Sfto Paulo (Capivari, Piracicaba,
Tietd, Itu, Sorocaba, Sao Carlos), Amadeu’s study gave no
*indication of the extent of the dialect, nor did it hazard a 
guess as to how many people used it.
Based solely on the comments about the pronunciation 
of the word c a m e , it would seems that the dialect area might 
extend far beyond the borders of the state, extending into 
Paran&, Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, Minas Gerais, Par&, Goifis, 
and Mato Grosso. It is known to be spoken by rural dwellers 
near Itaperuna, Rio de Janeiro and therefore probably extends 
throughout the ParaXba River valley. It may also be that it
^3°Araadeu Amaral, £_
Vocabul&rio (Sao Paulo 1 Anhem
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is the dialect with the most speakers in Brazil.
Despite this importance, few people besides Amaral 
have touched upon the subject, Pierson devoted an article 
to it1^1 in a series of sociological studies made in a Bra­
zilian village in Sao Paulo, but the information waB super­
ficial and definitely not a phonemic analysis. An article 
by Fausto Teixeira dealt mostly with lexical items that he 
g a t h e r e d , b u t  he did not give any information about where 
the items were gathered.
There are absolutely no phonemic studies made of the 
caipira dialect, at least not in the State of S3o Paulo. No 
serious attempt has ever been made to relate the dialect to 
other dialects of Portuguese in all its aspects, syntacti­
cally, morphologically, or phonemically. Although a study 
of the caipira dialect in the Municipality of S&o Luis do 
Faraltinga does not begin to answer all of the questions 
about the dialect throughout the country, it is at least a 
beginning.
The Informant
In the selection of informants for a phonemic study, 
certain criteria had to be established beforehand in order 
to keep the study free from contamination from other dialects. 
They were as followsi (1) they must have acceptable articu-
13lDonald Pierson, M0 Dialeto Caipira Empregado em 
Cruz das Almas," Sociologla. XIV (December, 1952).
l^F'austo Teixeira, "Vocabulfirio do Caipira Paulista," Revista do Arouivo Municipal de S5o Paulo. CXI (1946).
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lation, (2) they must be natives of the areat (3) if married, 
their wives must also be natives of the area, (4) they must 
be illiterate, (5) they must not have traveled or served 
with the military, (6) they must be actively engaged in rural 
work or, at least, know rural vocabulary with fluency, (?) 
they must be fairly intelligent, and (8) they must be between 
the ages of thirty and fifty.
These criteria were fairly easy to follow with the 
exception of the eighth. It was quickly discovered that in­
formants over the age of forty were rare in the municipality. 
Approximately eighty per cent of the population were below 
that age span. One of the informants chosen was twenty-seven, 
not overly young, considering the circumstances.
Two of the informants could read a little and could 
be considered semi-literate. However, this fact did not seem 
to be an impediment as many of the educated people of Sao 
Luis had many traces of the caipira dialect, clearly the 
dominant speech pattern of the community.
There were three formal informants, i.e. persons who 
answered specific questions read from a questionaire. In­
formal informants were those who were engaged in free con­
versation and those whose conversations were overheard. In 
the formal atmosphere, voices were recorded on tape, using a 
Uher 4000 Report-L tape recorder. Tape recordings were also 
made of free conversation cases, but none of the overheard 
conversations. Written notations were made on the spot when­
ever possible, or later during the same day.
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Formal infomantfl. The first of the three formal 
informants was Vicente A. da Silva, age forty, a resident of 
the Vila of Catugaba, but born in Lagoinha, at one time a 
part of the municipality* He was interviewed one morning in 
June, 1969 after funeral services which were held for one of 
the local residents of Catugaba* Da Silva was described as 
being a vivo, or "live wire,*1 a term applied to those who 
are considered shrewd and intelligent. He certainly merited 
the term as he had once moved to Taubatg where he managed to 
acquire a driving license despite his being illiterate. His 
stay in Taubat£ was no longer than three months. Since he 
had a driving license, he gave his occupation as "driver and 
farmer*M He was unmarried*
Jos6 Francisco de Sousa was the second of the formal 
informants* Born in the bairro of DamiSo where he lived for 
most of his life working as a farmhand, he left the bairro 
which had made a change from agriculture to cattle raising. 
At the time of the interview, the subject was living in Sao 
Lula do Paraitinga, earning his livelihood as the church sa­
cristan, or vestry keeper* The subject was thirty-seven years 
old and married* Asked if he could read, he answered, "very, 
very little*"
B o m  in the bairro of Rio Abaixo, Pedro Bento Clara 
was* at twenty-seven, the youngest of the three formal infor­
mants* He had lived most of his life in that bairro until 
he overstrained himself in his fields, causing a blood vessel 
to rupture in his body, an event which eventually deprived
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him of most of his land and cattle* and left him incapaci­
tated for further field work. At the time of the interview* 
he was employed as a watchman for the Sao Luis Folklore 
Museum* a job which did not offer much future for himself 
and his family*
Informal informants. During the Holy Week* when the 
rural dwellers had arrived in town for those religious fes­
tivities* an informal interview was held in a humble home on 
one of the hills overlooking the town. Unfortunately, the 
names of the subjects were not gotten except for the first 
name of one* a male of approximately thirty yearB of age 
named Adao. Both he and his mother were recorded on tape* 
A questionnaire had not been prepared at the time* therefore 
the interview had no plan or order*
Other informal informants were those anonymous indi­
viduals who were in town on various occasions* Listened to 
while they held conversations in the market place* in the 
main square* or any other gathering place* the proved to be 
very good sources of the dialect* It was in this way that 
some of the more marginal aspects of their speech were noted* 
These were folk who would have quit talking immediately had 
a tape recorder been in sight*
The Questionnaire
A questionnaire designed for linguistic atlas work is 
different from one which is organized for the study of the 
phonemic structure of a dialect* In the latter, no consider­
ation is given to semantics* no attempt is made to discover
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if a word in one region is the sane in another area, and no 
deliberate attempt is made to deal with the diachronic aspects 
of the language* Because of basic differences, previously 
prepared questionaires, or outlines of questionaires, such 
as that proposed by Silva Neto^^3 were not given serious 
consideration for thiB study*
To elicit words which contained all the phonemes of 
the dialect, a questionaire had to be designed with questions 
that could be easily understood by the informants, and answers 
which were words contained in the dialect* To attain this 
goal, the questions had to be phrased as a speaker of the 
dialect would phrase them*
Several weeks were spent in the design of a question­
aire which would meet those requirements in studying the 
caipira dialect* Before it was ever brought into the field, 
the work was tested on urban citizens of different social 
and economic levels* The result was not perfect but still 
adequate for the study* The questions and answers contained 
in the questionaire are as follows*
1* Qual $ aquSle que £ tocado no torre da igreja
quando a missa 6 pra comegar? SINO.
2* Que 6 o contrfirio de *preso*? LIVRE.
3* Quandoa gente trabalhaameia, depois da colheita
cada urn recebe a sua * . • ? PARTE*
4* A filha mulher de minha mSe e minha irmS e o
1^3siiva Neto, Guia para Estudos* pp. ^7-70.
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filho homera £ meu . • • ? IRMXo.
j. As mendigasf quando queram dinheiro, precisam 
fazer o que? PEDIR.
6. Qual € 0 none ddste pals? BRASIL.
7. Que numero e fiste? MIL.
8. Qual £ o nome daquSle animal que tem chi free, 
puxa carroqa e e o mesmo que trouro castrado? BOI.
9* Se h& muita gente danqando num lugar, n£s dise-
mos que estfi havendo um que? BAILE.
10. Como se chama isto aqui? CAIXA.
11. Numa cidadeagente morra em diferentes lugares, 
chamados que? BAIRRO.
12. As rodas da carroqa sSo colocadas nas pontas do 
que? EIXO.
1 3 . 0 contrfirio de *a comega' £ o • . . ? FIM.
14. Uma moga muito bonita, a gente pode dizer que £ 
uma moga • • . ? LINDA.
15* A gente bebe figua quando a gente tem • . • ?
SEDE.
16. Que £ 0 contrfirio de 'esquecer’? LEMBRAR.
17. Quando a gente estfi doente a gente sente mal. 
mas quando a gente n£o estfi doente a gente sente • • • ?
BEM.
18. Uma mulher que dfi a luz, dfi a luz um filho 
mulher ou um filho . . . ? HOMEM.
19* Isto se chama como? Pfi.
20. Quando vai raeses sem chover, e tem falta d*£gua,
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podemoa dizer que tem uma . • • ? SECA.
21. 0 contrfirio de *molhado* fi . . . ? SECA.
22. Quando a gente estfi doente a gente sente . . • ?
MAL.
23. Quando a crian^a vai A escola, ela deve frequen-
tar a aula, ela nfio deve . . . ? FALTAR.
24. Como se chama aqufile rafivel de quatro pes que 
usamos pra dormir? CAMA.
2 5 . Esta (mesa, porta, etc.) esta aqui mas aquela 
(mesa, porta, etc.) estfi • • • ? lA.
26. Qual € o norae daquela fruta que dfi em cachos,
amarelas quando estSo maduras, e que os macacos gostam muito?
BANANA.
2?. Doze meses faz um . • . ? ANO.
28. Numa casa a gente nfio entra pela jane la mas
pela . . ■ ? PORTA.
29. Quando o relfigio da igreja bate nove vezes, que 
horas bSo? NOVE HORAS.
30. Nossa lingua se acha dentro da . . .  ? b5c a .
31. A gente corta a crlna do cavalo. Do carneiro, 
a gente corta a . . . ? l X .
32. Se o tempo nfio estfi rulm, file estfi • • • ?
BOM.
33* Quando a feijfio estfi duro a gente dlz que file
estfi (Quando o arroz nSo estfi cozlnha file estfi) • • . ? CRU.
3*t. A rafie de seu pal fi sua . • • ? AVfi.
35* 0 pai de seu pal fi seu • . . ? AVC.
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36, Tfida peasoa preciea fazer a1guma coiea. Tfida 
pessoa que nfio se ocupa, 6 vadia. Por tan to tSda peasoa 
precisa se * * . ? OCUPAR.
3?, A lua estfi. no . . .  ? CEU.
38. Se a noite nSo estfi clara, a gente diz que a 
noite estfi . • • ? ESCURA.
39* 0 homem que tira tfida a roupa fica • . • ? NU.
40. 0 desenho de um pals chama-se . . • ? MAPA.
41* A gente joga futebol num . . • ? CAMFO.
42. Uma verdura branca, parecida com cenoura, chama- 
se • . • ? NABO,
43* Qual £ aqufile lugar na cidade em que a gente 
deposits dinheiro? BANCO.
44. Nfis mastigamoa com os (0 dentista trata doe) 
. . , ? DENTES.
45. A gente se afoga se nSo souber . . • ? NADAR.
46. Pra ser um bom patrSo fi preciso saber ■ . • ?
MANDAR.
47* Quando uma pessoa diz 'obrigado* a outra res- 
ponde . . . ? DE NADA.
48. Quando a gente tem dor aqui a gente diz que tem 
dor de • * . ? CABE£A.
49. Este parte da camisa chama-se • . . ? MANGA.
50. 0 fio de uma faca chama-se . . . ? GUME.
51• Uma pessoa que trabalha & noite, tomando conta 
da cidade pra protege-lo contra os ladraos chama-se • • • ? 
GUARDA.
52* A gente come na . . • ? MESA.
5 3 . Se a colheita de milho nSo foi nem muita boa e 
nem muito ruira, a gente die que foi male ou . . . ? MENOS.
54, Quando urn amigo bate na porta da casa, a gente 
responde . . . ? ENTRE.
55* Conte de urn S. dez. UM, DOIS, TR£s , QUATRO, 
CXNCOt SEIS. SETE, OITO( NOVE. DEZ.
5 6 * A gente corta carne com a • • ■ ? FACA.
57* A gente pesca . • , ? PEIXE.
58. Como se chama o lugar onde a gente vive, come,
bebe, e donna? CASA.
59* 0 primeiro mSs do ano se chama • • * ? JANEXRO.
6 0 * Uma porqao de &gua chama-se lagoa ou • • • ?
LAGO.
61, Com que e que a gente pinta a parede? CAL.
62* 0 homera se casa com • . . ? MULHER.
6 3 , Qual e o inseto que produz mel? ABELHA.
Como se chama 0 pasearinho que vive no mato e 
se parece com peru? MUTUM.
6 5 , Qual e o nome daquela caixa pared da com mala 
onde colocamos roupas e outras coiaas? BAG.
6 6 # Como se chama o homem que caqa? CA£ADOR*
6?• Na m2o n8s temos cinco • . • ? DEDOS.
6 8 , Quando a gente quer que uma coisa fica bem clara 
pra outras pessoae, a gente precisa • . . ? EXFLICAR.
6 9 . Pai, mfie, e filhos formam uma • . . ? FAMfLIA.
70* Quando a gente fica com muito medo, dizeicos que
o sangue fica * * . ? GELADA.
71. A Sgua dura chama-se • • • ? G&LO.
72. A Blblia diz que Eva comeu uma • • . ? MA(JA.
73. Qual 5 o nome do animal rei de todos? LEAO.
E quando 6 mais de um? LESES.
75. 0 marido de minha mSte i meu . • • ? PAI.
76. Quando a gente quer saber o prego duma coisa, 
que perguntamos? QUANTO*
77* Onde e que a gente pesca dourado? RIO*
78* Quando alguem £ bondoso, caridoso, religioso,
costuma-se dizer que 6 um • • • ? SANTO.
79* Para a gente ganhar o pSo de cada dia e susten-
tar a famllia precisa • • • ? TRABALHAR.
80* Que S o inatrumento que 5 feito de madeira, tern 
cordas e brago, que a gente toca muito nas festaB? VIOLA.
81. Quando as comadres brigam, o que costumam fazer?
XINGAR.
82* Como se chama aquSle animal que parece boi e 
que tem um pelote nas costas? ZEBU.
8 3 . Quando a gente fecha uma porta, ela estfi fecha- 
da. Quando a gente abre uma porta, ela estfi como? ABERTA.
64* Como se chama aquilo que se parece com cebola, 
cheio de dentes que serve pra temperar a comida? ALHO.
85* A gente 'gosta' de alguem* Deus, a gente deve 
. .. ? AMAR.
86. £u amo, file ama, eles * . . ? AMAM.
87* Como se chama 0 filho mais novo da casa? CA£ULA.
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88. 0 aqogueiro corta came num tronco de madeira
chamado como? cfiPO.
89* Uma doen$a que da feridas em todo o corpo chama- 
se doen$a de (Jesus Cristo recebeu v&rios feriraentos. Essas 
feridas se chamam) • • . ? CHAGAS.
90. A gente come com garfo e • • * ? COLHER.
91. Quando um animal corre muito. solto. sem freio, 
a gente dia que corre como? DESENFREADO.
92. Pra o homem beber caffi a mulher deve levantar 
cedo pra • . • ? FAZER.
93* 0 sol $ bonito quando nasce? E.
9^« 0 cabelo do pescoqo de um cavalo chama se • • • ?
CRINA.
95* Meu pai S casado com minha • • . ? MAE.
9 6 . Um bichinho que nao S pulga que chupa o sangue
da gente na cama chama-se • • • ? PERCEVEJO.
97* Uma agulha de coser S feita de que? A<J0.
98. Quando a gente estfi com Bede, a gente bebe • ■ • ?
A g u a .
99» Quando a gente quer saber o que lugar uma pesaoa 
foi, como 6 que a gente pergunta? AONDE, ONDE.
100* Quando o fogSo de lenha eetS apagado, comtfim o 
que? CINZA.
101. Quando uma fruta estd madura, ela est£ no ponto 
de • • . ? CAIR.
102. Quando a gente vem para a cidade, a gente nSo 
vem pelo mato. A gente vem pelo • . • ? CAMINH0.
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103. Como se chama aqu&le papel em que a gente es-
creve. p8e dentro de um envelope* 881a, e pffe no correlo?
CARTA.
104. Qual 6 o no me daquSle lugar onde os animals
v£o beber &gua? BEBED0UR0.
105* Quando uma notlcla flea espalhada pelo povo* e 
o povo nSo sabe se 5 verdade ou nffo, nos dlzemos que est£
correndo um . • • ? B0AT0.
106. Como se chama aquSle mfivel de quatro p§s que
usamos pra dormlr? CAMA.
107* 0 que 6 que a gente usa para arrumar o cabelo?
PENTE.
106. Quando uma moga corta os cabelos, e corta mala 
na frente* ela passa a usar . • • ? FRANJA.
109. Se uma cidade flea numa terra alta e plana*
nao em clma de uma serra* a gente diz que essa cidade flea
num . . • ? PLANALT0.
110. 0 que 5 Isto • • • ? MAO*
111. 0 que e aquela colsa vermelha que o galo tem
na cabega? CRISTA*
112* A gente trabalha pra ganhar . . . ? DINHEIR0.
1 1 3* Geralmente* o que e que a gente come nas festas 
de casamento? D0CE.
114. Pra elas flcarem bem quentes* as roupas das
craingas devem ser feltas de . • • ? FLANELA.
115* Antes da esplga 0 que & que nasce no pe de
milho? KL0R.
116. Cristo morreu cruciflcado na . . • ? CRUZ.
117. 0 trabalho na roqa3 feito de vez em quando, ou 
e feito • • • ? DIArIO*
118. Como se chama aquela pi ant a com que ee faz 
aqucar e rapadura? CANA.
1 1 9* Se alguem calr na &gua e nSo aouber nadar, que 
acontece? AFOGA.
120* Como se chama aqudle lugar onde o padre reza 
missa na igreja? ALTAR.
121* Qual 6 o nome daquela pe?a de vestldo de mulher 
que se parece como camisa de homera? BLUSA.
122* Qual e o nome daqufile inseto que faz teia e 
come moscas? ARANHA.
123* Como se chama aqudle bichinho que aborreQe os 
gatos e cachorros? PULGA.
124* Nfis podemos chamar um filho mulher uma menlna 
e um filho homem um • • • ? MEN1N0.
125* Uma pessoa que manca a gente diz que die $ • • 
. ? C0X0.
126* 0 que a gente pffe no lombo do cavalo? ARREI0•
127* Como se chama aquilo que a gente pffe dentro da 
espingarda para atirar? BALA.
128* Uma vasilha feita de taquara, com alqa, chama- 
se . * • ? CESTA
129* Como se chama aqudle monstro que aparece de- 
balxo de cavalo de S3o Jorge? DRAGAo *
130* A ferramenta pra gente carpir chama-se • • • ?
ENXADA.
131* Como ee chama aquela pequena tranqueta de ferro 
que a gente usa pra trancar as portas e as janel&s? FERROLHO 
132* 0 contrdrio de fino d . * • ? GROSSO*
133* As filhas mulheree de minha mae sSo mlnhas ■ .
. ? i r m X s .
1 3 4 * As pessoas na cidade tomam trSs refeigoesi cafg 
de manha, almoija. e . * . ? JANTA.
135* Um chapfiu que nao $ barato 5 um chapdu • • * ?
CARO.
1 3 6 * Quando a gente se sente mal e usa o dedo na 
garganta, que acontece? LAN£A.
137- Fubd 6 feito de que? MXLHO.
138* Guarani £ uma bebida artificial. Agua e uma 
bebida . . . ? NATURAL.
139* Como se chama isto? 5LH0
140. Quando nds moemos o cafe, nfis temos caffi em
• a • ? Pda
141* Quando a gente carrega espingarda. a gente pffe 
polvora. bucha. e * * . ? CHUMBO.
142. Uma outra palavra para *barulho* 5 • • . ?
RUlDO.
143* Quando uma pessoa morre ela 6 enterrada debaixo 
da . . .  ? TERRA.
144. 0 contrdrio de #primeiro* e . . . ? (JLTIMO.
145. 0 homem que toca viola se chama um . * • ? 
VIOLEIRO.
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146* Aqu&Le que nSo tem pernas nSo pode fazer o que?
ANDAR.
14?• A gente joga futebol con uma * . • ? BOLA.
148• Como se chama aquela bola de fogonocfiu? SOL* 
149* A gente tem duas maosi a esquerda e a • . • ?
DIREITA•
150* Uma coisa que nao £ redonda 6 . • . ? QUAD-
RADO.
131* Diga o nome de um instrumento que a gente toca 
assim. FLAUTA.
152. Uma pessoa que serve pra mostrar a outras aonde 
cagar se chama um • • • ? GUIA.
153* Uma porg&o de terra cercada de &gua chama-so 
• . . ? ILHA.
154* A Biblia man da a gente n&o comer came nas 
sextas-feiras santas. isto e» manda a gente • • . ? JEJUAR.
155* Us irm&os de minha mulher sfio meus . . • ?
CUNHADOS.
156* De dia a gente vd o sol* De noite a gente vS 
as estrelas e a . . . ? LUA.
15?• Dentro da cabega tem • • * ? MI0L0.
1 5 8 . Qual $ o contrfirio de 'nHo1? SIM*
159* Se hoje 6 (domingo), (sabado) foi . * . ?
ONTEM.
160. 0 contr&rio de •Gltirao, S * . . ? PRIMEIRO.
161. Como se chama aquelas pessoas que v3,o para a 
guerra lutar? SOLDADOS.
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162* Como $ o nome daquela c6r que se parece com 
vermelho e que ao mesmo tempo £ o nome de uma flor? ROSA* 
163* 0 que 5 isto? UNHA*
164* Se a noite n&o eatfi escura a gente diz que a 
noite estd • • • ? CLARA.
165* 0 contr&rio de *mentira* £ • • • ? VSRDADE.
166* A gente n&o pode respirar dentro da flgua porque 
n&o h& • • • ? AR.
167* Uma porg&o de folhas( de papel, grampeadoe, 
chama-se • • • ? BLOCO.
168* AquSle buraco que tea na viola serve para mel- 
horar o * . . ? SOM.
169* Quando a gente n&o paga a conta, a gente tem
. . . ? d Iv i d a s■
170* 0 cavaleiro caiu de cavalo. Se a gente quizer
saber por que file caiu a gente pergunta qual foi a • • • ?
CAUSA.
171. Os tndios cagavam com arco e . . . ? FLECRA.
172. Como se chama aquelas coisas debaixo do brago 
e debaixo do queixo que ficam imflamadas quando a gente tem 
feridas? GLANDULA.
173* Aqudle bicho que anda com uma casa nas costas 
chama-se • • . ? CARACOL.
174. Como se chama Asses cabelos aqui? SOBRANCELHAS • 
175* Sapato & feito de • • • ? COURO.
1?6. Quando alguem foi esquecido* a gente diz que 
Ale foi deixado de • • * ? LADO.
1*5
177* Uma pessoa que n&o $ boa £ • • • ? M&.
178. Qual I o outro nome que a gente dfi pra o auto-
m6vel? CARRO.
179* Uma regi&o que 6 boa pra saude a gente diz que 
tem um bom • . . ? CLIMA.
180* Para a gente responder alguma coisa, alguSm 
precisa fazer uma • ■ . ? PERGUNTA.
181. A mulher do rei se chama a . ■ • ? RAINHA.
182* Geralmente, o animal de sela chama-se . • . ?
CAVALO.
183. Como se chama aquela coisa br&nca que se parece 
com agticar que a gente p8e no arroz pra temperar? SAL.
18^• Quando falamos com os compadres n&o usaraos a 
palavra 'o senhor*. usamos * . • ? VOCfi.
185* Quando a gente comete um crime e € condenado a
gente diz que foi . . • ? CULFADO.
186• 0 que os p&ssaros usam para voar? ASAS*
187# 0 contr&rio de 'forte* fi • • . ? FRACO.
188. Uma outra palavra para 'barrigueira* & • • . ?
CILHA.
189. Eu dava, ela dava, dies • • . ? DAVAM.
190. De um modo geral, um prlncipe mora num . . , ?
CASTELO.
191* Um galo novo chama-se • • • 7 FRANGO.
192. Um pontapS de burro chama-se • . • ? COICE.
193* Como se chama o fruto do mamoeiro? MAMXo.
19*- A pessoa que escreve versos chama-se . . . ?
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POETA.
195, 0 homern que trabalha na roga se chama um . . . ?
RO^EIRO.
196. Quando a gente vem da roga pra particlpar numa 
festa na cidade, nao podemoe ficar muito tempo, precisamos 
. . . ? VOLTAR.
197. Como se chama aquelas plantas grandes onde os 
raios costumam cair e onde os p&ssaros fazem seus ninhos? 
ARVORES.
198. Tudo o que pertence a uma pessoa se chama os 
seus ■ , • ? BENS*
199, Uma bebida que faz bastante espuma, parecida 
com chope, chama-se • • • ? CERVEJA.
200, Quando a gente estfi muito doente a gente pre-
cisa consultar um • • • ? DOUTOR.
201* Como se chama isso aqui? BRA (JO.
202. Onde flea o fogSo? COZINHA.
203• 0 contrfirio de *pouco* 6 . . . ? MUITO.
204. Usamos sementes pra . . * ? PLANTAR.
205. Qual € o bicho que quando coaxa muito, estfi
chamando chuva? RA.
206 • 0 que a gente usa pra costurar as roupas?
AGULHA.
207. Qual 5 a c8r de sal? BRANCO.
208. Jesus morreu na Cruz para n6s • . . ? SALVAR.
209* Onde 8 que a gente p3e lavagera para os poreos?
COCHO.
2X0. A abelha pica com o • • • ? FERRAO.
211* Quandoa gente se decide* a gente diz que chegou 
a uma • • * ? CONCLUSAO.
212* Quando o tempo fica muito sSco, um carro pas- 
sando numa estrada de terra levanta muita • • • ? POEIRA. 
213* 0 royeiro trabalha na • * . ? R0£A.
214* Quando uma montanha nSo £ baixa ela 6 • . • ?
ALTA.
215* Quando falamos com uma pessoa velha* nos nSLo a
tratamos por *vocda, tratamos por • . • ? SENHOR.
216, Quando a gente nao sabe o nome de um objeto, a
gente dizi como se chama esta . • • ? COISA.
217, Quando alguem morre* o que 6 que vai pra o cfiu 
ou para o inferno? ALMA.
218, A gente vai & Aparecida pra ver a imagem de 
Nossa , . , ? SENHORA.
219* Quando alguma coisa estfl perdido dentro de casa, 
a gente diz que estd em algum • • • ? CANTO.
220, Aquela porta estfi Id e esta mesa est& • . • ?
AQUI.
221, Na sexta-feira santa nao se come . . • ? CAXNE.
222. Quais sSo os dias da semana? DOMINGO, SEGUNDO, 
TER£A, QUARTA, QUINTA, SEXTA, SABADO,
223. Quando os vizinhos vem casa num grupo pra 
ajudar-nSs fazer um trabalho male depressa, isso se chama 
. . . ? MUTIRAO•
As could be expected, some of the questions drew
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blanks* At tines* a word was unknown to the informant* e*g. 
gune. routun. cllho. naboi or the word was used in another 
aense* e.g. guia was elicited as a synonym for dir ice. "drives*M 
medico and esolrito were given when doutor and alna. respect­
ively* were wanted* The most serious obstacle was probably 
the length of the questionnaire* as the informants tended to 
tire after a while and answers became increasingly more dif­




An anecdote heard in Sao Luis do Paraitinga concerns 
the caipira who went to the pharmacy and asked the young 
counter clerk for "pSpatapatfiio," Unable to understand the 
request) the clerk went to the rear and called the pharma­
cist who, after hearing the request repeated, promptly gave 
the caipira sons sulfa powder* To the bewildered clerk, he 
explained that the farmer only wanted "P6 para tapar talho,H 
or “powder to close a cut*"
This anecdote illustrates some of the features that 
usually draw comment from those who attempt some kind of des­
cription of caipira speech. The elision of sounds in rapid 
speech (para > £&), the lack of final £ in verbs (tapar). 
and the presence of a jod glide instead of the voiced, lamino- 
alveolar lateral (tilo - talho) represent some of the cha­
racteristics of this dialect that are immediately noted.
In the corpus that follows, most of the main features 
of caipira phonetics will be exposed. In the course of re­
cording the answers to the questionnaire, it was decided best 
to allow the informants to speak uninhabitedly at times, as 
long as they could be controlled within the basic framework 
of the questionnaire. All of the words said by the informants
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under these circumstances were transcribed and are presented 
below. In addition to these words, there are those utter­
ances gotten from informal speakers.
The corpus is presented in alphabetical order, each 
word followed by a part-of-speech label, its English equiva­
lent. and the pronunciation given to it. The formal infor­
mants are indicated by the initials of their namesi VAS. JFS, 
and PBC. Other speakers are indicated by the letter 0. The 
pronunciations are enclosed in brackets!
A, /4/» definite article, thei 
M ,  VAS, JFS, PBC, 0.
Abacateiro. /abakatfij^ru/. noun, avocado-pear treei 
[w-be-kv-*te-ruv]Jf JFS.
Abaixo, /ab5£fiu/, adverb, belowi 
O-'ba-JVQ, PBC.
Abandona. /abanddna/, verb, (he) abandons! 
0-ban-’d8*-n9], JFS.
Abelha. /abdXa/, noun, honev beet 
[w-'be-Xo], VAS, JFS.
[r-'bei-je], PBC.
Aberta. /abdrta/, adjective, opens 
[e-* beg*-to], JFS.
Aberto. /abdrtu/, adjective, opem 
[w-,btgi-tyvl, VAS.
[w-*beg,-tuv3* PBC.
Abobora. /abdbora/, noun, pumpkin:
O-'bD-b-ia], JFS.
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Abrlr. /abrlr/, verb, to opem 
[v-'bail, 0#
Acaba. /akAba/, verb, (he) flnlahesi 
[w-'ka-ba], JFS.
Acabou, /akabfiu/, verb, (he) finishedi 
[e-kv-'bo], JFS.
[ke-'bo], 0.
Afitia, /AAu/, verb, (1) think, bellevei 
[•a-JVO, JFS.
Aclaa. /aslna/, adverb, abovei 
[v-'sIH-me], VAS.
Ago, / A b u /, noun, steel1
[•a-su*], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Aconteceu. /akontesfiu/, verb, happened: 
[v-k5n-tefc-*se-uv̂ , JFS.
Acredltar. /akreditAr/, verb, to believe: 
[kre*-di*-1 ta], 0,
Agucar, /asfikar/, noun, sugar:
[e-*au-ka], PBC.
Adorar. /adorAr/, verb, to adore1 
[p-doA-*ray], JFS.
[v-do4-'ra], PBC.
Afoga, /af5ga/, verb, Che) drowns1 
[e-'fo-go], JFS.
A£ogado, /afogAdu/, adjective, drowned: 
[foA-'ga-duy]f VAS,
[e-foA- 'ga-du*]f PBC.
Agora. /ag5ra/, adverb, nowi 
[w-'go-re], PBC.
Agya. /Sgua/, noun, water»
[•a-gwe], VAS, JFS, PBC. 0.
Agudo. /agfidu/, adjective, pointed* 
[w-'gu-du*], VAS.
Agulha. /aguAa/, noun, needle»
[w-’gu-Aa], VAS, JFS.
[w-'gu-ja], PBC.
Ai. /al/, adverb, theret 
O-'i], JFS.
Aiudar. /afcudfir/, verb, to help*
[w-3uv-'da3, JFS, 0.
A.judarara. /aiuddran/, (they) helpedi 
[y-gu^-'da-rfiij], VAS, JFS.
Alguem. /algen/, indefinite pronoun, somebodyi 
[a^-'g^], 0.
Ajgum. /algfin/, indefinite adjective, some* 
[at-'gthj], JFS.
[ay-'gOifl, 0.
Alguma. /algfima/, indefinite adjective, somei 
[ol-#gQ?-me], JFS. PBC,
Alho. /fiAu/, noun, garlici 
[•a-Au*], VAS, JFS.
['a-ju*], PBC, 0.
Ali. /all/, adverb, therei 
[w~*li], JFS, PBC.
Alma, /dlma/, noun, eouli 
[■ag'-ma], JFS, PBC*
Almfloo, /almfisu/, noun, lunchi 
[asf-,mo-suv], 0.
Alta, /filta/, adjective, hight 
[•al-to], VAS.
[•ayl-te], JFS.




Alto, /filtu/, adjective, highi 
[•al-tuv], JFS.
[Tajfl-tuv]# PBC.
Amam. /fiman/, verb, (they) loyei 
[*i»)-me1, JFS.
Amar. /am&r/, verb, to lovei 
[&j- *ma], VAS, PBC.
[Sij-'roa*], JFS.
Amarela. /araarlla/, adjective, vellowi 
[is-me-'Jtfla], PBC.
Amendoim. /amenduln/, noun, peanuti 
[w-mln-duv- ,̂ lij], JFS.
Amlzade. /amiz&di/, noun, friendshipi 
[«-miv-#*a-divl, JFS.
Amora. /amSra/, noun, mulberryi 
[s-'mo-reT* JFS.
A&ABUliA* /anarkla/, noun, confusioni 
[na?-*kl-je], VAS, JFS.
Ando. /Ando/, verb, ho wtltai
[*i«-da]# JFS.
Andar. /andAr/, verb, to walki 
[A»-ada3*]P VAS.
[4n-*da], JFS. PBC.
Anlnal. /oninAl/, noun, FfiilAl*
[v-niv-,wik], JFS.
Ano. /Anu/, noun, yeari
[•Î -nuv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Anoo. /Anus/, noun, xtftCft*
[•&*3-nuvs], VAS, JFS.
[•â -nu*], PBC.
Antes. /Antis/, adverb, beforei 
[*in-ti^f 0 *
Antonio, /antdniu/, proper noun, Anthonyi 
ptn_#to.niv.jUy-|( JPS| pBC#
Ansol. /un%51/, noun, flehhflflk1
VAS, PBC.
Aonde. /afindi/, adverb, where i 
[o-,ttn-div], PBC.
Aoanhar. /apapAr/, verb, to get a sound beatinai 
[v-pâ -'jia], PBC.
Aoarecida. /apareslda/, adjective, emergedi 
[T3-pTff-riw-*si-da3, JFS.
Apolldo. /apelidu/, noun, niclma«ei
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£«-peA-*li-duv3, JFS.
Aguela, /ak£la/, pronoun, that onei 
[w- *ke-la], JFS.
Aqufile. /akfili/, pronoun, that onei 
[e-'ke-li^]. JFS.
Aqul. /akl/, adverb, herei 
Qs-'ki], PFS, PBC. 0.
Aqullo. /akflu/, demonstrative pronoun, that* 
[e-'ki-lu''], JFS.
A£, /fir/, noun, alrt
VAS, JFS, PBC, 0.
[’a], 0.
Arame. /arfiml/, noun, wirei
JFS.
Aranha. /arfipa/, noun, solderi 
[B-'raq-jfia], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Arrelo. /arrfi^u/, noun, harnessi 
[a-^ei-juv], VAS, JFS, PBC.




O - ’xei], 0.
Arvore. /firvori/, noun, treei 
[,ag*-v4iv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Asa, /fiza/, noun, wingi
[*a-za], VAS, JFS. PBC.
Asslm. /asIn/, adverb, thuai 
[»-*sI^], JFS.
At6. /at€/, preposition, until, u p  toi 
[«-#te], VAS, PBC.
[*te], 0.
Atender. /atlnder/, verb, to attendi 
[u-t3En-*de], JFS.
Atirou, /atir6u/, verb, fhe) shoti 
[B-tiv-'ro], JFS.
Atrfis. /atrfis/, adverb, behindi 
[w-'trais], JFS, 0.
[l?-*tra£], 0.
Aulag. /fiulas/, noun, classest 
[*au-l«s], JFS.
Automovel. /autoraSval/, noun, automobilei 
[oA-toA-'mo-vel], JFS.
Avft. /avfi/, noun, grandfatheri 
[w-*vo], VAS, JFS, PBC.
[*vo], 0.
Av6, /avS/, noun, grandmotheri 
[b-'vo], PBC.
[•vo], VAS, JFS, 0.
Azul. /azul/, noun, bluei 
[n-'zul], JFS.
[B-'zuy], 0.
Baile. /bfiili/, noun, festive dance reunioni 
[•bai-li*]t VAS, JFS, PBC.
Balrro. /bfiirru/, noun, neighborhood settlementi 
[•bai-xu*], VAS, JFS.
[•bai-Ruv], PBC.
Baixo. /bfiiSu/, adjective, lowi 
[•ba-/uw], JFS.
Bala, /bdla/, noun, bulleti 
[•ba-la], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Balaio. /balfiiu/, noun, straw hampert 
[bw-*lai-juvl, VAS, JFS.
Bambu. /barabfi/, noun, bambooi 
[bftra-'bu], JFS.
Banana, /banfina/, noun, bananai 
[be-'n&H-no], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Banco, /bfipku/, noun, banki 
[•bfiO-ko*], VAS, JFS.
[1 bfiO-ku'*], PBC •
Bandeira. /bandfiira/, noun, banner, flagi 
[ban-*de-re], 0 .
Bar, /bfir/, noun, bar»
[•bag*], JFS.
Barata. /barfita/, noun, cockroachi 
[bv*Bra-ta], JFS.
/barrrga/, noun, bellvi 
[bi?-*xi-g©]t JFS.
Bajxijguai^a, /barrigSira/, noun, bellvband« 
[be-xi^-'ge-ro], JFS.
laXfif /bdrru/, noun, clavi
[*ba-xuv], JFS*
JtigoUJtn, /bw<Uu/i noun, n o l m  
[bn -•ru-Au*]* JFS*
BlltUVtfl Aastlati/i Adjiotlvt, •nought 
[bug-• tln-tiv]* VAS* JFS.
Batata. /batdta/, noun* potato*
[bB-*ta-ta], JFS. PBC.
Bat«. /bdti/* Y#rb, (ho) atrlkoai 
[•ba-ti*]f JFS.
Batendo. /batlndu/, Yorb, atrlking. knocking* 
[be-• tin-uw], JPS* PBC.
Bate-p<. /batip?/* noun* rMtiiP fifnc#1 
[b«-tluv-*pe], JFS.
Bator* /batAr/* w ) ,  to atriko*
[be-*to], JFS.
[bu-'tsgO* Jra#
Batido. /batldu/* adject ire* ttOUBBt' 
[bu-*ti-duv]* VAS.
Shfi, /bad/, noun* chert, trunkt 
[bn-'u], VAS, JFS* PBC.
Bob*. /b£bi/, Yorb, (he) drinksi 
[#bt-bi], JFS.
Bobodoura. /bobodd^ra/* noun. n t « U l K  BlBSd' 
[be*-bea-•do], PBC.
B«n. /bln/* adject ire, XtUL*
[#W * M *  VAS, JFS, PBC.
Bena- /b£na/* noun* pftrStniA aatatei
['b3|igs], VAS.
['bSl>|lf PBC.
Bento. /bSntu/, proper noun, holvt 
[,bfn-tu''], PBC.
Bicho. /blSu/, noun, anv animal except fowl or flshi 
[•bi-J'u'Q, JFS* PBC.
[*bi-tf<uv]i 0.
Bloco. /bldku/, noun, writing oadi 
[•blo-ko*], VAS, JFS.
['blo-ku*], PBC.
Blusa. /blfiza/, noun, blouset 
[•blu-zo], VAS, PBC.
[*bru-zo], JFS,
Boa, /bSa/, adjective, goodi 
[■bo-*], JFS.
Boato. /bofitu/, noun, rumort 
[bu^'a-tu*], VAS, JFS.
[#bwa-tu*], PBC.
B$ca. /b6ka/, noun, mouths 
[•bo-ka], VAS. JFS, PBC.
Boi. /b6i/, noun, q x i 
[•bail, VAS.
[’bei], PBC, JFS.
Bola. /b5la/, noun, balli 
[•bo-lal, VAS, JFS, PBC.
Bolacha. /bolfila/, noun, biscuit:
[bo*-#la-J'a]t PBC.
Bfllo. /b6lu/, noun* cakei 
[•bo-lu»], PBC.
Bom. /b6n/* adjective, good*
E'toSgjj], VAS, JFS, 0.
[•bSUij]. PBC.
Boneca. /bontka/, noun, ungranulated corn-cobi 
[bu-'ne-ka], VAS, JFS.
Bonita, /bonlta/, adjective, oretty»
[buv-,ni-t»3* PBC.
[buv-*ni-te], JFS, 0.
Borracha. /borrfifia/, noun, rubberi 
[bo*-*xa-/e], JFS.
Braco* /brfiau/, noun, armi 
[•baa-su*], VAS, JFS.
[•bja-guv], PBC.
Branco. /brflŷ ku/, adjective, whitei 
[•bjta9-kuv3» VAS, JFS.




Brasileiro. /brazilS^ru/, proper noun, Braziliani 
[bJB-ziv-*le^3, PBC*
Bravo. /brfivu/, adjective, furiousi 
[•bja-vuV], JFS.
Bruaca. /brufika/, noun, a rawhide traveling bag used 
on horsebacki
[b£uv-*a-ke]# JFS*
Bucha* /bfiAa^ noun, gun wadding*
[■bu-/e], VAS, JFS.
[ • b u - t T e ] .  0 .
Buchinha, /buAlna/, noun, ffBWPff1
[buv.-Jl^-jie], JFS.
Buraco. /burAku/, noun, hole*
[buv-'jca-ku1']l JFS.
Burro, /bfirru/, noun, burro>
[•bu-xoAl, JFS.
[•bu-Ru*], JFS.
Buacar. /buskAr/, verb, to fetch<
[buva-*ka], 0*
£&, /kA/, adverb, here*
[•ka], JFS.
Cabfioa. /kabSsa/, noun, head*
[kn-*be-89], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Caoador. /kasadfir/, noun, hunter*
[ku-SR-'do], JFS, PBC.
[kB-8-e-1 do^l, VAS.
Caching. /kaSinfl/, noun, bangs (hair)>
[ki2-Xiv-*no], JFS.
Ca£h£jxfi, /kaAArru/, noun, jmtEX*
[kB-#/o-Ro*], JFS.
£a?i£&, /kasfila/, noun, the youngest child of a family 
[k*-#au-le], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Cada. /kAda/, adjective, every, each*
[•ka-de], JFS.
Cadeia, /kadg^a/, noun, lalli 
[ks-'de-je], VAS.
Cafg. /kaffi/, noun, coffeei 
[kv-*fc], PBC.
C a f e sInha. /kafezlpa/, noun, email coffee 
[kB-fe^al1*-/*®], JFS.
Cai, /kfii/, verb, (he) fallsi 
['ka-1*], JFS.
Cair. /kalr/, verb, to falli 
[ke-'ia*], PBC.
[kTff-'i], JFS.
Calu, /kalu/, verb, the)_felli 
[ke-'ju], JFS.
Calxa. /kfiiga/, noun, boxi 
[•ka-Je], VAS, JFS, PBC.




Calibre, /kalfbrl/, noun, caliber< 
[kw-'li-barQ, JFS.
Cama. A&na/, noun, bedi
[•kBS-mp], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Camarada. /kamarSda/, noun, fellow worker 
[ke-ma-'sa-dp], JFS.
Cama8. /kfimas/, noun, bedai
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[•kiM-mas], VAS.
Camarada. /kamar5da/* noun* farmhandi 
[kp-nm-’ra-de], JFS
Cambota. /kambSta/, noun, wheel rimi 
[kam-»bo-te], PBC.
Caminho. /kaalnu/, noun* traili 
[kp-'mlV-jnr'], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Campalnha. /kampalna/, noun, small belli 
[k&m-pp-,I,J-jie], JFS.
Camoo. /k&mpu/, noun* fieldt 
['kam-puv[J, VAS, PBC.
[•kSm-po*], JFS.
Campos. /kdmpus/, noun* fieldsi 
[•kam-pu^s], VAS.
Cana, /k&na/, noun* sugar-canet 
['ka*»-ne], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Canastra. /kanfistra/, noun* big basket made from thin 
and flexlble_strips of woodi
[ks-*nas-1re] * VAS•
Cangalha. /kangfiXa/, noun* wooden frame of a pack-
saddle i
[kSO-^ga-ja], JFS.
Cantando. /kant&ndu/, verb, singingt 
[kan-*tan-uv]f JFS, 0.
Canto, /kfintu/, noun, corneri 
[•kan-tuv], JFS, PBC.
Capa. /kApa/, noun* coveri
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[•ka-pe], JFS*
Capas. /kap&z/, adjective* capablei 
[kB-'paie], 0.
[k«-*pajL], 0.
Caplm. /kapln/, noun* comaon name of several gpeclas 
of gramineous and ciperaceous plants*
[kv-'pl̂ j]]* JFS.
Capoelra. /kapo6£ra/# noun* brushwood*
[kp-puv -’we-re], JFS.
Caracu* /karakfi/, noun* a crossbreed of Brazilian
cattlei
[kie-rv-'ku], PBC.
Caramulo. /karamfifcu/, noun* anv of various small marine 
univalve mollusksi
[kv-.re- 'rau-ju'O, JFS.
Carne. /karni/, noun, meati 
[•kag'-ni''}, JFS, PBC, 0.
Camelro. /kamfiiru/, noun* sheepi 
[kajf-'ne-ruv], JFS.
Caro, /kfiru/, adjective, expensivei 
[•ka-ru*], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Carplr* /karplr/, verb, to hoe, to weedi 
[kag*-'pi], JFS, 0.
Carrega. /karrSga/, verb, (he) transportsi 
[kv-'xe-go], JFS.
SBCCfifiBC, /karregfir/, verb, to_transport* 
[ks-xeA-*ga]J, JFS.
Carro. /k&rru/, noun, car»
[•ka-xuv], JFS.
[•ka-xuvl, PBC.
Carrooa. /karrSsa/, noun, wagoni 
[kv-*xa-se])» JFS.
Carta, /kfirta/, noun, letten 
[•kagf-to], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Cartucho. /kartflfiu/, noun, cartridgei 
[kaa*-1 tu-JuvJ, JFS.
Carvalho. /karvfiXu/, noun, oak treei 
[kag> -1 va-Auv], JFS.
Carv&o. /karvfiyn/, noun, coalt 
[kag* -' PBC.
Casa, /kfiza/, noun, housei
['ka-za], VAS, JFS, PBC, 0.
Caslnha. /kazlpa/, noun, little housei 
[kw-'zl^-jis], JFS.
Caatelo. /kastfilu/, noun, castlei 
[kws-1 te-lo*], JFS.
[kvs-,tt-luy], PBC.
Castilho, /kastflu/, proper nount 
[kws-1ti-Xu*], PBC•
Catuoaba. /katus&ba/, proper noun, vila in S3o Lutsi 
[kr-tuy-*sa-ba], VAS.
[k«-'tuv-sa-bo3p PBC.
Causa, /k&yza/, noun, causei 
[•kay-za], JFS, PBC.
Cavalo. /kav&lu/, noun* horsei
[ks-'va-lu*], VAS, JFS, PBC, 0.
Cavaguinho. /kavaktyiu/, noun, small auitan 
[ks-viff- * kl̂ -jxu*], PBC .
Cebola, /sebfila/, noun, onion»
[si^-'bo-la], VAS.
Cedo. /sfidu/, adverb, earlvi 
[•se-du*], JFS.
Ceoa. /sfipa/, noun, stumpi 
['se-po], VAS.
Cepo. /sepu/, noun, chopping blocki 
[*se-puv], JFS, PBC.
Certo. /sertu/, adjective, certaim 
[*se§p-tu*], JFS.
Cerveia. /servfiJJa/, noun, been 
[sejf-*ve-3o], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Cervellnha. /servefcljia/, noun, small been 
[se^-veA-'jIH-jie], JFS.
Cesta, /sfista/, noun, basketi 
[•ses-to], VAS, JFS, PBC.
C$u, /sgu/. noun, heaveni 
[*86-uv], VAS, JFS. PBC.
Chafia, /Sfiga/, noun, festering woundi 
[•/a-go], VAS, JFS.
[•/a-gao], PBC.
/^agas/, noun, festering woundsi 
[•fa-gros], j f s .
Ghana. /Mm*/, nrb, fhf*
["jVS-ao], VAS, JPS, PBC.
£)UII£« /lulr/, verb, to oolli 
[/a- *»»]* JPS.
[iTu-'aa], 0 .
Chfto. /Ilun/, noun, groundi 
[•*<«*?]. 0.
Chaoa. /idpa/» noun, laminai 
[#/a-p®]» PBC.







ithlflttfil. /iogAnus/, vrb, (wo) arrivdi 
[JV-*ga-nu*], 0.
Choaou. /Aegdu/. vorb, (h«) HTlTBfr 
[/o*-*go], JPS.
Choauoi. /dogdi/, verb. .ULmriyifr 
[/̂ -•ga]. JPS.
Choio. /hdiu/. ad jo o tiro, full t 
[•/a-Ju*]. jps.
Chino. /alnS/. noun, ohianoni
VAS.
Chunbo. /Ifiabu/, noun, loadi
[•/am-buv]f VAS, JFS, PBC. 
[•tf*flm-bu«], o.
Cidade. /sidSdi/, noun, city, towni 
[siv-,da-di'']t JFS.
Cllha. /slXa/, noun, cinchi 
[•si-Xa], JFS.
['si-ja], JFS.
Cilh&o. /six&^n/, noun, big clnchi 
[siv -' jfitfhj], JFS.
Cima. /elma/, noun, tom 
[•slij-jns], JFS.




Cinta. /slnta/, noun, waist bandi 
['sln-ta], JFS.
Cinza. /sfnza/, noun, aBhi 
[•sIij-e o], VAS, JFS, PBC.




Claro. /klfiru/, adjective, clean 
['kla-Juvl, VAS.
[•kra-cuvl, 0.
Clima. /kllma/, noun, climatei
[•kll^-rae], VAS.
[•krl^-rae], JFS, FBC.
Coar. /kodr/, verb, to percolatei 
[ku^-'wa], PBC.
Cobertor, /kobtfrtor/, noun, blanketi 
k̂uv-be«f-*to9fQ* JFS. 
[kuv-be^-'to], JFS.
Cobra. /kSbra/, noun, snakei 
[•ko-bio]* VAS.
Cftcho. /k6Bu/, noun, troughi 
['ko-/uv], VAS, PBC.
[•ko-Jo*], JFS.
C8co. /kfiku/, noun, coconuti 
[•ko-kuv], PBC.
Colce. /kfiisi/, noun, backward Klcki 
[*ke^-8iv3* VAS, JFS, PBC.
Coisa. /kfi^za/, noun, thlngi 
[•kei-za], JFS, PBC.
CoIsas. /kfiizas/, noun, things» 
[•koi-zes], JFS.
[•kei-zs], JFS.
Colheita. /kolx£jlta/, noun, harvest i 
[ko*-'Xe-tal, JFS.





Con, /k5n/, preposition, wlthi 
[•kdn]. VAS, JPS, PBC.
[•ko], JFS, 0.
Coffle. /kfimi/, verb, (he) eatsi 
[•kSH-mi*], JPS, PBC.
ComSoo, /komtBu/, noun, beginning!
£ko*-'me-au*], JPS, PBC.
Comeoar. /komesfir/, verb, to starti 
[ko*-meA-*ea], JFS.
Comer. /komSr/, verb, to eati 
[koA-*me£], VAS.
[koA-*me], JPS, PBC, 0.
Comida. /komlda/, noun, foodi 
[kuv-*mi-do], JFS.
Como. /kfimu/, adverb, howi 
['ko-mu*], JPS, PBC.
[•ko-moA], JPS.
Compadre. /kompAdri/, noun, godfatheri 
[kaN-1pa-dri*], JPS, 0.
Compositor, /kompozitdr/, noun, composeri 
[k^-po^-zi*-*toy], JFS.
Comprido. /komprldu/, adjective, longi 
[kum-*pri-duv], JFS.
Compromissas. /kompromlsas/, noun, responsibilitieBi 
[k8m-p.ioA-,ini-sa], JFS.
ConclusSo. /konkluzfiyn/, noun, concluaiom
[k3n-klu*-,*Iu»j;), VAS, JFS, PBC.
Condenada. /kondenfida/, adjective, condemnedi 
[kon-de*-'na-de], VAS, JFS.
Conheoo. /konSsu/, verb, (I) know* 
[kS^-^pe-suv], JFS, PBC.
Conta. /kfinta/, noun, bill*
[•k^n-to], JFS.
Contar. /kont&r/, verb, to counti 
[kon-'ta], JFS.
Continua, /kontinua/, noun, (he) continuesi 
[kon-tiv-'nu-s], JFS.
Contr&rio. /kontr&riu/, noun, opposite i 
[kon-1 tra-riv-uv], JFS.
/kor/, noun, colon 
([•kofcl* JFS.
Coraoao. /korae&jjn/, noun, hearti 
[koA-rB-,sl3H]* JFS.
Corea. /kSris/, noun, colors*
[•ko-rivs], JFS.
Coroo. /kfirpu/, noun, bftj&i 
[•kojp-pu*], JFS.
Corre. /k5rri/, verb, (he) rune*
[•ko-xi*], PBC.
Correr. /korrSr/, verb, .tg-JTMP*
[koA-*xe], JFS.
Cortar. /kort&r/, verb, to cut*
[kojf- • tag*], JFS •
Corte. /k5rti/, noun, cutting edge of knife 
[•kosf-ti''], JFS, PBC.
Coatura. /kostfira/, noun, seami 
[ku^s-^tu-ra], JFS*




Cozlnha. /kosljna/, noun, kitchen* 
[ku^-'zlH-jia], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Cozinhar. /kosipfir/, verb, to cookt 
[ku^-zl^-'pa], JFS.
Creaceu, /kresfiu/, verb, (he) grew* 
[kfe*-,se-uv], JFS.
Crla. /krla/, verb, (he) raleesi 
[•kri-je], JFS.
Crlanoa. /krifinsa/, noun, childi
[ k r i * - ' & * J - s # ] p  J F S .
Criari /kridr/, verb, to cultivatei 
[kri*-*a], JFS.
Crlmlnosa. /krimlnfiza/, adjective, criminal 
[kri* -mi* -*no-zo], JFS.
Crina, /krlna/, noun, manei 
[•kil^-ne], VAS, PBC.
[•krW-na], JFS.
Crista, /krlsta/, noun, cockacombi 
[•kiis-ta], VAS, PBC.
[•kiis-ta], JPS.
Cru. /krfi/, adjective# uncookedt 
[•kju]# VAS# JPS.
[•kru], PBC.




Cruzeiro. /kruzfiiru/, noun, Brazilian Monetary uniti 
[kju*-1 ze-ruv], JFS.
Cruzeiros. /kruz££rus/, noun# Brazilian monetary
unitsi
[kau*-•ze-fu*], JPS.
Culpa, /kfilpa/, noun, guiltt 
[•kug'-pe], 0.
Culpado. /kulp&du/, adjective, guiltyi 
[ku»l-fpa-du»], JFS.
Cunhado. /kujafidu/, noun, brother-ln-lawi 
[kQ’J-'jia-du*], VAS, PBC.
Cunhados. /kup&dus/, noun, brothers-in-lawi 
[kG*J-#jia-duvs]f JPS.
Custa. /kfista/, verb, fit) costsi 
['kus-ta], VAS, PBC.
Da. /dfl/, contraction of the preposition de with the 
feminine article a, of thei
[da], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Dg, /d£/t verb, (he) givesi
1?4
[•da], JFS, PBC.
Pat, /dal/, contraction of the preposition cjg, with 
the adverb al, thence, from therei 
[dw-*i], JFS.
Danga, /dfinsa/, verb, (he) dancesi 
[•d&j-sa], JFS.
Dando. /d&ndu/, verb, giving*
[•dan-u*], JFS.
Dao, /dfiyn/, verb, (they) give*
[•daajj], j f s.
Daaullo. /dakllu/, contraction of the preposition de 
and the pronoun aquilo. from that, of that*
[dw-*ki-lu*], JFS.
Das, /dfis/, contraction of the preposition cjg. and 
the plural article a£, from the, of the*
[•daa], JFS.
Davam. /d&van/, verb, (they) gave*
[•da-va], VAS, PBC.
De. /d£/, preposition, o£*
[di*], VAS, JFS. PBC.
Peeldido, /desidldu/, adjective, decldedi 
[div-siv-1 di-duv], JFS.
Declarar. /deklarfir/, verb, to statei 
[dlv-klie-*ra], JFS.
Dedo. /dfidu/, noun, finger*
[,de-duv], JFS.
Dedos. /dedus/, noun, fingers*
[•de-du*], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Delxando. /dei8findu/, verb, leaving!
[de*-,J*fln-uv]), 0.
Delxar. /deifttfr/, verb, to leay&i 
[de*-*/a], JFS.
Deixe. /d€£8i/, verb, the) leavesi 
[•de-/iv], JFS.
Dele, /dfili/, contraction of the preposition de and 
the pronoun ele. hist
['de-li«], VAS, JFSi
Dente, /dSnti/, noun, tooth>
[*din-tivl, JFS.
Dentes. /dfintis/* noun, teethi 
[•d*n-ti*], PBC.
Dentro, /dfintru/, adverb, insidei 
[#dln-truv]t VAS.
[•din-tro^], JFS.
Deoende. /depfindi/, verb, (it) dependsi 
[de» - 'pltt-di*], JFS.





Depressa. /deprisa/, verb, hurry u p i 
[div-'prt-so], JFS.
Desacatar. /dezakatfir/, verb, to insulti
[divz-w-ke-*tal, PBC.
Pesafio, /dezaflu/, noun, a musical competition between 
two or more singersi
[di^z-w-'fi-u*], JPS.
Desenfreado. /dezenfrefidu/, adjective, unbridledi 
[div z-S»3-friv-#a-duv]p JPS.
[de*z-S)j-faeA-*a-duv]f PBC.
Desenfreou. /dezenfrefiu/, verb, threw off the bridlei 
[divz-S*j-faeA- • o}, PBC.
Pease, /desi/, contraction of dg, and esae. from thati 
[•de-si*}, JPS.
Deu. /deu/, verb, (he) gave:
[•de-u*], JPS. PBC.
Deus. /deus/, noun. Godi 
[•de-u^sj, JFS.
Peve. /d£vi/. verb, (one) shouldi 
[,de-viv], JFS.
[•de-vi-], PBC.
Devendo. /devendu/, verb, owingi 
[deA-*vln-uv], JFS.
Dez. /des/, noun, tent 
[•dels], JFS, 0.
[•dei], VAS, PBC, 0.
Pia. /dta/, noun, davi 
[*di-e], VAS.
Diario, /difiriu/, adjective, dailvt 
[div-'a-riv-u*], VAS.
Dlferente. /diferdnti/, adjective* different!
[div -fiv-*rin-tiv], PBC.
Dinheiro, /dipfi£ru/, noun* moneyi 
[dl**-'jie-jcuv], VAS, PBC.
[d!*J-'jie-jtu*], JFS.
Direita. /dirdjLta/, noun* right side:
[div-*£ei-te], VAS, JFS. PBC.
Dlrigir. /dirifclr/, verb, to drive«
[di^-jcl*-^!], VAS, JFS.
Dlsparada. /dispardda/, noun, stampedet 
[diys-pe-'£a-de], VAS, PBC.
PiBso* /dlsu/, contraction of the preposition dg and 
the pronoun Ib b o . of thati 
[•di-suv], JFS.
Divlda. /divida/, noun* debti 
[•di-vi*-de], JFS.
Pividas. /dlvidas/* noun, debtst 
[•di-viy-de], PBC•
Diz, /diz/, verb, the) aaidi 
['diz], JFS, PBC. 
f'di], JFS.
Dizendo, /dizdndu/, verb, savingi 
[div-*z5n-du*]t JFS.
Dizer, /dizdr/, verb, to savt 
[div-'ze], JFS, PBC.
Pgt, /d6/, contraction of the preposition dg_ and the 
article o, of the, from thei
[du*], VAS, PBC.
[doa], JFS.
Doce. /dlSsi/, noun, sweetsi 
[*do-siv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Doendo. /doendu/, verb, hurtingi 
[duv - ,wln-uv]]» JFS.
Pols. /d8ie/, noun, twoi 
[•de*s], VAS, JFS.
[•del], PBC» 0.
Domingos, /domljigus/, noun, Sundaysi 
[doA-*miO-goAs[], JFS.
Dor, /dfir/, noun, palm
[*do3» 0.
Dos. /d6s/, contraction of the preposition and the 
plural article os, of the, from thet 
[•dos], JFS.
Dourado. /doyrddu/, noun, type of fresh water fishi 
[doA-'ra-du*}, JFS.
Doutor. /doutfir/, noun, doctori 
[doA-,tog‘], JFS, PBC.
[doA-'to]], 0.
Doze. /d5zi/, noun, twelvei 
['do-ziv], JFS, PBC.
Draggo. /dragfiyn/, noun, dragoni 
[drs-'ggttjj], VAS.
[d«-'gr|g>3], JFS.
Dura, /dfira/, adjective, hardi
['du-ote], PBC.
£, /&/, verb, (It) 1st 
C'e]. VAS, JFS, PBC.
E» /£/, conjunction, andi 
[i*], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Eixo. /Sifiu/, noun, axlei 
[•e-Ju^], VAS, PBC.
Elxoa. /SiSus/, noun, axlesi 
[•e-Xu^s}, JFS.
Ela, /gla/, pronoun, ehei 
[•t-la], JFS, PBC.
£le. /fili/, pronoun, hei 
[•e-liv], JFS, PBC.
Em. /5n/, preposition, ini 
JFS, PBC.
Embora. /embSra/, adverb, auspiciouslvi 
[ip-’bo-re], VAS.
Encontrar. /ejfikontrfir/, verb, to meeti 
[$0-k3n-'tca], JFS.
Enfim, /enfln/, adverb, finallyi 
[*!*-• flj$], JFS.
Engolir, /ejigolfr/, verb, to ewallowi 
[I0-go«-*li], JFS.
Sirfila, /enr5la/, verb, (he) rollsi 
[fij-'xo-la], JFS.
Enajnando. /ensinSndu/, verb, teachingi 
[Iij-aiv-,nan.du'*], JFS.
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Enainar. /ensindr/, verb, to teach»
[Iij-sPJ-'na], JFS.
EntSo. /entdun/* adverb, theni 
[̂ -•tatjij], JFS.
Entendendo. /entendfindu/, verb, understandingi 
[in-t?n-d?n-duv], JFS.
Entender. /entendSr/, verb, to underotandi 
[fn-tin-Miafl, PBC.
Entrar. /entrfir/, verb, to enteri 
[ln-*tra], JFS.
Entre. /dntri/, verb, come 1m 
[•ln-tciy], VAS. JFS, PBC.
Enxada, /enSfida/, noun, hoei
[frj-'J'a-de], VAS, PBC, JFS.
Enxuto. /en&fitu/, adjective, dryi 
[lJj-#/u-tu*], PBC.
Eacolhido. /eskoXldu/, adjective, chosen» 
[ivs-kuy-,li-du'']t JFS.
Escrever. /eskrevSr/, verb, to wrltei 
[ivs-kreA-*ve], PBC.
Escura. /eskfira/, adjective, darki 
[i* s-’ku-jte], VAS.
[i's-'ku-ro], JFS.
Escuro. /eskfiru/, adjective, darki 
fivs-,ku5f-j!u»]t PBC,
E3cutar. /eakutdr/, verb, to llstem 
[e*s-kui-*ta], 0.
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Bsmola. /ezra51a/, noun, alwei 
[iwz-'mo-le], VAS.
[iyz-'mq-l®], PBC.
Espjga. /eeplga/. noun, ear of corni 
['epl-ga], PBC.
Espjggozinho. /eapigaynzlpu/, noun, little ridgei 
[spiy JFS.
Esoingarda. /eapipg&rda/, noun, shot-guni 
[spTO-'gay-de], VAS,
[ivs-plI3-,gaaf-da]# JFS.
Espirito. /esplritu/, noun, souli 
[ivs-,pigf-tuy3# JFS.
Espoldta. /espolfita/, noun, gun fuaei 
[spoA-*le-te], VAS.
Esquecer. /eskeeSr/, verb, to forgeti 
[iv a-keA-'sey], JFS.
[iys-keA-'se], PBC.
Esauecl. /eskesI/, verb, (I) forgoti 
[ivs-ke*-,si], PBC.
Eequecido. /eakesfdu/, adjective, forgotteni 
[i* B-kiv -*si-duy“|, JFS.
Essa. /esa/, demonstrative pronoun, thati 
[■e-so], JFS.
fisse, /£si/, demonstrative pronoun, thati 
[•e-siy], JFS. PBC.
Estfi. /estS/, verb, (he) isi 
[*ta], VAS, JFS, PBC.
[•sta], JFS» PBC.
EstSo. /eatS^n/, verb, (they) are*
[ivs*tagij], j f s.
[ • taa* ] .  o.
Estava, /est&va/, verb, (he) wasi 
[*ta-ve], 0.
Bsteira. /estSAra/, noun, mat wade of woven straw 
[*ste-re], JFS.




Estrada, /estr&da/, noun, roadi 
[i* s-'tra-de], VAS. PBC.
Estrelas, /estrfilas/, noun, starsi 
[ivs-*tre-los], JFS.
Eu, /eu/, pronoun, I,*
['e-uv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Exemplo. /ezemplu/, noun, examplei 
[iyz-'ein-plu''], JFS.
Expllca. /esplika/, verb, explainsi 
[e*s-,pli-k»], JFS.
Explicar. /esplikfir/, verb, to explaini 
[Bpliv-'kag'], VAS.
[os-paiv-'ka], PBC.
Explicaygp. /esplikasfijjn/, noun, explanation! 
[spliv-ke-'s&thj], JFS.
Ffibrica. /fdbrika/, noun, factoryi 
[•fa-bri*-ke], VAS.
Faca. /fdka/, noun* knifei 
[*fa-kal, VAS, JFS, PBC.
FacSo. /fakfiun/, noun, large, heavy knife 
[ft?-• kasfo], PBC.
Facli. /ffiail/, adjective, eaavi 
[•fa-sivl], JFS.
[,fa-sxvgi‘j, 0.
Fala. /ffila/, verb, (he) speaksi 
[•fa-la], JFS.
Falando. /falfindu/, verb, talkingi 
[fo-'lSn-u*], JFS, 0.
Falar. /falSr/, verb, to talk)
[fe-'la], 0.
Falou. /falSu/, verb, (he) spokei 
[fv-*lo], PBC.
Falta. /ffilta/, noun, lacki 
[• fa^*-ta], 0.
Faltar. /faltdr/, verb, to lacki 
[fal-'ta^], VAS, JFS.
[fagfl-'ta], PBC.










F&zendeiro. /fazendfiiru/, noun, large landholder* 
[f*-zin-• de-cuv], JFS.
Fazendinha. /fazendlpa/, proper noun, balrro in Sao
Uds.i
[fw-z^-'dlH-jie], VAS.
Fazendo. /fazfindu/, verb, doingi 
[fB-"z5n-du¥], JFS.
[fv-*zin-uv]t JFS.
Fazer. /fazfir/, verb, to dot 
[fv-'zeg*]. JFS.
[fa-'ze], JFS, PBC.
Fei.jgo. /feiS&un/, noun, beam 
[fe^-'jadjj], JFS, PBC.
Felta, /f<Sita/, adjective, donei 
[•fei-te], JFS.
Feito. /ffiitu/, adjective, donei 
['fei-tuv], JFS.
Ferido. /ferldu/, noun, sorei 
[fiy-Vri-duv], JFS.
Ferradura. /fcrradura/, noun, horseshoe* 
[fe-xe-'du-cs], JFS.
Ferr|o, /fcrrfiyn/, noun, bee stingi
[fe-#xagij], v a s , j f s , p b c.
Ferro. /f£rru/, noun, irom 
[•ffc-x̂ r], PBC.
Ferrolho. /farrfiXu/, noun, door bolti 
[fe-*xo-Xuv], JFS.
Fevereiro. /feverfiiru/, noun, Februaryi 
[feA-ve*-*re-ruw], PBC.
Flea, /flka/, verb, remaini 
['fi-ka]# JFS, PBC.
Flcando. /fikfindu/, verb, remaining! 
[fi* -*k2n-uv3, JFS, 0.
Ficar. /fik£r/, verb, to remaint * 
[fiv-*ka], 0.
Ficou. /fik6u/, verb, (he) remained! 
[fiv-*ko], JFS.
Filha, /flxa/, noun, daughter!
[•fi-Xa], JFS.
[ • f i - a ] ,  o.
£ilho, /flXu/, noun, son*
['fi-Xu/J, j p s , PBC.
['fi-ju’O, PBC.
[•fi-u/j, 0.
Fim. /fin/, noun, endt
C'flij], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Fio. /flu/, noun, threadi 
[•fi-uv], jps.





Flauta. /flftjjta/, noun, flutei 
[•fCD-ta], JFS.
[•flay-ta], PBC.
Flecha, /flgSa/, noun, arrowi 
[•f16-/0], VAS.
[*fre-/s], PBC.
Flechas. /fleSas/, noun, arrowsi 
[•fre-/os], JFS.




Floresta. /flor£eta/, noun, foresti 
[fro*-*rcs-ta], JFS.
Foguete. /fogfiti/, noun, rocketi 
[foA-*ge-tiv], VAS.
Fol. /f6i/, verb, (he) wenti 
[• fo-i*], JFS, PBC.
For. /f6r/, verb, would bei 
[•fogi]. JFS.
Fosforo. /fSsforu/, noun, roatchi 
['fos-fo*-ru*], VAS.L o o J
[•fos-fuv-ro*], JFS.
Fosforos, /fosforus/, noun, matchesi 
[*fos-fuv-ru*], PBC.




Fralda, /frfilda/, noun, diaperi 
[*fral-da], JFS.
Francisco, /franslsku/, proper noun, Franki 
[fa Sij- 'sis- kuv3, J FS •
Frango. /f rajigu/, noun, chickeni 
[• fdtaO-gu'Q, VAS, PBC.
[•fraO-gu*], JFS.
Fran,1a. /frAnfta/, noun, bangs (hair)t 
[•fray-3®], JFS.
Franiinha. /franXIpa/, noun, bangs (hair)i 
[fr3»j- • jpf-jia], VAS.
PBC.
Freio. /frfiiu/« noun, brakei 
[•fre-ju*], JFS.
Frente. /frSnti/, adverb, fronti 
[•frin-tiv], JFS.
Frio, /frlu/, adjective, coldt 
['fri-u*], JFS, PBC.
['fai-uv], PBC.





Fuglr. /fuJSlr/, verb, to.flee»
[fuw JFS.
Fundo. /ffindu/, noun, rear i 
[•fun-duv], JFS.
Gado. /gfidu/, noun, cattlei 
[•ga-duv], PBC.
Gaita. /gfi^ta/, noun, Bhepherd*e oioei
[•gai-ta], VAS.
Gamela. /gam&la/, noun, wooden trough» 
[gie-'me-le^* JFS.
Gancho. /gSnfiu/, noun, hooki
[•gaij-ju-], j f s .
Ganhar. /gapfir/, verb, to_wln»
[g3*J-'.pal, JFS, PBC.
Garrafa. /garrfifa/, noun, bottlei 
[ga-'xa-fa], JFS.
Gfia. /gfiz/, noun, gaai 
[•gaz], JFS.
Gelada. /Jlelfida/, adjective, icedi 
[je*-»ia-da], VAS.
Geladinha. /geladljia/, adjective, icedi 
[je* -le-’dl'J-jia], JFS.
Gelado. /jielfidu/, adjective, icedi 
[3iv -*la-du*], PBC.
Gfilo, /&Slu/, noun, icei 
[•3 0-lu*], VAS, PBC.
[•je-lo*], JFS.
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Glandula. /glfindula/, noun# glandi 
([,gian-duv-la]Jl VAS.
[•gra-na], JFS.
GlSrla. /gl5ria/# noun, glorvi
[•gjtor-ja]# o.
Go1aba, /goifiba/, noun, guavai 
[go-'ja-ba^# PBC.
Gosta. /gSsta/, verb, (he) likeai 
[•gos-ta], PBC.
Gram inha. /gramljm/, proper noun, bairro in Sao Lulai 
[gaa'miy-jna], VAS.
Grandfto, /grandfiun/, adjective, hugei
[&ian->daqs]t j f s.
Grande. /gr£ndi/, adjective, largei 
[•gran-div], VAS.
Grgo, /grfiun/, noun, graini 
[•grSDj*], JFS.
Grpgga. /grosa/, adjective, grossi 
[•gjiD-sa], VAS.
Grosso, /grSsu/, adjective, grossi 
[•g£o-su*], JFS.
Guarani, /guaranfi/, noun, soft drink flavored with
guaranai
[gWB-ne-’na], JFS.
Guarda. /gufirda/, noun, guardi 
[•gwa^-da], VAS, JFS.
[1gwar-de], PBC.
Guia. /gla/, noun, guidei 
C'gi-J®]* JFS.
['gi-®]t PBC.
Guiar. /gifir/, verb, to drivei 
[gi'-’a], JFS.
Gume. /gfimi/, noun, knife edgei 
[•gOV-miv], VAS.
Hfi, /&/, verb, there lei 
[•a], JFS.
Ho.1e, /6iSi/, adverb, to day i 
[■0-3!*], JFS.
Homem. /5men/, noun, mani
[•3*J-miv], VAS, PBC, JFS.
Homene. /omens/, noun, mem
VAS.
£*z3#-mivs"l, JFS, 0.




HortelS. /ortalfln/, proper noun, bairro In Sao Lulsi 
[o£-t»-'ia>j], VAS.
Ia, /la/, verb, (I) would go»
['i-a], VAS.
Idade. /idfidi/, noun, agei 
[iw-'da-di*], JFS.
Igre.la, /igr84a/, noun, churchi 
[iv-'gre-3 9 ], VAS, JFS.
Ilha, /Ixa/, noun, ialandt 
[*i-i»], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Imagens. /irafifcens/, noun, imagest 
£iv - 'raa^apjs], JFS.
[iv-'ma-38>j], JFS.
Inferno, /infirnu/, noun, helli 
[I^-'f6g*-nuv], JFS.
Informar. /inform&r/, verb, to inform 
[I>j-fo$f-*ma], PBC.
Inteiro. /int5£ru/, adjective, entire 
[ln-*te-jcu¥], VAS, PBC.
Ir, /ir/, verb, to goi 
[•x*]. JFS.
Irma, /irmfin/, noun, siateri
VAS.
IrmS.o. /irmfij|n/, noun, brother» 
[xr-'mfitbj], VAS, JFS.
[iv§r-'mag>3], pbc.
Irmaos, /irmftunB/, noun, brothers 1 
[ir-'mag>j], JFS.
IrmSs, /irmfins/, noun, aisterai 
[i5f-'ma^sT, PBC.
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Ibbo4 /Isu/, demonstrative pronoun, thati 
[•i-su*], VAS, JFS, PBC.
1bto. /Istu/, demonstrative pronoun, thlsi 
[•is-tu^l, PBC.
Jfi, /i&/t conjunction, already»
[•3a], VAS, JFS. PBC,
Jaca, /IOlka/t noun, jacJu_a_specleB of breadfruit 1 
[•ja-ka], JFS.
Jac&, /2ak&/, noun, pair of baskets used as a pack-
saddle 1
[jo-'ka], JFS.
Jacaranda, /ftakarandd/, noun, a tall tropical treei 
[ye-kie-r&n - 1 da], JFS,




Jangada, /JfajigAda/, noun, a sailing raft used for
fishing)
[a&D-'ga-de], JFS.
Janta. /Sfinta/, noun, dinner1 
[#3&n-ta], VAS, JFS.
Jeito, /2fi£tu/, noun, wav, manner1 
[*jei-tuv], JFS.




Joao. /iodijn/, proper noun, John*
[yf'-'aBq], JFS.
Jos6 . /3Eoz6/, proper noun, Joeephi 
[ju-'ze], JFS.
Jovem. /&5ven/, noun, voung personi 
[•3o-vS)j], JFS.
Junto, /XCintu/, adverb, togetheri 
[•^-tu*], JFS.
Justamente. /iustamSnti/, adverb, precisely! 
[yivs-t-e-,min-tiv], J^S*
Lfi. /Id/, adverb, therei 
[•la], VAS, JFS, PBC.
LS. /lfin/, noun, wool!
['laijl, VAS, JFS, PBC.
Lado, /lddu/, noun, sidei
[#la-duv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Lados. /lfidus/, noun, sidesi 
[*la-duv], JFS.
Lago. /Ifigu/, noun, lakei 
[•la-guv], PBC.
Lagoas. /lagfias/, noun, pondai 
[ls-'go-es], JFS.
Lagoinha, /lagoljia/, proper noun, a municipality 
near S3o Luisi
[le-go*-'I*l-jie], VAS, PBC.
Lanoa. /ldnsa/, verb, (he) vomitat 
['la^-sa], VAS, PBC.
Lanoar. /lansfir/, verb, to vomiti 
[lag- 'sa], JFS.
Lavoura. /lavfiura/, noun, farming.
[I19-*vo-ra], JFS.




L&zaro. /lfizaru/, noun, leoeri 
[•la-zs}, PBC.
LeSo, /lefiun/, noun, lion*
[li^-'auij], VAS, PBC.
[lefc-*S0ij], JFS.
Leoes, /lefiens/, noun, lions.
[lr-'Slijs], p b c.
Leltoa/ leitda/, noun, female sucking-pjgi 
[le*-*to-a], JFS, PBC.
Lembrar. /lembrSr/, verb, to remBmbyn 
[l^-'baag*], VAS, PBC.
[l^-'baa], PBC,
Lhe# A S / ,  personal pronoun, to him, her, or iti 
[li/|, 0.
Li£S» /llga/, verb, to deal with,
[*li-gal, PBC.
Limpando, /limpfindu/, verb, cleaning.
[llm- 'pSn-u^, JFS.
LimEar, /limp£r/p verb, to clean.
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[lSm-*pa], JFS.
Limpou, /limpfiu/, verb, (he) cleaned* 
[lIm-'po], JFS.
Linda, /llnda/, adjective, beautifuli 
[•nn-da], VAS. JFS, PBC.
Linha, /llpa/, noun, thread»
['ll-jna]* JFS.
Livre. /l£vri/, adjective, free*
[•li-vji^], PBC.
Logo. /l5gu/, adverb, soom 
[•lo-gu*], JFS,
Lombilho. /lombflu/, noun, a kind of saddlei 
[l5m-*bi-ju*]( PBC.
Lombo. /16mbu/, noun, back of an animali 
[•15m-buv]f jfs, PBC.
Lua, /lfia/, noun, moom
[•la-ffjbj], v a s .
[•lu-wa], JFS, PBC.
[•lu-a], JFS.
Lugar. /lugSr/, noun, placei 
[luv-*ga], 0 .
Lugares. /lugfiris/, noun, placest
[lu-'gay]* JFS*
Luz. /ifiz/, noun, lightt 
[•luie], 0.
M&, /m5/, adjective, badi 
['ma], PBC.
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Mao&. /masfin/, noun, apple»
[mp-*s3.5fn]. JFS.
Macaco, /makfiku/, noun, monkeyi 
[me-'ka-ku*], PBC.
Madura. /madGra/, adjective, ripet 
[me- • du- <id ~\, PBC *
Mae. /mSin/, noun, motheri 
[•mftlig], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Mais, /mSiz/, adverb, morei 
[*maizj, VAS, JFS, PBC.
Mai, /mfil/, adjective, badi 
['mau], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Mala, /mflla/, noun, suitcasei 
[•ma-la], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Maltratar. /maltratfir/, verb, to mistreat* 
[mal-trp-'ta^, PBC.
Mamao. /mamfiun/, noun, papayai 
[m^-'mayig], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Mamoeiro. /mamoG^ru/, noun, papaya treei 
[mp-maug-*ze-ruv3» JFS.
Mancando, /raapkdndu/, verb, limpingi 
[m&9- * k&n-uvl, VAS.
Mandar, /manddr/, verb, to sendi 
[man-'da], JFS, PBC.
Mandioca. /mandiSka/, noun, manioci 
[m2Ln-div-'o-k©], PBC.
Manga, /mapga/, noun, sleevei
[•raaO-gs], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Manouitola. /majikit5la/, noun, cripple *
[m&0-kiv-•to-la^* PBC.
Mantimentos. /mantimSntus/, noun, suppliesi 
[man-tiv- JFS.
M&o, /mSun/, noun, handi 
['m&jteJ, VAS, PBC.
mSo b . /mfiyns/, noun, handsi 
[*mau>g], JFS.
Mapa. /m&pa/, noun, mapi
[•raa-pe], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Maravllha. /maravIXa/, noun, marveli 
[mp-ra-'vi-jo], 0 .
Maria, /maria/, proper noun, Marvi 
[mp-'ri-o], JFS.
Marido. /marldu/, noun, husbandi 
[ms-,ri-duv], JFS.
Marlmbondo. /marimbfindu/, noun, a variety of wasoi 
[me-rl10- 1 b8n-duv], JFS.
Mas. /m£s/, conjunction, buti 
[*mas], JFS. 
fma], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Mata, /m&ta/, noun, woodi 
[*ma-to], JFS.
Me. /ml/, personal pronoun, me. to mei 
[mi*], JFS.
Mgdlco. /mtdiku/, noun, phvsiciani
[•rae-div-kuv], JFS.
Meia. /m5 j.a/, noun, half sharei 
['me-je], PBC, JFS.
Melo. /meiu/, noun, halfi 
['me-juv"l, JFS.
Melhor. /meX6r/, adjective, betteri 
[miv-'jo], 0 .
Menina, /menina/, noun, young girli 
[miv -'nfJ-na^, VAS.
Meninas. /menlnas/, noun, young girlai 
[miw - 'nll-nas], JFS.
Menino. /menlnu/, noun, young bovt 
[mi* -'nT^-mi*], PBC.
Meninos, /menfnus/, noun, young bovsi 
[miv-#nl*-nuvs], JFS.
Menor, /men5r/, adjective, amallen 
[meA-'noy], JFS.
Mgnos, /mSnue/, adjective, lesgi 
['mS>J-nu/|, VAS, JFS, PBC. 
[•mSH-mr's], JFS.
M6s, /mes/, noun, monthi 
['meŝ l, PBC.
Mesa, /mgza/, noun, tablet 
['me-zo], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Mesas, /mfizis/, noun, monthsi 
['me-ziws], JFS.
Mesmo. /mSzmu/, adjective, samet
[•mez-mu^# JFS.
['raSg-mu'Q, JFS, PBC.
Mestre. /mfistri/, noun. Instructor! 
[•mea-tci*], VAS.
Meu. /mfiu/, adjective, mvi 
['me-u'O, VAS, JFS, PBC.
Miguel, /migH/, proper nouni 
[miw-'gel], JFS.




Milho. /milu/, noun, corn*
[#rai-A.uv], VAS, JFS, PBC. 
[•mi-ju*], JFS, PBC.
Mim, /min/, personal pronoun, met 
[■mitj], PBC.
Minha. /mlpa/, personal pronoun, mvi 
['mlij-jia], JFS, PBC.
[•mi-e], PBC.
Minhoca. /mip5ka/, noun, earthwormi 
[mi»J - •jrw-ke ], PBC.
Miolo, /mifilu/, noun, braini
[miv-'o-lu^], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Misaa. /mlsa/, noun, masst 
['mi-so], JFS.
Mo^a, /m6sa/„ noun, young woman!
[■mo-saH, VAS# JFS, PBC.
Mole. /moli/, adjective# softi 
[•mo-li*], PBC.
Molhado, /moXfidu/, adjective# weti 
[mo*-,Xa-duv], JFS.
Montanha. /montdpa/, noun# mountaini 
[m8n-'ta'3-jia]# JFS.
Morada. /mor&da/, noun, residencei 
[muv-'ra-ds], PBC.
Morais. /raorfi^B/, proper nount 
[moA-'aa^a]. PBC.
Mora. /m5ra/# verb# (he) livesi 
[•mo-ra], JFS.
Morra. /mSrra/, verb# (he) dieai 
[•mo-xa], PBC.
Morre. /m5rri/# verb# dieai 
[■ma-xi*]# VAS.
Morreu, /morrfiu/, verb, (he) diedi 
[mo*-*xe“U*]t JFS.
Mostrar. /mostrfir/# verb, to ahowi 
[mo*s-'tra]# JFS.
Motorista. /motorfsta/# noun# motorist 
[mo*-to*-'.iis-ta], VAS.
Muito# /raulntu/, adjective, much, many 
[•m#ln-tuvl, JFS# PBC.
[,mQn-tu''], 0




[muy-'j6], VAS. PBC. 0.
[muv-*Xe,3<l* JFS.
Mulheres. /muXSris/, noun, women, wivesi 
[muy -'X&-riy[]. JFS.
Munheca. /mujieka/, noun, wristi 
[mQ’J-*jie-ka3t JFS.
Municipal, /munisipfil/, adjective, municipali 
[muv-niv-siv-,pagl], PBC.
Munlcfpio. /munisipiu/, noun, municipalityi 
[muv-niy-,si-pjuy], JFS.
Musica. /mfisika/, noun, musict 
[•mu-siw-ka]( JFS.
MutirSo. /mutirfiyn/, noun, collective aidi 
[muy-tiv-,raajj], PBC.
Na. /nfi/, contraction of the preposition gm with the
a, in the*
[#na], JFS, PBC.
Nabo, /n&bu/, noun, tumipi 
[#na-buvl, VAS, JFS.
WaoSo. /nasfiyn/, noun, nationi 
[nw-* s&tSi}], PBC.
Nada, /ndda/, noun, nothinei 
['na-da], VAS, JFS, PBC.




Nag&oslnha. /nagEgnsljia/, noun, variety of wagpi 
[ns-gaij-'sPi-jio], JFS.
NSo. /nfiun/i adjective, not 
[•nSu>3], VAS, JFS, PBC.
NSo &. [nayn £], Interjection, is it noti 
['nEig], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Naau§le. /nakfli/, contraction of the preposition jggi 
and the adjective aquflle. at that, in thati 
[m?-'ke-liv], PBC.
Nas. /n&s/, contraction of the preposition em and the 
article as, in the»
[•nas], JFS.
Nasce. /nfisi/, verb, (he) is borm 
[•na-si*], JFS, PBC.
Naeceu, /naseu/, verb, (he) was borm 
[roe-'se-u*], VAS, PBC.
[nv-'si], JFS.
Nagci, /nasi/, verb, (I) was borm 
[nv-#si], VAS, JFS.
Natural. /natural/, adjective, naturali 
[nF-tuv-,ral], VAS. JFS.
[ne-tuv-*rau], PBC.
Negoclnhos. /negosljius/, noun, little affairsi 
[nl*-go-*sIlJ-jiuv], JFS.
Negficlo. /negociu/, noun, affairt 
[niv-*gD-sjuv], JFS.
Neggclos. /negacius/, noun, affairst
[niv-'go-sju^]l JFS.
N81e. /nfili/. contraction of §E Plus in him, in
it i
[•ne-liv], JFS.
Nem. /n€n/, adverb plus conjunction, neither, non 
[*nefj], PBC.
Nervoso. /nervfisu/, adjective, nervousi 
[ntg*-'vo-suv], PBC.
Neve. /n£vi/, noun, snowi 
[•ne-vi'*], PBC.
Neves, /nevis/, proper noum 
[,n£-vivB3» JFS.
No. /nfi/, contraction of the preposition sm and the 
article o, in the, on thei 
[nuv], JFS, PBC.
Noite* /n6£ti/, noun, night»
[•noi-ti*], JFS.
Nome, /nfimi/, noun, namei 
[•nflS-mi*], JFS.




Nota. /nota/, noun, tunei 
[•no-ta], JFS.
Noturno. /notdrnu/, adjective, nocturnali 
[noA-*tu§f-nuv3, JFS.
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Nova. /nSva/, adjective, newi 
[•no-val, VAS.
Nove. /n5vi/, noun, ningt
[•no-viv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Novo, /nfivu/, adjective, newi 
['no-vuvl, JFS.
Nu, /nfi/, adjective, nudei 
[•nu], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Num. /nun/, contraction of the preposition em and um. 
at a. in ai
[■nQij], JFS, PBC.
Numa, /nGma/, contraction of the preposition and 
um. at a. in ai
['nG'J-maJ. JFS.
0, /6/, article, thei 
[uv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
[oA], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Obedecer. /obedesfir/, verb, to obevi 
[o*-biv-deA-,se], JFS.
Obrigada. /obrig&da/, interjection, thank voui 
[oA-bx-iv-'ga-da], JFS.
Obrigado. /obrigfidu/, interjection, thank voui 
[uv-briv- 'ga-du*], JFS.
0cuoar. /okupfir/, verb, to occupy*
[oA -kuv-'pay], PBC.
Oito. /6itu/, noun, eighti 
['oi-tu^J, JFS, PBC.
[#o*-*uv]# VAS.





Qlhos. /6Xus/, noun, evesi 
[•o-Xu*], VAS.
[*zo-ju*], JFS.
OQ9&, /6nsa/, noun, iaguari 
[*3>j-so]t PBC.
Onde. /findi/, adverb, wherei 
[•3n_div], VAS, JFS.
[•8n-div], PBC.




Onze. /6nzi/, noun, ninei 
['Sij-zi''], JFS, PBC.
Orelha, /orfiXa/, noun, eari 
[zuv-'re-ja ], 0.
Orlente. /oriSnti/, proper noun, a bairro in SSo L u Ib i
[uv-riv-*jn.tiv]( VAS.




Ou, /6/ , conjunction, either, o n  
[uv], VAS, JFS, PBC.
[0*1, JFS.
Outra. /6ytra/, adjective, otheri 
[•o-tra], JFS, PBC, 0.
Outras. /Sutras/, adjective, othersi 
[*o-tros], JFS.
Outro, /fiutru/, adjective, otheri 
[#o-tro*], JFS.
[•o-tcu/J, JFS.
Padre, /pfidri/, noun, priesti 
[•pa-dUci*], JFS.
Paga, /pdga/, verb, (he) pavsi 
[*pa-gs], JFS.
Pagar. /pagfir/, verb, to payi 
[pis-'ga?], JFS.
Pal. /pdj./, noun, fatheri 
[*pai], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Pals, /pals/, noun, countryi 
[pe-'izs], JFS.
Paigagem, /paizdfcgn/, noun, landscapei 
[paj.-'za-j*^], JFS.
Paldclo. /paldsiu/, noun, palacet 
[pe-'la-sjuv], JFS.
Palavra, /paldvra/, noun, wordi 
[pe-'la-vra], PBC, JFS. 
[p«-*la-vje]], JFS.
Palaana. /palmanAn/. proper noun, bairro in SloLulat 
[pot-ma -'nSij], VAS*
Palnag. /p&lmas/, noun, palnm of handai 
['pas*-*&»]• JFS.
PalTtteira. /palnSJra/, noun, palm treei 
[paa? - "nê -As], PBC •
Pgo. /p&yn/, noun, breadi 
[*pa5»j], VAS, JFS.
Para, /p&ra/, preposition, for, to^ towards. ati 




P&ra. /p&ra/, verb, etoni 
[•pa-re], JFS.
Parado. /par&du/, verb, ctoppedi 
[pv- *ra-duw], JFS.
Paraltinea. /paraitlnga/, proper nount 
[pv-re-lv - • tln-ga], JFS •
Parar. /par&r/, verb, to atopi 
[pu-*raa*], JFS.
Parede. /par&di/, noun, wellt 
[pa-'re-di'Q, JFS.
Parte, /p&rti/, noun, parti 
[■posf-ti^. JFS, PBC.
Partea. /p&rtis/, noun, partst 
[•pa^-ti^a], JFS.
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Pasaa. /pfisa/, verb, (he) passes:
[•pa-sel, JFS.
Pasaando■ /pas&ndu/, verb, passing:
[pT8-,a3n-uv]], 0*
Fasear, /pasdr/, verb, to pass:
[pp-'sa], VAS, JFS.
Pasto, /pfistu/, noun, pasturei 
[•pas-to*], JFS.
PatrSo. /patrfiun/, noun, employer:
[pp-*trduT}], JFS.
Pau, /pfiu/, noun, stick:
[•pay], JFS, PBC.
Paulo, /pdulu/, proper noun, Paul:
[•pau-le], JFS.
Pavdo, /pavfiun/, noun, peacock:
[pp-'vau>j], VAS.
Pe. /pe/» noun, foot:
[’pe], VAS, PBC.
[•pe], JFS.
Pecuarista, /pekuarlsta/, noun, person skilled In 
cattle raising:
[pi’-ku’-ie-'ris-ta], PBC.
Pedir, /pedir/, verb, to ask:
[piw-,dxe*], VAS.
[pe^-Mi], PBC.
Pedro, /pfidru/, proper noun, Peter:
[•pe-dru*], PBC.
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Fega. /ptga/, verb, (he) catchesi 
['p£-ge], JFS.
Pegar. /pegdr/, verb, to catchi 
[pe^-'ga], JFS, PBC.
Peixe. /pfiifii/, noun, flshi 
[■pe-/iv3, VAS, JFS, PBC.
Pela. /pgla/, contraction of the preposition £S£ with 
the archaic article la, by. through, at. in the, for thei 
[•pe-lel, VAS, PBC.
Pelado, /pel&du/, adjective, nakedi 
[pe*-’la-duy], JFS.
Pelas, /pelas/, contraction of the preposition per 
with the archaic article las, by. through, in the, at. for 
the i
[•pe-les], JFS.
Pele. /peli/, noun, skim 
[•pe-liy], PBC.
PendSo, /pendfiyn/, noun, corn blossom»
[pin-'dafoq], PBC.
Peneira. /penfiira/, noun, sievei 
[pe* - * ne-re], JFS.
Penltfincia. /penitfinsia/, noun, penitencei 
[pfn-tlv-n?,r-sje], JFS.
PensSo. /pensfiun/, noun, boarding housei 
[pin- • s3Q>j], JFS.




Penflltiroo. /penfiltinu/, adjective, penultlaatei 
[pin- ,ug»l-tlv -muv3» J^S •
Peouenina. /pekenina/, adjective, very littlei 
[peA-ke^-'nl^-jie], JFS.
Fere ere jo. /p&raevMu/, noun, bedbugt 
[pfi-seA-'ve-juv], VAS.
[peg* -se* -1 ve-^uv], JFS.
[peg* -/«*-*ve-3u*3, PBC.
Pereira, /perfiira/, noun, near-treei 
[peA-\ce-re], PBC.
Pergunta. /pergfinta/, noun, ouestiom 
[pee* - * gUn- ta ]] # VAS, JFS, PBC.
Perguntawos. /perguntfimus/, verb, (we) aak» 
[pey-gu^'ta-mu*], JFS.
Perna. /pgma/, noun, legi 
['pea'-ne], JFS.
Pessoa. /peafia/, noun, person»
[pe*-'8 0-e], JFS, PBC.
Peasoal. /peso&l/, noun, folksi 
[peA-suv-#aJ, JFS.
Pestana. /pest&na/, noun, eyelashi 
[pe*B-*ta>J-na], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Plaba, /pi&ba/, noun, a snail, freshwater fishi 
[pi^-'a-be], PBC.
Pico, /plku/, noun, neakt 
[•pi-kuv], VAS.
Pincel, /pins£l/, noun, brushi 
[plij-'s&l], VAS.
Pinos, /pfnus/, noun, pscti 
[•pIH-nu'*], JFS.
Pinte. /plnti/, verb, the) paintsi 
[•pln-tiy], PBC.
Flstgo. /pistfiyn/, noun, comet i 
£piy s-'taytj]], VAS.
Planalto. /planfiltu/, noun, plateaut 
[plw-*nal-tuw], JFS.
Planeta. /planSta/, noun, planeti 
[plTB-*ne-te3, JFS.
Planta. /plAnta/, verb, (he) plantsi 
[•pisn-ta], PBC.
Planta. /plfinta/, noun, planti 
[•pjan -to], PBC.
Plantao&o. /plantasfiyn/, noun, planting! 
[pr&n-tP-*8ajjH]» JFS.
Plantar, /planter/, verb, to plant! 
[pian-*ta^], VAS.
[pian.'ta], JFS.
Plantou. /plantfiu/, verb, (he) plantedi 
[plan-'to], JFS.
[pa&n-'to], PBC.
P6, /p5/, noun, powderi 




Pode. /o5di/. verb, (he) is able 
[•po-di*], JFS.
[fPD]. PBC.
P3e, /p6£n/, verb, (he) putsi 
[•pSI^], JFS, PBC,
Poeira. /po6£ra/, noun, duett 
[pu^-'we-ra], VAS, JFS. 
fpuv-'ei-ra], PBC.
Poesla. /poezia/, noun, poetrvi 
[po*-iv-'zi-a], JFS.
Poeta. /po&ta/, noun, poeti 
[pu^-'we-ts], VAS, JFS.
[pu^-'e-to], PBC.
Polvora. /polvora/, noun, gunpowdert 
[•pog'-vo], VAS, JFS.
Ponta, /pfinta/, noun, pointt 
[*p5n-te], PBC.
Pontas. /pSntas/, noun, pointsi 
[•p6n-te], JFS.
Ponte. /pfinti/, noun, bridgei 
['pSn-ti/J, VAS.
PfiE, /p6r/, preposition, at. bv. for, fromt 
[•par], JFS.
[*po], JFS, PBC.
Por, /p6r/, verb, to puti 
[’P0?]* JFS.
Poro&o. /porsfiyn/, noun, portiom 
[puv-'sSfojD* JFS.
Foraue. /porkS/, conjunction, becauggi 
[po*-*ke], JFS.
[puv- *ke}, JFS, PBC■
[po«f-*ke], JFS.
Porta, /porta/, noun, door* 
f•spog'-to]], VAS.
[•po^-te]], JFS, PBC.
Pfirto, /pfirtu/, noun, porti 
[’po^-tu*], VAS.
Pouco, /pfiuku/, adjective, littlei 
[*po-kuv], JFS.
Pouquinha. /poklpa/, noun, a little biti 
[po*-,kl^-/ie], JFS.
PreciBa, /ireslza/, verb, (he) needsi 
[pre^-'ei-ze], JFS.
[pjeA-*si-za], PBC.
Prende. /prendi/, verb, (it) holdsi 
f#prjn-divl, JFS.
Preparar. /preparfir/, verb, to preparei 
[pae*-pz-'ral, JFS.
PrSgo. /prlzu/, adjective, captivei 
[•pre-zu*], JFS.
Primeira, /primS^ra/, adjective, fireti 
[pjiv-'me-ro], JFS.





Principe, /prlnsipi/, noun, prince>
['pel* -siv -pi*], JFS.
Proceesado. /prosesfidu/, verb, suedi 
[pro*-se*-•sa-du'*], VAS.
Professoras. /profesfiras/, noun, teachersi 
[pjoA-fe»-'so-res], JFS.
Pulaa. /pfilga/, noun, fleai 
[•pul-ga], VAS.
[•pv? l-g9]t VAS, JFS, PBC.
Pura. /pura/, adjective, purei 
['pu-raj, JFS.
PutirSo, /putirfiun/, noun, collective helPi 
[puy-tiv-*ra^3, JFS.
Quadrado. /kuadr&du/, adjective, aauarei 
[kwe-'daa-du/], VAS.
[kw«-'dra-duy], JFS, PBC.
Qual. /kudl/, pronoun, whichi 
[•kwal], JFS.
Qualquer. /kualk£r/, adjective, anvi 
[kwal-'kfi], JFS.
[kwc-'ke], JFS.




Quantiaa. /kuantias/, noun, amounti
[kw&n-’ti-az], JFS.
Quanto. /kufintu/, adjective, how much 
[■kwan-tu*], VAS.
['kwan-tu\], JFS, PBC.
Quarenta. /kuarfinta/, noun, fortyi 
[kwe-'rfn-to], VAS.
Quarta. /kufirta/, noun, fourthi 
[•kwa^-tg], JFS.
Quatro. /kufitru/, noun, four* 
[•kwa-tru\], VAS, PBC.
['kwa-tru*], JFS.
Que. /k€/, adjective, whati 
[■k5], JFS.
Que, /k€/, conjunction, as. for, than 
[ki*], JFS, PBC.
Quebrou, /kebr6u/, verb, (it) broke* 
[ke*-'bao], JFS.
QuelJo. /kei£u/, noun, cheese* 
['kei-3uv], PBC.
Queixo, /kfiigu/, noun, chin*
[•ke-JV], JFS.
Quem. /k5n/, pronoun, who*
C'kSftj]. PBC.
Quente. /kfinti/, adjective, hot*
[*kln~tlv], JPS.
Quer. /k£r/, verb, to wanti 
[*ks], JPS.
Quieto. /ki£tu/, adjective, ouieti 
[kiy-,e,-tu''], JFS.
Quinta, /klnta/, noun, fifthi 
[*kln-te], JFS.
HU. /rfin/, noun, frogi
[•x3jj]t VAS, JFS. PBC.
Raoa. /rdsa/, noun, racei 
[#xa-sel, PBC.
Rainha. /raljia/, noun, oueem 
[x«-*I»*.pe]# VAS. JFS. PBC.
Rapadura. /rapadfira/, noun, block of raw brown Bugari 
[xa-pB-•du-re], PBC•
Rapar. /rap&s/, noun, bov. ladi 
[xa-*pas], PBC.
[xe-’paĵ a], JFS, PBC, 0,
[xa-'pai], 0.
Recebe. /restbi/, verb, recelveai 
[xe*-,S6-bivl, JFS.
Recheado. /resefldu/, adjective, stuffedi 
[xlv-'/a-do^, JFS,
Rfidea, /r£dea/, noun, reinsi 
[•xt-dje], JFS.




Reprflsa. /reprfiza/, noun, artificial lalte formed b.v 
dammed u p  wateri
[xeA #pae-ze]], PBC.
ReoueilSo. /rekeifcfiyn/, noun, cottage cheesei 
[xiv-keA-*3a8»j], PBC.
Responde. /respfindi/, verb, (he) answersi 
[xeAs-*p3n-div], JPS.
Responder, /responddr/, verb, to answeri 
[xeA8-p5n-»de$f], JPS.
Resposta. /resposta/, noun, answeri 
[xeAs-'pos-ta], JFS.
Resto. /rlstu/, noun, remainderi 
['xes-tuyl, JFS.
Revfilver. /revSlver/, noun, revolver!
[xeA-'vo5j*-va], JFS.
Rlacho. /rifisu/, noun, creek:
[xi^'a-JVl, VAS.
Ribelrfio. /ribeirdyn/, noun, large streami 
[xiv-b©A-*i:auij], VAS
Rio, /rlu/, noun, riven
[•xi-u*], VAS, JPS, PBC.
R29&i /rosa/, noun, rural regionsi 
[•xo-se], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Rogar, /rosdr/, verb, to clear land for farming! 
[xo-'sa], JFS.
Roceiro. /rosdiru/, noun, farmer:
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[xo*-,ae-rir,l, JFS.
[xo* - * sei-xuy3» PBC •
Rolamento. /rolamentu/, noun, bearlngi 
[xo-l*e-*mIn-tu''], VAS.
Rosa. /r5za/, noun, rosei
[•xo-zs], VAS, JPS, PBC.
Roupa. /rfiupa/, noun, clothesi 
[*X0-p9], JPS.
Rua, /rGa/, noun, streeti 
[*xu-o], JFS.
Rugjdo, /rufcidu/, noun, bellowi 
[xoA-'^i-do*], JFS.
Ruido, /ruldu/, noun, noisei 
[xu» -'i-du*], JFS, PBC. 
[xu’-'i-do*], 0.
Rt£im, /rufn/, adjective, badi 
fxuv-'tij], VAS,
[•xulij], JFS.
Sabado. /sfibadu/, noun, Saturdayt 
[•sa-be-du*], JFS.
[•sa-bu-do*], 0.
Sabe, /sfibi/, verb, (you) know, 
[•sa-bi*], JFS, PBC,
Sabem. /sfiben/, verb, fthe.v) knowi 
['sa-blijl, JPS.
Sabgr, /sabfir/, verb, to knowi 
[sie-'bel, JFS.
[se-'beg*], JPS.
Sacos. /s&kus/, noun, sackai 
[*sa-ko*]f JPS.
Sai. /s£i/, verb, (he) exitsi 
[■sa-i*], JFS.
Sala, /sala/, (he) would exiti 
[sB-*i-3], JFS.
Salmos. /sa£mus/, verb, (we) exiti 
[se-*i-muvs], JPS.
Salu. /salu/, verb, (he) exitedi 
[sb-* i-ju^], BC.
Sal. /sSl/, noun, salti 
[*sau], VAS, JFS.
[’sag*], JFS, PBC.
Saladinha. /saladljia/, noun, small saladi 
[sw-lis-'dTtf-jne], JFS.
Salvao3o. /salvas6)jn/. noun, salvationt 
[sag* -vu- • sSmj], o.
Salvador, /salvaddr/, adjective, savingi 
[sal-via- 1 dog*], JFS.
Salvar, /salvfir/, verb, to savei 
[sal-•va], VAS, PBC.
[sal-'vag*], PBC.
Salye. /sdlvi/, interjection, haili 
['sa5!"viw]# 0 .
Sanform, /sanf 6na/, noun, accordioni 
[sibj-'fS’J-ne], VAS.
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Santo, /s&ntu/, noun* sainti 
['sa^-tu''], VAS, PBC.
[ #san-tu*]# JPS
Santos, /sfintus/, noun, saintsi 
[•san-to^s], JFS.
Sao. /s&yn/, adjective, sainti 
[•sa>3], JFS.
['s&tog], JFS, PBC.
sao. /sfiyn/, verb, (they) arei 
[•soutj], JFS.
Sapp. /s5pu/, noun, toadi 
[•sa-pu^], VAS,
[•sa-po*], JFS.
Safide, /safidi/, noun, healtht 
[se-'u-di*], VAS, JFS.
[sp-'u-divs], VAS.
Se, /si/, reflective personal pronoun, -selfi 
JFS, PBC.
Se, /si/, conjunction, if. whethen 
[siv], JFS.
■S-gbftqtiao, /sebastifiyn/, proper noun, Sebastiani 
[si* -bes-ti*-* jSG»j], JFS.
_S6ca. /s€ka/, noun, droughti 
['se-kaj, VAS, JFS, PBC.
S6 ca. /sSka/, adjective, drvi 
[•se-kal, VAS, JFS.
S^£o, /sgku/, adjective, drvi
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[*se-kuwl, PBC.
Seca, /s£ka/, verb, (it) drlesi 
[•se-ka], JFS.
S6de. /sfidi/, noun, thirsti 
[•se-di*], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Segunda. /segfinda/, noun, secondi 
[siv- * gun-daJ, JFS.
Segundo. /segfindo/, noun, secondi 
[siv - *gun-du*l, VAS.
Segura, /segfira/, verb, (it) holdsi 
[siv-'gu-ra^* JFS.
Sel. /sSi/, verb, (I) knowi 
[•se-i*], VAS, JFS, PBC.
['sej, 0 .
Seis. /sfiis/, noun, sixi
[•seis], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Seja, /sS£a/, verb, be iti 
[•se-3 9], JFS.
Sela, /s£la/, noun, saddlei 
[•se-ls], JFS.
Selado. /selfidu/, noun, saddle backi 
[siv-'la-duv], VAS.
Semana. /semfina/, noun, weeki 
[se*-,m3|J-na]], JFS.
Semente, /semfinti/, noun, seedi
[se^-'mSn-ti*], j f s.







Senhora, /sejiSra/, noun* Mrs*»
[si*-*/io-aa], JFS.
[si’J-'jiD-ro], PBC.
Sentar. /sentfir/, verb, to aiti 
[sin-#ta], JFS.
Sente. /sfinti/, verb, (I) feelt 
[•sln-tiv], JFS, PBC.
Ser, /ser/, verb, to bet 
[•se], JFS, PBC.
[•sea*], JFS.
Sereia. /strfiia/, noun, slrem 
[st-'re-Jo], JFS.
SerSo. /strdun/, noun, soirfiei
[Be-'iiaaig], j f s .
Seria, /stria/, verb, (it) would bet 
[se-Vci-o], JFS.
Seroente. /serpfinti/, noun, serpenti 
[seg*-*pln-tiv], JFS.
Serra. /s£rra/, noun, mountain ranget 
[*st-xa], VAS, JFS.
Sertaozinho. /sertaunzljiu/, proper noun, bairro in 
Sao Luis do Paraitingai
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[a&£ - tfibj- * , VAS •
Servloo. /servfau/, noun, periornancei 
[sea* - 1 vi- eu*], JPS •




Sexta. /ststa/, noun, sixthi 
[•ses-te], JFS.
Silva, /silva/, proper nouni 
[■aijf-va], VAS.
[•ail-vo], JPS.
Sim, /sin/, adverb, veei 
[•aly], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Sinai, /sin&iy, noun, signal*
[8iv-'na8*], 0.
Slno. /sinu/, noun, belli
[•sI>J-nuv], VAS, JPS, PBC.
Sltuaogo. /aituasAyn/, noun, situationi 
[siv-tuv-s-,oag*j], JPS.
Sfi, /s5/, adverb, onlvi 
[•ao], VAS, JPS, PBC.
Soalho. /sofiXu/, noun, groundi 
[suv-'wa-le*], JPS.




Sobrinhoa. /sobrfyius/, noun* nephewsi 
[su*-•bal'*-juve], JFS.
Sol. /s5l/, noun, sum 
[•eofl*], VAS, PBC.
[ • sd± ] ,  JFS, PBC.





SOIto. /sfiltu/, adjective, freei 
[•sol-tu*], JFS.
[■sol-to*], JFS.
Som. /sfin/, noun, soundi 
[•s5»j], VAS.
[•sBibj], JFS, PBC.
Sou. /s6u/, verb, (I) ami 
[•so], VAS.
Sousa. /s6uza/r proper nount 
[•sou-ze], JFS.
Sue, /sfla/, possessive pronoun, youri 
[•su-s], PBC.
Sul. /sCl/, noun, southi 
[•sul], VAS.
[•su? ], o.
Suponha. /supfijna/, verb, (you) supposet 
[su^-'pS^-jie], JFS.
Talf /tfil/, noun, a certain personi 
['tal], JPS.
[•tay], 0 .
Tambfim. /tanbfin/, adverb, alsoi 
[tam-gjij}, VAS, JPS. PBC, 0.
[tam-*b?£»j], JPS, PBC.
Tanaue. /tSpki/, noun, tanki 
['ta9-kt*], PBC.
Taauara. /takufira/, noun, a variety of small bamboosi 
[tB-kuy-'wa-re], VAS, JPS.
Tartaruga. /tartarfiga/, noun, turtlei 
[ta^-tw-'cu-ge^* JFS.
Tatu, /tatd/, noun, armadilloi 
[tie-'tu], VAS.
TaubatjS, /taî batfi/, proper noun, city in the Paraiba
Valleyi
[tw-bv-'te], PBC.
Tem. /tSn/, verb, (he) hast 
['t6$j]. VAS, JFS, PBC.
[’tSy], JFS, PBC.
TemoB. /tfimus/, verb, (we) havei 
['tS»j], JFS.
Tempo, /tfimpu/, noun, time, weatheri 
['tlm-puv], JFS, PBC.
Ter, /tSr/, verb, to havei 
['te]f JFS.
T6roa. /t^rsa/, noun, thirdi
menti
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[•tea'-oal, j f s .
Teraina. /teraina/, verb, (it) endei 
[tey-'mTS-ne], JFS, PBC.
T&rmlno. /t£rminu/, noun, end»
[•t6*-Bi*-#no], JFS, PBC.
TennlnoM. /tcrminfiu/, verb, (It) endedt 
[tcy-mi*-*no], JFS, PBC.
Terra, /terra/, noun, earthi 
[■tE-xa], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Terreno■ /terrfinu/, noun, terraini 
£teA-'xe-nuv3» JFS.
Tio. /tlu/, noun, unclei 
[•ti-uv], VAS.
[•ti-OA], JFS.
TId q . /tlpu/, noun, tvnei 
[•ti-pu*!, JFS.
Tira. /tlra/. verb, (he) takes awayi 
[’ti-re], JFS.
Tlrar, /tir*r/, verb, to take awav»
[tiv-#ra], 0.
Tiro, /tlru/, noun, shott 
[*ti“JPuv], JFS.
Tocando. /tok&ndu/, verb, touching* playing an inatru-
[toA-*kan-u*3* JFS.
Tgco. /tfiku/, noun, stumpi 
[*to-kuvl, PBC.
Todo. /t6du/, noun, the entirety*
[•to-du*], VAS.
[• to-doAl, JPS, PBC.
TodoB. /tfidus/, noun, everyonet 
[•to-duvs], JPS.
[•to-doAs], JFS.
Toma. /t8raa/, verb, (he) takest 
[•t8 *J-me], JPS.
['t5H-me], JFS.
Tomar. /tomAr/, verb, to takei 
[to*-*ma], JFS.
Tomar. /tomfir/, verb, to becomet 
[’toy-*na], JFS.
Torneiral. /torneirfil/, noun, water from a fauceti 
[to£-neA JPS.
Tflrre, /tdrri/, noun, toweri 
[•to -xiv], JPS.
Trabalha. /trabAka/, verb, (he) worksi 
[tre-'ba-ja], JFS.
Trabalhador, /trabaXadfir/, noun, workeri 
[tre-ba-Xw-'dOQ*], JFS.




Trabalho. /trabfiXu/, noun, worki 
[tre-'ba-Xu'O, JFS.
[tre-'ba-ju*], JFS.




Transporte. /transpfirti/, noun, transporti 
[tca«s-,pog'-tf'£iv], PBC.
Travesseiro. /travesfiiru/, noun, pillowi 
[tnp-ve*-,se-ruv], JFS.
Trepadeira. /trepadeira/, noun, climbing planti 
[taeA-pp-*de-rs], JFS.
Tres, /trfis/, noun, threei 
[•treis], VAS, JFS, 0.
['trei], PBC, 0.
Trinco, /trlpku/, noun, door latchi 
['trlO-ku*], VAS, JFS.
Trinta. /trlnta/, noun, thirtvi 
[*trtn-t»], JFS.
Trocar, /trokfir/, verb, to changei 
[troA-'ka], JFS.
Tronco. /trdjiku/, noun, trunki 
['traO-ku*], j f s , PBC.
Tu, /td/, personal pronoun, theei 
[•tu], JFS.
Tudo, /tfldu/, noun, evervthingi 
[*tu-duv], VAS, JFS, PBC.






Oltiao. /Gltimu/, noun* laati 
[*ul-tiv -mu*], VAS.
JPS, PBC.
Urn. /Gn/, noun, onai
[*utj], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Um. /fin/, indefinite article* £t 
[•uij], VAS, JPS. PBC.
Uma. /Gma/, indefinite article* jit 
[■u^-me], VAS, JPS, PBC.
Uafca* /Gna/, noun,
[•u^-jie], VAS, JPS, PBC.
Una, /fine/, indefinite article, soma, a fawt 
[•u>jb], JFS.
['S13], JFS.
Ur8 0 . /Greu/* noun, bear»
[,ug»-/u^], PBC.
Ugfi, /G*a/* verb, loneJ. uaegi 
[•u-aa], JPS, PBC.
Ugado. /u»Adu/, verb, (it) is uaedi 
[uv-'za-duv], JFS.
Uaan. /Gzan/, verb, (they) uaei 
[•u-xa>j], JFS.
Uaina. /uzlna/, noun, ailli
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[u* - * zW-n» ], VAS.
U8Q, /dzu/, noun, uaei 
[•u-zu*], JPS*
Val, /vdi/, verb, (he) goeei 
[*va-i*l, VAS, JFS.
[*val, JPS.
Vaidoea, /va£dfiza/, adjective, vaim 
[Vo^-* do-zej* VAS.
Vale, /vdli/, verb, (It) la worthi 
['va-li*], JPS.
Vamos. /vfimua/, interjection, comet
[•v%$], j f s .
['v3Qm]], 0 .
Vaeilha. /vazlXa/, noun, veaBeli 
[va-*zi-jel, JFS.
Velha. /v£Xa/, adjective, oldi 
['ve-a], JFS.
[•v&-je], 0 .
Velho. /v£Xu/e adjective, oldi 
[*v&-juw], 0 .
Vera, /v6n/, verb, (he) coraeai 
C'vSJ*}], JFS, PBC.
Veneno, /venSnu/, noun, poieont 
[ve* -' nSH-no*], JFS.
Verdade. /verd&di/, noun, truthi 
[vc§;-,da-div], VAS, JFS, PBC.
Verde. /v6rdi/t adjective, greem
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[•vef-dir], JFS, FBC■
Vermelha. /vermfiAa/, adjective, redi 
[ve^-*me-Xe H, JFS.
[vea*-*me-jal, 0 .
Vez. /vSs/, noun, timet 
[*veis], JFS, 0.
Vezes, /v£zis/, noun, tlmesi 
[•vea], JFS, 0.
Via.iando. /viaifcfindu/, verb, travelingi 
[vi^-is-,’}&n-uv], 0 .
Via.iei. /viaHei/, verb, f I) traveledi 
[ v i * J F S .
Vicente, /viaSnti/, proper noun, Vincenti 
[vi* -' sSH-ti^T, VAS.
Vila, /Vila/, noun, boroughi 
[•vi-19], JFS.
Vinho. /vljiu/, noun, winei 
Q#vl^-jiu5i JFS.
Vinte, /vlnti/, noun, twentyt 
[*vln-tiv], PBC.
Viola. /vi5la/, noun, violint 
[ v i * V A S ,  JFS.
[vi’-'ja-1 0 ], PBC.
Violao, /violfiyn/, noun, guitar*
[vi* -jo*-*iatfo$l, PBC.





Virado. /virfidu/, adjective, turnedi 
[viv-•ra-du*], JFS.
Virar. /virfir/, verb, to turni 
[viv-'j:a], JFS.
Visitar. /vizitfir/, verb, to viaiti 
[viv-ziv -’ta], 0.
Viver, /vivfir/, verb, to livei 
[viv-'ve], VAS, 0,
Vizinho. /vizljnu/, noun, neighbori 
[ viv - • , JFS.
VQce. /vose/, pronoun, youi 
[vo*-'se1, VAS, JFS, PBC.
[oA-*se1, JFS. PBC. 0.
Volta. /v5lta/, verb, fhe) return^i 
[•vog»-t3], o.
Voltay. /voltfir/, verb, to returni 
[vo*l-* tag»J, JFS, PBC.
[voe'-'ta], 0.
Voltava, /voltfiva/, verb, (I) would return, 
[veg»-'ta-ve], VAS.
Vomitar. /vomltar/, verb, to vomiti 
[vo*-raiv-*ta], VAS. JFS.
V£i», /v6u/, verb, (I) go,
['vo], JFS, 0.
Xin^and^, /fiingfindu/, verb, to cursei
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[/!”-• g8n-uv], VAS, JFS.
Xingar. /Singfir/, verb, to cursei 
[/In-*ga], PBC.
Zebu. /zebfi/* noun, zebu, the humped Indian ox or cowi 
[ze*-*bu], JFS, VAS, PBC.
CHAPTER VIII
THE CAIFIRA PHONOLOGICAL GRAMMAR
STrtroflvfiUyn
After each dialect of a language is studied) the lan­
guage PS and PT rules nust be re-examined in the light of the 
new evidence presented* If the evidence in the dialect war­
rants the change or modification of these rules• then it must 
be done* Given the corpus from the caiplra dialect, there­
fore, the rules are studied anew and PT rules for the dialect 
formulated*
In making these rules, one must constantly keep in mind 
that the phonological features of the caiplra dialect could, 
in part, be the result of languages in contact* This becomes 
evident when the /r/ and /l/ sounds are examined as these two 
phones show the greatest instability in the caiplra dialect 
of Sao Luis do Paraitinga* The influence of the Tupi Indian 
languages can plainly be heard in the articulation of these 
two sounds*
"Lingua Bern fe, sem lei, sen rei," generalised Pero de 
MagalhZes Gandavo in the sixteenth century,*34 referring to 
the sounds (f, 1, r) which the Tupi languages lacked* Obser-




vat ions like thie are not lacking among the historians in 
their descriptions of the Indian languages* Vamhagen made 
the following notesi
Faltavam as seguintesi f8, 18* r&, v8, e z8 (fortes)! 
de tal modo que os Indios tupis* ao aprenderem a musica, 
em lugar de rfi, f& e lfi, pronunciaram r8 (brando), pfi e 
r& (tambem brando).135
Use of terms like "brando,H which can mean 'soft' or 'muffled,*
contributes to imprecision in phonetic description* Rather
than rely too heavily upon such observations, or even giving
an extended treatment of the Tupi phonetic system, this study
will refer to such sources only when the occasion merits it*
The Cajpira PT Rules
Since certain consonants are usually singled out as 
distinctive features of the dialect, not only in their arti­
culation but by their effectB upon other sounds in their en­
vironment as well, the PT rules of the cainira dialect could 
logically begin with them.
The Cajpira /r/. If any one feature of the dialect 
has caught the attention of those who heard it, whether they 
be dialect scholars or simply novices, it is the treatment of 
/r/. And only one man, Amadeu Amaral, has ever come close to 
describing it sufficiently* His description merits repetition 
and translations
Inter- and post-vocalic £ (arara. carta) has a pecu­
liar valuei it is linguo-palatal and gutturalized* In 
its pronunciation, instead of projecting the tongue tip
135Francisco Adolfo de Varnhagen, HistSria Geral 
Brasil. I (Sao Paulot Ediqoea Melhoramentos, 1959), 31*
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against the upper dental arch, a movement which produces 
the Portuguese form, the lateral borders of the tongue is 
raised approximately to the small molars of the upper 
arch and the tip is turned upwards without touching the 
palatal roof. There is hardly any fluttering vibration. 
To the ear, this caiplra £ very much resembles the English post-vocalic £• It is very probably the same soft £ of 
the autochthons. These did not possess the strong or vibrant r£i it muBt be noted that with the manner of pro­
duction described above, it is impossible to obtain the 
vibration of this latter sound,*36
S\unmed up, Amaral gave a very good description of a 
retroflex /r/, a sound very similar to the post-vocalic /r/ 
in American English* Before this, the sound was always des­
cribed as being a "soft** £, especially by historians.
In the Municipality of S3o Luis do Paraitinga, the 
population can be said to be bi-dialectal, that is, at least 
two dialects operate side by side. This is evidenced by the 
optional use of two types of /r/ sounds in the same environ­
ment.
In initial position, the /r/ is an aspirated, voice­
less, velar fricative [x], with the tongue tip slightly raised 
toward the alveolar ridge. This immediately brings to mind 
the h phone of the Tupi languages as described by Fernandesi
0 Ji 6 aspirado, forte e surdo, dito de um jato, na garganta, (rr)«*37
His inclusion of the double £ in parentheses could indicate
that there was either a similarity between this sound and some
dialectal pronunciation of initial /r/f or that the Indians
1 36Amaral, op, cit,, pp, ^?-8,
*37Adaucto Fernandes, Gramdtlca Tu pI (Rioi A, Coelho
Brando F0,, I960), p, 38,
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used the has a substitute for £ in certain positions. Initial 
/r/ in Sao Luis, however, does not have exceptionally hard 
aspiration in this position. In fact, it could be described 
as being lightly aspirated and was, on one occasion, substi­
tuted by the voiceleBs, fricative, glottal continuant [h]* 
Adam's description of Tupi & is nearer to the pronunciation 
of initial /r/ in the municipalityi
Dans quelques dialectes, la voyelle initials est fre- 
quemment affectee d'une legSre aspiration represent6e par 
le signe H.1™
This initial /r/ in Sao Luis, assigned the symbol [x], is 
found both in word-initial and syllable-initial position.
In syllable-final position after a vowel, it haB the 
sound described by Amaral. It is a mid-center off-glide from 
the preceding vowel and is symbolized as [e»]. In word-final 
position it is optional with null, that is, a word like amar 
may be pronounced as either [a-'may] or [s-'ma]. An amusing 
note is that one grammarian has attributed the lack of final 
£ to the hot climate of Brazili
. • • o calor intenso da zona tdrrida fas ? • • desa- 
parecer o £ final das palavras • • .*39
Dialect writers, unable to show the off-glide graphi­
cally, are prone to use the lack of final £ as a feature of 
rural speech. Luis Martins, in transcribing the speech of the
^®Lucian Adam, Materiaux pour servir & l'establisBement 
d'une grammaire comparfte des dialectes da la famille Tupi' (Parisi J. Maiaoneuve, IB9 6), p. 16.
^^Jose Marques da Cruz, Portugues Pr&tico (SSo Paulot 
Edigoes Melhoramentos, 1953)# P« **??•
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old coffee zones of SSo Paulo, was one such writer as these 
bits of dialogue shows
Isto 6 mlfi quo lidft com argodfia.1**0 
. , . tfi cuma nas costa • • •
Vamo coaS?1^2
An idea of the area which this particular feature 
covers can be gotten by studying the writings of such dialect 
writers from other states* The following lines demonstrate 
that the lack of final /r/ ranges over a large areat 
Cear&t Pra tomfi cria.1^3
Rio Grande do Norte» Sous pes vai flcl ansim.**^ 
Pernambuco. Varao ll. curapade.^-5 
Amazonas. Qu& casd cun au, muift? * ^
Goiast Vo contft tudo pro meu marido.1**7
lif0Luls Martins, "Fazenda," Klstftrias Paisagens do Brasil, ed* Emani Silva Bruno, Vol, VI, 0 Planalto e os 
CafSzais (S3o Pauloi Editftra Cultrix, i9 6 0), p, 281*
U l Ibid. l42Ibid,
lif3Manuel de Oliveira Paiva, "Vaquejada," Hlstfiriag a 
Paisagens do Brasil, ed, Ernani Silva Bruno, Vol. II. 0 Sertao. o B o l . e a S l c a tSao Paulo. Editftra Cultrix, i9 6 0 ), " 1 5 5 ,
^^Josfi Mauro de Vasconcelos, "As Salinas,N ibid., p*
3 0 2*
■^^Lucilo VarejSo, "Reis de Maracatu," HistSrlas e 
Paisagens do Brasil, ed. Ernani Silva Bruno, Vol* III. Os 
Canayiais e os Mocamboa (SSo Paulo1 Editftra Cultrix, 19ol77
p. 162.
l W Peregrino Jdnior, "Gapulador." Hlstftrlaae Paisagens 
do Brasil, ed* Ernani Silva Bruno, Vol* I. Os Rios e a Floreata. 
(SSo Paulo 1 Editftra Cultrix, 1959). P» 28Jf.
147Bemardo Ellis, "Pai Norato." Hlotftrias e Paisagens
*39
Minas Oeraiei • • • pods contt coalgo pro eamarada.1*0 
The retroflex sound alee occurs after consonants where 
It interchanges with [c], the one-tap flap* In such oases* 
it Is a fairly rapid transition between the consonant and the 
following vowel* Since it is really not an off-glide from a 
vowel yet still retains the retroflex feature* it is symboli­
zed as [a].
Interchange is also possible between [j] 411(1 in 
intervocalic position* The ability to use the one-tap flap 
as a substitute for [g*] or [a] main evidence for Muni­
cipal bi-dialectlsm* Thus* it has to be included in the PT 
rules as optional in the Municipality although it may be en­
tirely lacking in the same dialect in other zones*















Null is not included as an optional choice with [9*3 
in the above rule because it is not present after in the 
same word* Although it may be the result of a morphemic rule*
do Brasil* ed* Ernani Silva Bruno* Vol* X. 9s Rios eaFlores^a. 
(SSo Pauloi Editftra Cultrix, 19&1)* P* 229*
do Bras 
(SSo Pa
Abllio Barreto* "0 Tropeiro." Hlstftrias e Paisagens 
11. ed* Ernani Silva Bruno* Vol* IX. 0 Ouro e a MontanhaT 
ulei Editftra Cultrix* 1961)* P* 2s4.
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i.«» O ]  may be transformed to 0 when the first consonant in 
the following word is a C^. it would have to be proven before 
it could be stricken from the phonological rules* Therefore* 
the rule reads as followsi
8* ___ Wd ■»> 0 Wd
The calpira A / . A second consonant which shows a 
marked instability is the voiced* bilateral consonant /l/» 
In syllable-initial position it is a stable* clear* dental 
continuant but in syllable- or word-final position it under­
goes transformations which make it indistinguishable from [$•] 
or [a].
Amaral was not one to neglect this phenomenon as he 
noted thati
Bi final da slliba, muda-ae em £i ouaraufir* paoSr. nor, arma.1**?
He went on to sayi
As palavras torminadas em a^» gl» A1 • • • frequente- 
mente aparecem aoocopadasi ai.-HflT " ml* MSl* loraal.NXo inf erir dai que houve quo da de 1* Ease 1 mudou-se 
primeiro em £, e depois caiu eate fenema • •
There would seem to be some basis for the belief that 
X changed to £ before being apocopated if we note the frequent 
appearance of the off-glide before [1] in such words as 
*lta fag'l-to], saldigft [so8-l-*da-duv], andja&ga[•putfl-g©]. 
One could conceivably set up a rule whereby 1 »*»> -■> ̂
and then* in the case of word-final* & »■> 0*
^^Amaral, op. eit«* p* 52* 
15°Ibid.
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In the preface to Amaral• s work, Duarte disagreed with 
that analysis* He believed that the lose of final A was the 
general rule and that the appearance of r was the result of 
dialect contacti
Narealidade. nSo S froouentemente mas £P*~recoin apocopados* .0 erro vem de que a sua observagao o levou a encontrar em alguns pontos aa^P penetrados de gente culta esse prondncia com £ final,*51
This reasoning fails on two important counts* First, 
it is more likely that A would have been adopted rather than 
£• Second, the phenomenon is not limited to a small area but 
is spread throughout the state of S&o Paulo* Those who have 
dealt with dialect study treat [a1] and $ aa options for A* 
Teixeira gave an optional g£ or for al endings (mal « mar, 
ma). or £ for gA endings (coronal - coroner* coronS). and
4e or £ *or ft£ endings (oalel - paldr. oaid)*1^2 Pierson re­
gistered it also, giving Braeir. 5ft£, ua»ter* pggggpr.*
Quar. ear, and sinar as examples*1^
Examples from different parts of the State of Sio 
Paulo can be found in songs collected by AraOjoi
NasarS Paulistat • « • espSio de Portugar.154
Tatuit * • » que mar les fisero elas?
TietSi • • • do Braslr vale urn tesoro * •
^^■Duarte, op* cit., p* 25*
1^2Teixelra, “VocafeulArio do Calpira Paullsta, p* 62*
^^Pierson, "0 Dialeto Caipira Empregada," p* 313*
154Aradjo, Folclore Hacionai. II, p. 63*
155ibid*, p. 70. ^ibid*, p. 97.
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TaubatAi • • • isto £ coisa natyrar • •
Itaaha£mi • • • tenho meu anzor de prata • . .*58 
It can thus be readily seen that the phenomenon is 
not as isolated as Duarte would have it and that there la an 
optional choice of [gQ or null in word-final position where 
the standard dialects use /!/• It is safe to assume that 
there was a tendency to exchange 1 (a phone lacking in the 
Tupi dialects) by (a sound which the Indian dialects pos­
sessed) during the early period of Brasilian colonization and, 
once had been established in the place of /l/a it could 
be deleted according to the rule given on page 240«
Where [gQ is not substituted for /l/ in syllable- or 
word-final position, the dark [1] or an off-glide [u] is used. 
Both of these are quite common articulations in the prestige 
dialects used near the study area* A word like sal, there­
fore, can be pronounced as ['sol], ['soy], £#saa*]f or [*saj* 
In non-final position following a consonant, /l/ can 
be changed to [jc] or [a]. Pierson gave examples of thiei 
crargo. crarldade. praro. prfrca.*59 and it was not passed un­
noticed by Amaralt
Quando oubjuntiro de urn gruno, igualmente se mu da em
£, £hu£, cunprfltp* gr«g$(rl» Xcfiiri*160
This transformation was found in the Municipality of 
Sle Luis do Paraitlnga in the words Aanela [faB-*ne-le],
157ibid*, p. 125* 158lbid., p* 158.
1 ̂Pierson, op* cit*, 314. 
l8oJtaaral# op* cit*, p* 52#
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gloria ['frw-ri-ja], alantft [#jttSP-te]. fiifflftifiB [paa^to], 
blusa ['bau-ze], dim* [•kilM-ms}* flqvitft [•ftta-ta], XJLflfiha 
[•fit-j'sjffiiaalasla [paa^te-'sagfj], flore«ta [fro'-rres-ts]* 
and flor ['frog*]*
It 1b difficult to say hew far this exchange goes 
beyond the. borders of Sfto Paulo* Dialect writers shed no 
light on the subject* It seems fairly widespread within the 
state* Again* Aradjo*s collection of folk songs from differ­
ent municipalities show the rangei
Cunhai • • • o grorloso Bom JesuB * * *1^1 
Itanhaemi • • • minha fro de melancia • • *1^2
Itapevai . • • p& nois e pfi reino da grfirla * • .l6-*
lAhItaquaquecetubai • • • Grorloea Santa Cruz . • .
Piracicabai • • » quem quls§ a can a pranto * • •1<̂ ^
Taubatdi * • • entre ob frflrea e Botao • * ,166 
TietSi * • • que fizesse erareft * « * ^ 7
1 ZoUbatubai * * • mas deixfi bem dccrarado • • ,AO° 
Because of the limitations of the alphabet* however, it is 
impossible to say whether [qQ or C-°D 1* being used in these 
cases*
Pour rules have to be given to account for the calplra 
/l/ in the municipalityi
l6lAradjo, Folclore Naclonal* II* p* 56. 
l62Ibid** p. 155. l63lbld., p. 64. l64ibid., p, 21.
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TambAm. The bilabial plosives* /p/ and /b/* are very
stable in the municipality with the exception of the loss of 
/b/ in the word tembfon. This word often has the pronunciation 
[t3m-#eyQ. This particular pronunciation (spelled tamSm) has 
been noted in various places in the State of Sio Paulo by 
Arad jot Itaquaquecetuba,^9 Taubatfi**7® Tiete,*-71 and Itanha- 
em.1?2 It was used to represent Parent interior speech by
Teixeira listed taafiln in his collection of lexical
l69ibid.» p. 16. ^Olbid., p. 40. ^Ibid*. p. 98. 
172Ibld., p. 155*
17-*JosS Candido Hurley, "Parada Morta," Antologla 
Ilustrada do Polclore Brasllelro. eds. Alceu Maynard Araujo 
and Vasco Joafi Taborda. Vol. V. BsttriaseLendas de Sao Paulo. 
Parant. e Santa Catarina (Sio Pauloi Llterart, 1962), p. 64.
174vaBconcelos, op. cit., p. 3 0?.
Muricyi
Nhfi Pedro e os home tamSm • • ,*73 
and by Vasconcelos in Rio Qrande do Nortet 
Nest t.aâ Tw aquelas caaa e caea,174
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items1?3 and Pierson caught it in Cruft das Almas•1?^ It is 
surprisingly absent in Amaral's work* Since it seems that 
this loss of /b/ is restricted to this one word* a rule can 
be formulated especially for iti
tiB-'bejj mm> t2a-*e>j
Interchange of /b/ and /v/* Although there were no 
items in the corpus which suggested that /b/ and /v/ could be 
interchanged freely* this phenomenon has received so much 
comment that it should be given some consideration here* Its 
absence in the corpus does not mean that it does not exist in 
the municipality. If questions had been especially prepared 
to study this lack of contrast* perhaps it would have been 
found*
It would appear that this interchange can occur in 
word-initial position and intervocalieally* Amaral gave ex­
amples of bothi burbttia-vevfila (borbulha). bassSra-yaypAra 
(vassoura), berruga-ysrruaa (verruga), blgte-yUte (bilhete), 
cabort8ro-cavort8ro (cavorteiro), Piraclcaba-Prlcicava (Pira- 
cicaba), msnaara-wanaaba (mangaba)* bespa-vespa (vespa), baa- 
soo-yaaaqp (bagaqo), and baao-vamo (vamos).1??
On another occasion he comments upon the preference 
of the caipira for y in words of indigenous origini
Na terwina^Io vogal + b + vogal* geralmente usada
^^Teixeira, op* cit., 102.
^^Pierson, op. cit., 313*
Amaral, op* cit.* p. 51*
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pelo gente culta. o caipira prefere quase sempre v m  It* 
■labutlcaya. mangava. berava. tlrlva. tajova. fiaMZS- 70
He excludes brsbo from the Intervocalic category for he be­
lieves that word to be derived from b&rbaro t
Esta forma nSo parece mere variante de "bravo". que 6 
de importaoSo francesa por urn lado. e Italians por outre. 
Tirou-a taxyez; a lingua, diretamente. de b&rbaro. atravfie da forma b&rboro. com dissimilagSo do eegundo a, que fa- cilitou o encurt amento do vocfib.I?8
The interchange of the sounds in both positions was 
also noted by Piersont
Os sons b e v s3o As vSzes trocados um pelo outrot 
por exemploi brabo ao invfis de bravo t velera ao inv£s de 
belezai e povre ao inv£s de pobre.l/y
According to Marques da Cruz, the interchange was not 
restricted to caipira speechi
Em Ubatuba, SKo Sebasti&o. Vila Bela e outras terras 
A beira-mar do E. de S3o Paulo, troca-se o b pelo v e vice-versa, fato observado tamb&m em vfiriae regioes ‘"do Brasil, ondeo caipira diz por ex.t povre em ves de pobre. 
Na cidade de S3o Paulo sfi se troca nesxes palavrasi bor- 
ruga. baaem. birote e bassourai as palayras berruaa e birote ado ditas ate por pesBoas cultas.100
There is disagreement as to the origins of this inter­
change. Neistein attributed it to African slaves who spoke 
dialects of Bantut
Apfis a fase billngue, desenvolveram os negros um dia- leto crioulo. no qual as trpcas do d pelo r. e v pelo £ eram muito frequentes • • ” — —
^Slbid.. p. 102.
17^Piereon, op. cit.. 315.
IOaMarques da Cruz. op. cit.. p. 480.
101Jos£ Neistein. "As Bases Psicol6gico-Culturais da 
?ort?eueBS no Braall." Actasi V Colgaulo Int.rmclonal de Eetudoa Lu.o-BraBll.lre.. Ill ({oimbrai . P. 360.
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However, there is evidence that Tupi dialectal differences 
could have been equally influential* In his study of the 
Tupi language group, Adam found that*
Dans plusiers dielectee, £ initial e jB medial sont 
asset frequemment substitute par v, w.102
In all probability, the interchange began with those 
words borrowed from various Indian dialectB so that different 
pronunciations of a word flourished side by side* Later, 
Negro dialects might have contributed to the reinforcement of 
the interchange*
Based upon the examples cited above, a tentative op­
tional rule can be made which may or may not apply to the 
caipira dialect of Sao Luis do Paraitinga. Since the b forms 
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Loss of /d/. A very widespread caipira feature is 
the Iobs of /d/ in the final syllable of a word when preceded 
by homorganic /n/ and followed by a vowel* The progressive 
forms of Portuguese verbs are affected by this loss, although 
it can be found in other words* Amaral was more specific than 
most dialect scholars when he noted that dt
Cai, quase sempre, na silaba final das formas verbals
182Adam, op, cit., p* 10,
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an ando. endo ■ indo i andano “ andando, veno ** ygndo, ga^no, p&no. a tambftm no advSrbio auando. as vaao8 .AOJ
It Is a widespread feature in the rural areas of SSo
Paulo. Aradjo recorded songs with this feature in Nazare
Paulista* Piracicaba, Eldorado Paulista, TietS, Cunha, Cara- 
guatatuba, Tatul, TaubatS, and SSo Luis do Paraitinga. Some 
examples which he recorded were guano* chogano* vino* tremeno* 
gritanp. cantano. marchano* seguing, lembrano. rezano. exprl-
1 fljimentano. ganhano* danoano. and falano.
Examples which were collected by this study in Sio
Luis are cantano* dang* deixang* doveno. doeno. falano* limpano. 
mancano. pasaano. guano, tocano. vialano. and xingano. Based 
on all of these examples* a rule can be made to statei
V + n ___  d + V ___ Wd **> V + n ___ V   Wd
Loss of medial /«/. As with the case of tyyjhAm (see 
p. 244), a special rule is necessary for meamo (or mesma) as 
it loses its medial /z/ in the municipality* The lack of /z/ 
in this position has not caught the attention of many dialect 
writers or students, but this may be because it is not wide­
spread.
Of the two cases found where this pronunciation was 
noted, both were in the State of SSo Paulo* Pierson included 
it in hie study of caipira speech in Cruz das A l m a s , and 
Luis Martins, a writer who used dialect to establish character
* ̂ Amaral, op* cit*, p. 5 1 *
1 0ifAraujo, Folclore Nacional. II, pp. 42-24? passim.
^-’Pierson, op* cit.* 313«
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in his stories* also employed it» ^ 6
Other dialect writers have transcribed an exchange of 
r (probably [jp"U for this £• It was used by Taborda for the 
rural pronunciation of Parand (T® livre, mas acho que o troqo 
exeste de merino)^87 and by Varej3o (S6 tem mermo a pele e o 
osso),*88
However, the pronunciation of meamo in SSo Luis do 
Paraitinga showed no such exchange, but it did have regress­
ive nasalization, a feature which will be discussed later. 
For the moment, a rule for this single word is as follows*
•mtz-muv 'rae-muv
The oaiolra /»/ and /s/. In word-final position in a 
stressed syllable, /z/ and /s/ are reduced to /s/ with a con­
comitant insertion of the off-glide /i/ before it, Examples 
which wore collected in the municipality (arrois. cruis, fais. 
capais. Idle, dels, veis. nfila. trels. atrais) are fairly 
common in caipira speech in other parts of the State of Sao 
Paulo, Examination of prayers and songs collected by Aradjo 
in various regions produced these examplesi fajg, volt. cruis, 
vela, ldis, fais. arrois, dais, vela, mala. Jesuis. a^rajg. 
trels. n6 ls. voceia.18^
188Martins, op. cit,, p, 283.
187Vasco Jos6 Taberda, "aLoMsgme." Antologla Ilustrada do Fole^ore Brasileiro. eds, Alceu Maynard Araujo and Vasco 
Jose Taborda. Vol. V. BstSrias e Lendas de s5o Paulo. Parent. 
e Santa Catarina (Sao Paulo* Literart, 19°2), p. 30.
1 8 8Varejoo, op. cit,, p. 1 6 5.
189AraGjo, Folclore Naclonal, pp. 42-379, passim.
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Dialect writers have used this feature to advantage 
in their attempts to establish character in stories* as at­
tested by these examplesi
SSo Paulo i W6is vai cay4 no domlngo?1^
Ob*61 vSla pai mandou eu no mato.^l 
Cearfii Mais. heme* quem Jura que o tal • • .*92 
Minas Geraist Arengou* arengou* mais porem . • .*93 
Asasonasi Mas assim o padre nSo casa ndls • • ,3-9**
Rio Grande do Nortet Com nfiie foi a meema coiaa.*95 
Mas nun fala mal, n2o.*96 
Estranhfl a lule. cumpanhero?*97 
A* veia muda tudo.*9®
Parandi Sem 8les n6ls saao 6gua sen d o n o . * 9 9
P'otra vela tu me pega polaco • * .200
• . . que J& fais bem tempinho * • ,20*
• • • andfi de atrais de um graxaim.202 
Mais td ficando tarde • . ,203
*90|(artins, op. cit., p. 2B3. *91lbid, 
*92oiiveira Paiva, op. cit., p. 162.
* ̂ Barreto, op. cit., p. 2^2.
*9^p®regrino Jfinior, op. cit., p. 265.
*95vasconcelos, op# cit., p, 302. 196jbid. 
197Ibid., p. 307. 198ibid., p. 308.
^^Taborda, op, cit., p. 29. 200Ibid. 
20*Muricy, op. cit., p. 8*f. 202Ibid., p. 85.
2°3lbid., p. 86.
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204De vela em quando ee enxergava • •
A valid question can be raised as to whether /!/ is 
Inserted before /a/ changes to /s/. There were no examples 
of this found in the study* but it still could be part of the 
development* At times* words like raoaa will be transcribed 
as raoalE by some dialeot writers* Amaral did not nets the 
change of /s/ to /e/ nor did he comment on the off-glide de­
spite the fact that he transcribed some words with it* crfllz. 
retrfile, n61a (nfiB)* nk\% (noz), v&iz (ves)t dole. trSls. 
dfiis. fdiz. pdiz (paa)*2°5
It will be assumed that the off-glide appeared first 
before both /%/ and /s/, and that /%/ was then transformed to 





















+ i + sft Wd
Loss of word-final /»/. Word-final /e/ disappears 
when the stress falls on the penultimate or the final sylla­
ble* except where the phone is necessary to maintain plural-
20lfIbid., p. 88.
20^Amaral* op. cit.* p* ?0*
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ity* Por example, trfis will bo pronounced ae [*tcoi] ordina­
rily, but aa ['trela] when before a noun, e.g. trels hone. 
The recovery of /s/t in this case, is a morphemic event and 
need not concern us here*
Examples of words found in the municipality with the 
stress on the final syllable arei arrol. atral» capdi* crfli. 
dex>6 i. dti. d6i. f&i* n6 l. tr8 i* Words with the stress on 
the penultimate syllable include the first person plural of 
verbs (chegamS and perguntam8 ) - and such wordB as ante and 
mend*
It is difficult to find examples in writing about the 
loss in stressed syllables* However, an examination of stanzas 
like the following, collected by Aradjo, may disclose some­
thing!
Heu sinhor qui istSo dangano, 
arrepare no que fais,
S3o Gongalo no cfu, .ai que lie 6 o nosso pai. 2 0 6
Here, fais is supposed to rhyme with pal* Did the transcriber
unconsciously supply the £ in fais?
Teixeira furnished items like fgWfo* mai malor.
mat mid, and mal bgo2 0 7 where mat is analytical mais. And,
except for one example by Vasconcelos (Munto de nfii fica cego
• • * ) 2 0 8 the dialect writers are silent*
The case for the Io b s of £ in words with stress on
2 0 6Araujo, Pfllfilvrt P» 64.
2 0 7Teixeira, op* cit*, 8 9 *
208vaaconcelos, op. cit,, p* 304,
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the penultimate syllable is stronger. Amaral was quite spec­
ific about iti
primeira pessoa perde o £i bamo. fomo.
vided fiouemo and trat8mo.21J- Arad jo had examples from many 
places in the State of Sao Pauloi vamu. perclaamu. oueremu. 
servemu. tlveao. ganhamo. pedimo. agardecemo. estamp. pasaemo. 
semo, merecemo.212 xt is also a favorite technique for dialect 
writers.
The rule for the loss of /s/ isi
the tic /a/ and /s/ found in the municipality. Formerly, this 
could have been treated in a morphemic rule but now they fall 
into the category of lexical items. All of the cases found 
originated from the attachment of the final /z/ or /s/ of 
or £s to the following noun, e.g. os pento > spepte. as porta 
> sporta. os homem> zome. os Qlho > z6 io. as orelha > zorSla. 
These consonant sounds are now considered as part of the noun 
by some.
Pierson gave surramo and vaao as examples.2^° Teixeira pro-
Prothetio /%/ and /s/. There were a few cases of pro-
2 0 9Amaral, op. cit., p. 72.
2 1 0Pierson, op. cit., 312.
2 1 1Teixeira, op. cit., 6?.
2*2Aradjo, Foldore Nacional. 1, pp. 39-409 passim.
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Examples of prothesis wore given by Amaral (e61q and 
zarrelo).2*-̂  Teixeira (z6io and zorAia)*2^* and by Pierson* 
whose example shows a later developmenti os por.te > sports > 
eoporte.21  ̂ Cases of prothesis are attributed to African in­
fluence by Mendongai
Na morfologia o negro deixou apenas vestigios o que € 
explicavel pela diferonga profunda entre as linguae indo- 
europeias e africanas*Um £ prostdtlco* nascido da ligaoSo na frase perde eete 
cardeter e agrega-se A palavrai os ©io — ► pron* u-a6-lo e 
aparece a palavra afiio.Zlo
Care must be taken* however* with suoh pronouncements* That 
same author attributed many other features to African influ­
ence that are too widely spread in the interior of Brazil* 
One would expect a certain amount of African influence along 
the coastal areas where slavery flourished but not in the in­
terior of the country which was the province of the meatiso*
Since these prothetic cases are lexical items* there 
is no rule necessary for them in the phonological grammar*
YscA* Another special rule must be made for the loss 
of word-initial /v/ in the word vocA* The pronunciation of 
this word sb [oA-*se] is fairly common in rapid speech and is 
one of the pronominal variants listed by Amarali
2 13Amaral, op* cit*, p* 7 1 *
214 ,Teixeira, op* cit.* 6 8 *
2 1^Pierson, op* cit., 311*
2^Renato Mendonqa, A InfluAncle Africans no PortuauAs 
do Brasil (Porto* Livraria Pigueirinhas, 19^8), p* 125
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• • * vooft • suas varianteot to das auito usadas, vac S. 
vane8 . vossuncft. vasauncS. raece. oc8 .21?
This pronunciation haa been recorded in writing in Parand, 218
Golds, 2 ^ 9 Rio Grande do Norte,22® and s3o Paulo,221 The rule
ist
voA-*se =“> oA-#se
The affrication of /i/. It would be easy to believe 
that a vestige of sixteenth century Portuguese survives in 
the interior regions of Brasil because of the caipira*s pro­
nunciation of /£/ as Silva Neto, who made a study of
this phone, cited two authors who made that error because of 
the survival of [tf(] in parts of Portugal, The first was 
Jdllo Ribeiro, who wrote In his Gramfttlca Portuguese (1884)i
Os caipiras de S, Paulo pronunciam dlenta. dlogo. Os 
mesmos e taabdm os Btinhotoa e Transaontanos disem tchaneo, tchave,
X~axiatftncia de ambns. eatas formas no falar do inte­
rior do Brasil prove que eatavam elaa em uso entre os 
colonos portugueses do stculo XVI.222
The second to make the error was Bduardo Carlos Pereira 
in a passage from his Gram&tlca Hlst6rlca (1919)*
Bate novo fonema romftnlco (x ■* oh) soava na Idade
2 1?Amaral, op, cit,, p, ?3 *
2^®Taborda, op, cit,, p, 6 9 .
2 1 9Kllis, op. cit,, p, 2 3 1 .
2 2 0VasconCelos, op* cit,, p, 3 0 2.
2 2 1Pierson, op. cit*, 311-
222Serafim da Silva Neto, NUm Trego de Prondneia 
Caipira,M Aetasi II Coldaulo Internacional de Eotudos 
Luso-Brasileiros, I (Lisbon1 1959). P- 292,
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Madia tch. valor qua ainda conaarva no Minho e Balra an certae regioes do intarior da Sao Paulo, no Brasil, onde sa pronuncia catchorro. cateha. tchap$o.zz3
However, aa Silva Nato pointed out. this [tf*] a ▼estige of
the contact of the consonant system of Portuguese with that
of the "general tongue" (lingua geral) spoken by the Indians
of Brasil,22* i.e. [tf*] 18 the sound which the Indians (and
later the nestiso population) substituted for /B/.
Although it still survives in Brasil, this substitu­
tion is rapidly disappearing, and its use in SSo Luis do Fa- 
raitinga may be indicative of its strength. In that munici­
pality, a majority of the population lives in towns or hamlets. 
However, in sone of the elevated areas, there are folk who 
live relatively isolated lives and Beldon have contact with 
others during the year. When they do leave their mountain 
perches, it is to attend a major religious festival in town. 
Only these folk still retain the [If4]* Words which had this 
phone were heard during the Holy Week and during the Feast of 
the Holy Ghost.
One word which was easy to catch was chao&u. A pro­
nunciation of [tf'B-'pe-uv]] was frequently heard in different 
places in Sio Luis among these folk as they gathered to ex­
change news and stories. Jther words were more difficult to 
catch as they were uttered in conversations which were apt to 




On the possibility that an srror could have been made 
in hearing this sound, several persons from town who had some 
contact with these people were asked about particular words. 
They confirmed the first impression that a oound WttB
indeed employed. Many of these town people would laughingly 
say that it was a bad form of Portuguese, a sentiment which 
they alBO attached to the whole being of the persons who used 
it. So. social prestige must militate against the continued 
use of the sound. One young man. who had spent his entire 
childhood among these folk, said that he used to pronounce 
chumbo as <fln,-buv;] but that he had completely eliminated 
its use in the small number of years that he was in town.
Silva Neto estimated the phonetic area of [*‘3 to be 
SSo Paulo, the coastline of ParanS. and the Rio de Madeiros 
area of Mato Grosso.225 However, the area may be much larger 
for. in a recent study of Maxakall phonology in the northeast­
ern part of the state of Minas Gerais, it was found that the 
monolingual Indian speakers of that language pronounced chanfiu 
as/ca.pe.o/. with being an allophone of £ in initial posi­
tion.226
In Silva Neto*s first citation given above, it was 
stated that a similar thing happened with the voiced counter­
part of the fricative /&/• Pronunciations of [t̂ )Sn-tta] and
225Ibid,, p. 293*
226Sarah C. Gudchinsky et al*. "Native Reaction and 
Phonetic Similarity in Maxakall Phonology.H Language. XLVI 
(March. 1970). pp. 79 and 82.
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£*d3<Sn-tiv!] for jantar and gente were not heard In the munici­
pality, although they may exist* Arafijo recorded the pronun­
ciation in Mogi das Cruzesi
Quern pede o pftso ao sinhor
que na sua mao t& sentado,
pede pftso, pede d.lanta.tratfi de seus camarada.227
It might happen that both /£/ and /&/ are pronounced 
£lf <]• Guimaraea Rosa transcribed interior Baiano speech in 
this fashioni
Eh, mano veftlho! BaSmo pro Sao Paulo, tchentei«.»
Ganh& munto denheftro.** Tchente! La tchove denhero notchao*.*228
Whatever be the case of /£/, a rule which changes 
/£/ to [1f <] can be made but can be applied only to the speech 
of the more isolated regions of the municipalityi
& a=> tr<
Change of A /  to /i/* Words like abelha. alho. filho. 
and mulher were regularly pronounced without the lamino-alveo- 
lar lateral /x/* At first hearing, it would seem that this 
sound was replaced by [j], *>ut on Becon& hearing it becomes 
apparent that the replacement Is actually /i/ and that [j] is 
the consequent impression made by the glide between that /i/ 
and the following vowel* This was apparent to dialect writers 
who added an i to the wordsi mule, trabaift. etc* Examples 
of this are numerous in dialect writingi
22^Amaral, Folclore N&cional, I, p* 86.
22®Joao GuimarSes Rosa, Sagarana {Rioi Livraria Jose 
Olympio Editftra, 1970, p* 159*
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Amazon&Bt Quft cas& cum eu, nulo?22^
Cear&i Td bebol a minha mu id? a minha fia?23°
Rio Granda do Nortei Trabaift aqui, ten de fled • . .2^1
Pernambucot Que orgfllo t2^2
Sio Paulo i Que tempo fla da maet2^
Par and. i . . • tern que trabalar aminhS • • ,2^
Plio eatudando pra dotft • • *235 
Mece file que mo da &-toa • •
GoIdai Qual canaala. qual carapuga!2^
Sua mu Id nun que a gents em casa.23®
As can be seen* this feature covers a vast territory 
and can be considered a main feature of the caipira dialect
not only in the municipality but throughout Brasil* It was
considered thus by Pierson (Em geral o son £h e substituido
22^Peregrino Jdnior, op. cit., p. 28**.
2^°01iveira Paiva, op. cit., p. 162.
2^Vasconcelos, op. cit., p. 302.
2^2Varejao, op. cit., p. 160.
233Martins, op. cit., p. 280.
23\rtilio Pemetta, "Totfi Bueno," Hja.tfaflas e Pftigaggqq 
do Braail. ed. Ernani Silva Bruno, Vol• VII, Pinheirais e 
Marinhaa (Sio Paulot Editftra Cultrix, 1961), p. 139.
235*paborda, op. cit., p. 26.
2^Muricy, op. cit., p. 8^.
2^H«go de Carvalho Ramos, "Peru de Roda," Hiatjrias 
a Paiaaaena do Brasil, ed. Ernani Silva Bruno, Vol. X. As 
Sgĵ vas e o Pantanal (S3o Pauloi Editftra Cultrix, 1961), p.
2^8Elis, op, cit., p. 229.
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pelo som 1 . . •)2^9 and by Amaral (VocaliLa-se em eapaido.
maio. mult, flio . . *).2^0
Mendonga attributed this lack of A /  to the influence
of the African and added that an identical phenomenon could
be found in other creole dials cts*2^  He could be supported
by Amaral who statedi
A consonfincla palatal nolhada lh nSo existe no dialeto, 
corao na maioria doe diale toe port* de Africa e Asia* e 
como em v&rios dialetos castelhanos da America*
However* the mere range of this phenomenon into the Brazilian
interior would exclude it from African influence* If one Is
to rely upon the absence of A /  in African languages as a res*
ponslble factor for its lack in the caipira dialect* then
the Tupi dialects could be equally relied upon* As Neistein
pointed out* Tupi lacked the lh alsoi
Os aspectos bAsicoe da fonetica tupi sSoi ausSncia de 
I t  1» lh » £ duplo*2ft3
In any case* a rule can be made for this phenomenon 
stating that A /  is transformed to /£/ in syllable-initial po­
sition* Thus* [,rauw-*Xe] will be transformed to[muv-'£e3 
The consequent jod glide between the off-glide and the fol­
lowing vowel will be treated later*
V X + V •*> V ___  i + V
2^9Pierson, op. cit*, 314*
2iioAmaral* op* cit** p* 53*
24iMendonga, op* cit** p* 117*
2i*2Amaral, op* cit*, p* 48*
2^Neistein* op* cit., 360.
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Regressive nasalisation* There is systematic regres- 
sive nasalisation of stressed vowels which are followed by 
/n/t /n/, or /p/ in the following syllable* e.g. aelna. Inoa* 
and argnha* This nasalisation is also found with unstressed 
vowels before /p/ in the following syllable* e.g* coslnhar. 
This vowel nasalisation is the opposite of that discussed on 
pages 110-112* In this case* we do not have a situation where 
a nasal consonant disappears while leaving a vestige of vowel 
nasalization* It now calls for the introduction of a pre­
viously non-ex is ting nasal consonant to accompany vowel nasal­
ization*
In all three cases* we can use a previously described 
(p* 1 2 5 ) nasalization without closure* $3 * and write two rules 
for these cases.f—{*}"”■5 *83—{"1
V  p »=»> V + IJ3  p
This done* language phonological transformation rule number 
four (p* 122) can be applied for the nasalization of the pre­
ceding vowel* It must be noted that aesmo. which lost the £ 
in an earlier caipira transformation* is also affected by this 
rule1 ,raes-muv •me-muw •=> 'me-muv
Loss of final /*?/. There were two words in the corpus 
which were pronounced without the usual nasalization without 
closure* M / % con and homem. Amaral noted this for words of 
the latter typei
ein (em) —  Pinal de vocdbulo, reduz-se a £ gravet
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vlaie. vlrge. h?i3tt» llSS-SSm*244 
Pierson had similar examples and included si$L (probably pro- 
nounced [ko*]), for com as well.2**5 These examples plus some 
gleaned from dialect writing seem to indicate that Portuguese 
words ending in -em and stressed on the penult syllable will 
show this reduction*
Fui batS nas marge do rio Assu,2^
• • • que nem tern corage de and& ■ * .2^7
• • • parece lobisome.2**̂
£ bobagei eu nZo acredito • • .249 
Com has to be considered as a special case because the re­
duction always occurs when it occupies an unstressed position 
in a sentencei morphemic rules have priority over phonologi­
cal rules for its explanation. It is similar to what occurs 
with vamos when pronounced without the final /s/. This word 
in unstressed sentence position will have the pronunciation
[va?*).
A rule for the loss of nasalization without closure 
and the subsequent* concomitant removal of nasalization from 
the preceding vowel can be stated ast
S$1 ___  e + fj "«> S£l ___ e
The final /e/ in this case will be further reduced to [iv3 as
pjikAmaral, op, cit., p, 51,
245Pierson, op, cit,, 312,
24^VasconceloB, op, cit,, p. 308, 2i*7ibid,
24®Pernetta, op, cit., p. 139* 24^Ibid,t p. 140.
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shall be shown later*
The oalplra vowels. Because some of the vowels in 
the caiplra phonological system undergo transformations which 
are contingent upon previous transformations on consonants■ 
all discussion of vowels have been deferred until now* For 
example* the introduction -of the phone [g*] had to be accom­
plished before consideration could be given to the contingent 
changes of the vowels preceding it*
The caioira unstressed vowels. Unstressing of vowels 
In the dialect are essentially the same as that of the Rio 
and S3o Paulo dialects. The same rule* as well as the rule 





a ■ B> •e
0
u _u v_
Wd -«> 9 Wd
Options for unstressed /!/ and /u/. The appearance 
of [eA3 and [oA] as options for [iv3 and [uv]» respectively, in 
unstressed word-final position is a feature of the caipira 
dialect which does not appear in the PT rules of s3o Paulo 
and Rio de Janeiro* A word such as grande, /grind!/, can be 
pronounced as either [ • gran-div] or [ • gxSn-deA] and lego, /lagu/, 
as either ['la-gu*] or [,la-go*J.
This dualism seems to be the product of bidialectal
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mixture where the [iy] and [u«l of a neighboring dialect has 
been adopted as variants of [e*] and [o*]. Although there was 
no attempt to obtain an exact count of the persons who used 
the latter, it seems to be the most used by the more primi­
tive elements of the municipality* Some authors seem to be­
lieve that /e/ and /o/ changed to /i/ and /u/ in word-final 
position in most of the Portuguese speaking world but remain­
ed static in the interior speech of Brazil* This seems to be 
Amaral's position!
N3o se operou aqui a permuta do £ final por i, quo se observa em outras regimes do pais (aoufili* 8sti), como nao 
se ooerou a de o nor u (oovu. diffu). fenomeno este qua se
Except for the questionable date of change* that there was 
a change in Continental Portuguese Is not in doubt* Hart 
places the change two centuries earlieri
As for the unstressed vowels* it is fairly safe to say that final -a, -e, and -o were* in the sixteenth cen­tury* pronounced [e], [ij, and £u], respectively*Z51
There is no conclusive, evidence* however* that the calpira
pronunciation of word-final /e/ and /o/ stems directly from
an earlier form of Continental Portuguese* It may be due to
the influence of the Tupi Indian language early in Brazilian
history, although Tupi is not characterized as a language with
many vowel endings* The true history of the changes could
probably be ascertained by a study of the effects wrought by
25°Amaral, op* cit., pp* 40-9,
25lThoraas R. Hart, Jr., "Notes on Sixteenth-Century Portuguese Pronunciation," Word. XI (1955)* 408.
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Indians in learning Portuguese, together with a thorough study
«of interior speech throughout the country*
For the moment* a decision as to whether Language PT 
Rule 1 (p* 121) should be modified or not has to be made* An 
alternative would be to place constraints on the rule by re* 
due in g the number of vowels which are eliminated in word* final 
position)
Wd =»=> 0 ___ Wd
In this case a rule would have to be introduced into the Rio 
and SSo Paulo PT rules to further eliminate /a/ and /o/» and 
an optional rule would have to be added to the calplra rules 
stating thati
- "f eAV
e* U___ Wd **>
C 1
oA u■ •* LI uvJ_
This rule would assume that word*final /a/ and /o/ 
entered Brasilian Portuguese where it was retained by calplra 
speech, but changed to /i/ and /u/, respectively, by other 
dialects in a later stage of the language* It would seem that 
a better rule would be one which stated that /!/ and /u/ were 
interpreted acoustically as /a/ and /o/, respectively, by the 
indigenous population and this pronunciation was retained in 
the calpira dialect until /i/ and /u/ were reintroduced by an 
adjacent dialect which had them* This would seem to be the 
case of the Maxakall speaking Amerindians in Minas Gerais who
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interpret Portuguese chapfiu as /ea.pe.o/.2^2
Such a rule for word-final vowels could be stated as 
follows with the intermediate stage in the middlei
iv
___ Wd « >
e*
___ Wd =»> PI
uw Oh { ■_vuV_
Unstressed /e/ and /o/ options. The variants [iv] and 
[uv], interchangeable with /e/ and /o/ in syllable-medial po­
sition have a similar behavior to that of the word-final 
vowels. However, in derivitive words such sb pretinho. pre- 
tura, and medrosa. the shift of stress away from the first 
syllable will not result in the interchange, probably because 
these words are recognized as being base words pIu b adjective 
forming derivational morphemes. As such, they can best be 
dealt with in morphological rules which will simplify phono­
logical rules.
Words such as esauesi. /eskesi/, can be pronounced in 
four wayst [e^s-keA-*si]], [i* s-ke^'si], [eAs-kiv-#si], or 
[ivs-kiv-'si]]. All options can be expressed in two rules, one 
with a constraint placed on the unstressed /o/ in the infini­
tives of -ar and -er verbs so that it will not change to £uv]# 
e.g. cor tar, [ko^-*ta], and poder, [poA-fde], The first of 
these rules deals only with /e/, and the constraint on /o/ is 
stated in the secondt
252Gudchinsky et al, op. cit., 79«
Clwhere X / + r   Wd
Lows of word-final /!/ end /u/. When [i*] or [uv] is 
alone in the last syllable of a word, it is frequently omit­
ted, especially if the penultimate syllable is stressed. Many 
dialect writers have indicated the loss of these vowels as a 
sign of rural speech and it appears to be a widespread occur­
rence, Aradjo noted the loss of [uv]in the State of Alagoasi
S2o JoSo dormiu 
Sio Pedro acordft 
vamo si ctmpadre que Slo Joao mandft,z 53
and in Tietft, S3o Pauloi
0 meu sinhO i sua famia 
di safide cumo vmo?
0 nobre reis aqui fiJltfijL. nesta hora di alsgria»Z5^
Elis noted its absence when writing in the caloira dialect of
the State of Goi&si
Hum, forte a i n d a , 2 55
And Mauro de Vasconcelos used it to indicate interior speech
in the State of Rio Grande do Nortei
253Aradjo, Fold ore Nacional, I, p. 1 0 3 ,
254Ibid., p, lb5
2 5 5 e 1 1 s , op, cit,, p, 226,
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Bstranhd a luis, cumpanhero?256
Instances where [iv] is indicated as being absent is a
little more difficult to find in dialect writing* although 
vai is usually transcribed as v&.
Examples of the loss of final /u/ in the municipality
are acab£, atlrS. ehegS. desenfred. fall, XXS&» £lSQSi.
and auebrSi those words which did not have final /i/are chegue. 
s8. v A, and via.18.
A rule which would account for the absence of these 
vowels in that environment would bet
Vowel apherasis. Cases of unstressed vowel apheresis 
occur in the dialect under certain conditions* Examples found 
in the municipality under study were (a)cabou. (a)credltar.
lajfggado. UiMTflVif- IsJlA. ilDJlfiSUM* i & M >  (e)ntio.
(e)mbora. (e)(s)tou. (eHs)tA. (e)(s)tao. ( a ) (s)tav*. (e)spiga. 
(e)splnxardm, iilSEli-
Pierson noted the loss of what he called the "sound 
of one or more initial letters" and gave as examples the words 
(a)cabou, (a)garrado. (o)peraQ»o. (ar)ropondlnontp. (a)to. 
and (a)v8,^7 Amaral conceived of these as being "accidental 
modifications," giving (a)parses, (Dmaaina, (ar)rependeu.
Syl Wd » >  Syl ____0   Wd
2^Vasconcelos. op, cit., p. 304
2-^Pierson, op, cit,, 311,
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(ar)ranca. and (a)lanbique aa exaaples.258
One quick category can be made of those examples where 
an unstressed vowel-only syllable is abBent in word-initial 
position. This category cannot include words such as arroa 
or a»ar. i.e. the stressed vowel cannot be followed by a con­
sonant in a two-syllable word.
A second category is coaposed of those words where 
the unstressed vowel is followed by a consonant in the same 
syllable. Inspection shows that the consonant is either /a/, 




(Syln) + SJ1 + (Syl)'
pi + (C2 ) + V ___ Wd
where Syln * one or more unstressed syllables 
S$1 - stressed syllable.
Wd
Wd
J(Syln) + s n  + 
+ (C2) + V .
's' s"
Wd ___ V + ■a ___X =»> W d ____< m
nK + nk J
Vowel epenthesis. Features of the caipira dialect 
have often been borrowed by speakers of the more prestigeous 
dialects, especially lexical items which did not exist in the 
latter. However, pronunciation features are not so easily 
borrowed. One exception is the case of vowels which are in-
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sorted between consonants* Educated persons in large urban 
centers have been heard to say adevogado instead of adyogado. 
and sone have even expressed surprise when informed that such 
cases were considered vices by purists*
Wise commented upon the grammaticalness of the epen­
thetic vowel*
Colloquially, [i] is inserted to break up the conso­
nant clusters bfi, bj,, bi [bj], dJ. [ds]. as in absoluto fabiso'luto’], obieto [obi^e-tu], ad.letivo [adi^*tivu]. This insertion is, however, considered a "vice" ("vlcio de linguagem") by grammarians.z59
Such a grammarian, Marques da Crus, listed as Hprosodic vices1
such words as ademltir for adnitir* adevir for advlr, subes-
tantivo for substantive. adevogado for adyogado, abjsoluta-
mente for absolutamente. and adeauirlr for adouirir.2^0
Other examples of epenthesis were given by Amaral, 
although of a slightly different nature than those given above* 
reculuta for recruta. Ingalaterra for Inglaterra. and garampo 
for gramno.2^1 The one case of vowel epenthesis in the S3o 
Luis do Paraitinga corpus was of this type* faranela instead 
°* flanela. There is every reason to believe, however, that 
examples of both kinds could be found in the municipality*
In the first group of words, an epenthetic vowel is 
present between a syllable-final stop consonant and any syl­
lable-initial consonant, especially if the latter is also a
259Wise, op. cit., p* 515*
260Marques da Crus, op* cit., p* 213.
2^Amaral, op. cit., p. 51**
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stop* In ths second* the vowel is present between a syllable- 
initial consonant and a liquid* The rules for both cases arei
C4 + Cl
where C4 > p, b* t* d*
Ci + C2 + V --> Ci + V' ___ C2 + V
where V' ■ V
Vowel syncope. There is frequent syncopation of a vowel 
when it follows any consonant that cam precede /r/ in the sane 
syllable* Examples collected In the municipality were abg- 
b(o)ra. &rv(o)re. amd p6lv(o)(r)a. A similar word was col­
lected by Teixeirai chac(a)ra.^^ Since every word is a pro- 
paroxytone* the loss of the penult vowel seems to be intimate­
ly related to stress, a process which is not foreign in the 
history of Portuguese fgpgra > obra. veteris > vedra. regula 







+ V r + V m > Syl
k, g 
If. vj
Fronting of /o/* Unfortunately, dialect writers are 
often unable to indicate pronunciation because there are no 
letters in the alphabet to indicate a deviant sound* Such is 
the case of the fronted, slightly unrounded [o] which is /o/ 
when followed by the semivowel /\/% e.g. boi [*bei], do is
262TejLxeira, op. cit., 78
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d'de^s^j* etc. The pronunciation of foi. /ffii/, with this 
phone is undoubtedly due to an interpretation of /i/ as /\/, 
Since this is the only vowel affected in this way, the rule 
is simplei
o + i ==> e + ^
Environmental effects upon /a/ and /i-A It must be 
borne in mind that the rules of the phonological grammar can 
be simplified, and thereby made more efficient, by combining 
rules which are similar. Such is the case of /a/ and /i/ in 
the identical environment of [1], [$*], and [ul being pronounc­
ed as [a] and [*], respectively. Examples of [a] are cal, 
[•kal], pau. C*paji3» SE* This is equally true when
/l/ is pronounced as [u] or sal. ['say3* and cal. ['kag*].
There were cases where this [a] was used before an /r/ in the 
following syllable ([•kla-re]and ['kla-aol) but more examples 
would have to be found before this could be included in the 
regular rule* Examples of /i/ being pronounced as [x] are 
cair. [ks-'rg*], and mil. ['mil] and ['mljî . The rule is*
included /u/ in addition to /a/ and /i/ if any examples had 
been found where this phone was affected by /l/ or /u/. As 
no cases were encountered, a rule has to be made separately 
for the lowering and relaxation of /u/ to [v] w^en followed 
in the same syllable by All of the examples which might
u u
Lowered and lax /u/. The above rule might well have
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have had an /I/ following /u/ showed either a transformation 
of the /l/ to [>] or to [51] + [1 ], e.g. atul. [e-aaug>),
culoa. [#ktx§f-pa]* oulaa. [•pvgfl-ga]* Beeauee of this 
fact, the rule has to be written separately! 
u + 9* «■> u  + 9*
/e/ before a* or a nasal. Another case where a vowel 
is affected by a following consonant is illustrated by /e/ 
when followed by [§*] or a nasal. In the first case, it is 
lowered to [e] in such words as bater. [bw-'teg*], and pergun- 
ta. [pee*-'g3n-te].
In the second case, it is raised to £x[] in such words 
as dente. [*d?n-tiy3* ingolir. [TD-goA-'li], gabem. ['sa-bxijl. 
810(1 senhor. [sftf-'jiog']* Although he UBed the letter A, it is 
perhaps [x[] that Anaral intended when he wrote that 4 !! was 
changed to ini
en (en, em) —  Inicial, muda-se era ini iraprego. incur*
Mlzl. in&ine. Jtsksumiirl. inci QhJMr)?26?
Although he said that this occurred only in initial position, 
he nevertheless transcribed senhor as Jtinhflr.2^^ The rule 
for the municipality 1st
♦ r * w e M * i|_nasalj L*J |_nasalj
Lowering of /o/. A stressed /o/ is transformed to 
[o] when followed in the same syllable by /i/ or a nasal. 
Stressed or unstressed, the same thing occurs when it is fol­
lowed by [9*] in the same syllable. Amaral stated that ou
e
^^Amaral, op. cit., p. 50* 2^*Ibid.# p. 180.
27*
(om) i
Nas palavras bom, tom, e aom muda-se em 32* bao. tSo.
ala* 5
This lowering of 5 to Sfi. waa also noted by Pierson2*^ 
and by several dialect writers already cited* Since [o] could 
be shown graphically by the acute accent ('), it is conceiva­
ble that £a] is really meant. However, the diphthong!nation 
presents a problem* son becomes unrecognizable when trans­
cribed as b6o . So there is the possibility that §& actually 
represents [ou]. Whatever the case, it is definitely [o] in 
the municipality. The off-glide /y/ will be discussed later 
so the rule will be stated without iti
— — rr i i 7  1 T6 1 ► 5 < I+ l̂ nasalj Inasal J
_(') o_ „ S' J«) o_ -  3* -
Presence or absence of /^/. The semivowel /!/ will 
be present or absent in words depending upon the environment. 
Following /e/ and preceding /r/ in the following syllable, it 
is almost always absent. This is most apparent in the large 
number of -eiro and -eira endings in Portuguese which are re­
duced to -8ro and dinhSro. estera. Japjr.9* lES-
vaasSro. When followed by /s/and/z/» the same thing occurs i 
deixar and feUSo are pronounced Qde*-*^] and [fe*-*3iO»5]], 
respectively. Amaral commented on what he called the diph­
thong!
Redus-se a i quando seguido de £. xt ou isauBro.
265ibid., p. 51. 266pieroon, op. cit., pp. 315-6.
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arouSre. chero. pgxe. fltiUfi* kll2» bgtafla*26?
He went on to say that this reduction also occurred
when /i/ was followed by /o/ or /a/i
Nos voc&bulos em que e aeguido de £ ou a, cono cola. 
cheio. vela, tambgn aparece fts vetes representado por£t 
cheo§ viSt c8a»
Three words in the S3o Lula corpus, however, seem to suggest 
a different approach] the off-glide /i/ is transformed to an 
unstressed [iv] in a syllable by itselfi 
kie-'de^-a =*-> k«-,de-iv-a 
This reasoning is based on the appearance of the jod transi­
tion between a vowel, which is not /e/, and the final unstress- 
ed [a]. Since the stressed /e/ betrays no part in the appear­
ance of the Jod and does not blend into an off-glide, it must 
be assumed that the vowel which conditions the jod is [iv]*
One thing that Amaral did not mention was the absence 
of /\/ following/e/and before /t/ in the following syllable* 
Colheita and leitoa were pronounced without the off-glide in 
the municipality! [ko^'le-to] and [leA-,to-a].










It was previously mentioned that word-final /%/ and
2^?Amaral, °P* cit*» P* 5°* 2^0Ibid
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/s/ in a stressed syllable are represented by only the [a] 
phone in the municipality, and that there was a concomitant 
appearance of the off-glide /i/ before it (see p. 2^9) • It 
may be that the dialect in other regions still have both /s/ 
and /%/ in this position, if Amaral is to be taken as autho­
rity*
0 unico fato importante a aseinalar com relag&o a (as 
vogais tdnicas) 8 que. quando seguidas de ciciante (a o u  
z), no final dos voc&bulos, se ditongam pela geragao de 
ura it rftpflig. mSls. p$1b. n6is. 69
He was supported in his observation by Pierson*
Hfi tendSncia, no caso de palavras terminadas em g ou 
z e que sejam monosil&bicas ou cujo acento caia na Gltima silaba. a pronunciar a vogal precedente como se esta for- 
raasse urn dltongo com i • • .z7°
Other places where /£/ is generated are medially be­
tween /e/ and word-final /n/. and after /u/ and before /t/ in 
the following syllable. Examples of the first are alauem 
[ay-'g^Jij]. fism ['belij], ontem ['S^teJij]. quern ['ke$*j]» £ftS 
[•telij], tambfim [tara-#e|»j], and vem ['vel^]. Examples of the 
second are escutar [eAs-ku£-*ta], and fruta ['fcui-te], The 
appearance of /i/ can thus be presented in two rules*
□  *  a
r— * “1V 8
Wd *=> + i +
_e_ _1L
wd
u ___ t*»> u +   t
Presence and absence of /u/. The semivowel /u/ does 
not occur in some environments and will appear in others where
269Ibid., p. **8.
2^°Pierson, op. cit., p. 3 1 5
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there is none in other dialects of Brasilian Portuguese* What 
is often referred to as the diphthong is simply /o/ in the 
cajpira dialect. Outro. doutor. pouco. and roupa have the 
simplified pronunciation of 8tro. dot5. p8cq. and r5pa.
Amaral also found this reduction in his study of cai- 
pira speecht
Acentuado ou nSo, contrai-se * * . em £1 p8cq. t8ro. 
locura. rQpa.2?1
Dialect writers have used this feature to advantage as these
examples showt
Piio estudando pra dotfl • * ,2?2
Loc8 pra minfi& nos purguero.2?3
• • • e • • ,2?^
• • • t8ro e vacas escoido • • ,2?5
• • • pra demord um pflco * • ,276
• • • urn par de botina de c5ro vivo.2??
Between /o/ and word-final /n/, /u/ is used. e.g. bon 
[•b3uij], soa ['sSJ^]. As said before (p. 27*0. the /o/ is 
lowered to [o]] in these cases.
Two rules are necessary for the presence or absence
of /u/i
o + u   Syl «=*> o ___  Syl
'^Amaral, op. cit., p. 50.
2?2Taborda,‘op. cit., p. 26. 273lbid., p. 30,
^Sluricy, op. cit., p. 85. 2?5lbid., p. 86.
2?6Ibid., p. 90.
2??Vasconcelos, op. cit., p. 304.
iy..n.4t<nn«l anundii. Whenever a vowal ia adjacent to 
anothar( thara is apt to ba a tranaltlonal aound (either [J] 
or [w]) as the vocal organs make the adjustments from one to 
the other* [w] occurs when there is a transition from [u] to 
another vowel. «*g* auarenta [kw-s-^ln-ta]* [j] occurs when 
the transition Is from [i] to another vowel. e*g* crla ['kai-Je]* 
These transitional sounds have no significance as they are 
produced almost automatically* They do not fall into the list 
of selective phones in the dialect*
fignttlmlgn
What has been presented here probably composes the
bulk of the rules of the calplra dialect* No doubt, there
have been a few overlooked because they were not captured in
the S3o Luts do Paraitinga corpus* Considering this, it is
modestly admitted that this study is not a definitive work*
However, considering the fact that this dialect has never been
properly described, it is hoped that this will be a stepping
stone towards a future overall grammatical study of the most






If Chapters seven and nine do anything, they prove the 
old adage that there Is nothing new under the sun. After a 
brief, exhilarating period of believing that new ground had 
been broken, it was discovered that not only had phonological 
grammars been devised before but they had been criticized fo:.* 
being irrelevant as well.
About half-way through the final draft of the above 
mentioned chapters, it was discovered that Saporta and Con­
treras had published a grammar which had similar phonological 
and generative r u l e s I t  differed from thiB one in that 
it did not establish a relation between dialect and language 
concepts, nor did it attempt to do so. That method of analy­
sis was argued against by Bach who considered it redundant in 
the framework of a transformational-generative grammar of the 
languagei
That is, the morpheae-atructure rules are introduced 
into a grammar In the interests of economy, form a natu­
ral part of a grammatical theory, and in addition provide




an explanation for the facts of phonotactics*279
The attack was pressed further by Halle who maintain­
ed that a characterization of the distinction between admiss­
ible and inadmissible segment sequences did not satisfy a 
simplicity criterion which was already present in every com­
plete grammar*28° Halle later combined with Noam Chomsky to 
introduce their theory of a phonological component whereby 
categorized* surface structure formatives serve as input* and 
are acted upon by (1) phonological rules organized in a trans­
formational cycle and by (2) rules of word-level phonology 
that apply in the cycle whenever the level of word boundary 
has been reached*281
With the passage of time* however* questions were to 
be raised* Sampson argued that an autonomous phonological 
base did not duplicate the aorpheme-structure rules and phono­
logical rules presented by Chomsky and Halle*2®2 one of his 
disappointments with their system was that it offered no for­
malism to capture the concept 'syllable*1
If one admits a phonological base into linguistic theory, the concept 'syllable* will receive a very natu­
ral interpretation! the syllable will be a high-level node of structures generated by the phonological base,
279sach, op* cit*, p. 1 3 6 .
280Morris Halle* "Phonology in Generative Grammar," Word. XVIII (1962), 62*
281-Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle, The Sound Pattern 
of English (New Yorkt Harper and Row, Publishers, 1 9 6 8 )*
2®2Gooffrey Sampson* "On the Need for a Phonological 
Base," Language. XLVI (September* 1970), 263-4*
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and» Just as syntactic rules re-arrange sentence structure 
but do not Interfere with sentence boundaries* so phono­
logical rules will alter the feature make-up of the syl­
lable but not destroy its unity*283
PerhapB, when all sides have fired their shots, some 
moves will be made to reconcile all the existing differences 
but, until the truce, a dialectologist has to confront the 
nagging problems that are only of marginal interest to the 
theorists. The concept of dialect to language is one of those 
problems. Macaulay expressed this concern when he statedt
. . .  discussion of the relations between two dialects 
Is likely to be fruitless until there Is some clear notion of the status of the concepts LANGUAGE and DIALECT. In 
particular, it is important to establish whether all dia­lects of a language share phonological representations 
for lexical Items, and differ only in the rules that 
convert these representations into phonetic strings* or whether dialects can be distinguished by different under­lying gjjgnological representatives for the 'same* lexical
Although this study leans toward the first concept, that Is. 
the phonological system of a dialect is viewed as being units 
obtained by applying generative rules to an overall pattern 
common to all dialects of the language, it may well be that a 
pinch of the other is thrown into the phonological soup.
Trolke discussed a related problem--receptive and pro­
ductive competence--based on experimental work with speakers 
of nonstandard dialects in Texas who re-encode stimuli pre­
sented in the standard dialect Into their own nonstandard
283Ibid., 603-if.
20ifR. K. S. Macaulay, rev* of Walter A* Wolfram, £ 
Soclollngulstic Description of Detroit Negro Speech. (Center for Applied Linguistics). Language. XLVI(September, 1970), 
769.
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form.205 He seemed to imply that the speakers of the nonstan­
dard dialects had acquired the receptive competence of the 
standard dialect although they had not the productive compe­
tence to produce the standard forms*
According to this reasoning, the caipira who says 
for both alma (soul) and arma (firearm) would have 
the receptive competence to understand alma when he heard it 
but would re-encode it into hiB own phonological system. Si­
milarly, the speaker who had both ['al-mo] and ['ac-ma] for 
£lma and arma. respectively# would have the same receptive 
competence to understand as being both arma and
alma. However# it is probable that the sentence Eu tenho uma 
arma heard out of conversational context would be phonetical­
ly ambiguous to the speaker of the standard dialect# providing 
he had no previous experience with the caipira dialect, i.e. 
there are other factors (morphological# syntactical, or seman­
tical) which may lead to competent re-encoding.
Meanwhile, it is gratifying to note that interest is 
being re-awakened in the fields of phonology and dialectology, 
and that these disciplines (especially the last) are no longer 
to be the collection of stray and exotic items to be thrown 
on the midden pile of poorly classified human behavior. 
Syntactical and Morphological Notes
It was mentioned in the last chapter that some pheno-
285RudolphC. Troike# Receptive Competence. Productive 
Competence, and Performance. Georgetown Monograph Series on 
Languages and Linguistics No. 22 (Washington, D. C.i Georgetown 
University Press, 1970), p. 66.
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mena were best treated in morphological rules* This must be 
expanded to include syntactical rules because stress, tradi­
tionally treated on a phonemic level by structuralists, is 
best incorporated into the phrase-structure rules of a TG 
grammar, as Stockwell demonstrated*286 Stress, in turn, will 
Interplay with pitch and vowel reduction in ways that were 
outlined by the Chomsky and Halle theory on the principle of 
the transformational cycle and its application to English 
stress contours,28? difficult to escape the conclusion
that the change of para to ora, and ultimately to pa, in the 
caipira dialect is intimately related to the stress contours 
in the sentence*
There were certain things which appeared in the corpus 
which were morphological In nature* One of these was the lack 
of plurality shown in nouns following a definite plural arti­
cle* Attempts to devise a phonological rule for this would 
result in having to introduce the term 'noun' in the phonolo­
gical system. It readily became apparent that a morphological 
rule applied to surface structure could easily delete the 
plural affix which is optional with the noun in Portuguese, 
leaving the plural affix attached to the determiner where it 
was placed by a previous transformation rule* Thus, o + homem 
+ p i =«> o t p i t  homem + p! »»> o + P i + homem + tf*
2®^Robert P. Stockwell, "The Place of Intonation in a Transformational Grammar of English," Language. XXXVI (I960), 
360-7.
2®?Chomsky and Hall, op* cit*, p* 59-162*
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Another event is the faulty separation of the final 
/z/ of the determiner before a noun beginning with a vowel. 
The basis for the anecdote about the caipira child's answer 
that three nouns which began with £ were zfiio. zoreio. and 
zumbigo, the /z/ is attached to the noun and is thereafter 
considered to be part of the formativei um zfiio.
Future Study
The token morphological and syntactical examples given 
above serve to illustrate the need for a thorough study of 
the caipira dialect. Amaral took care to explain that what 
he discovered in the field of syntax alone was a mere collec­
tion of isolated factsi
A complexidade dos fenfimenos sintaticos, ainda pouco 
estudados no dialeto. —  apenas enumerados &s vezes,_—  
nSo permite por ora sequer tentativasde sistematizaqao. 
S6 depois de aousulado muito material e degois de este 
bem verificado e bem apurado £ que se poderao ir procu- 
rando as linhas gerais da evoluqao realizada, e tentando 
dividi-lo em classes.208
In phonology. Postal posed a number of crucial ques­
tions about investigation.2®9 These questions should be taken 
seriously in order to provide a complete phonological theory. 
A very pressing need, of course, is a grammar of standard Bra- 
zilian-Portuguese, preferably a TG grammar, to which the rules 
of the dialects can be integrated, including the work done in 
this study.
In conclusion, it must be reiterated that the study
288Amaral, op. cit., p. 74.
289FaulM. Postal, Aspects of Phonological Theory (New Yorki Harper and Row, Publishers, I9 6 8), pp. 313*4.
of the calplra dialect Is not a mere exercise In phonological 
research* We are dealing with a viable* living dialect that 
is spoken by at least fifty million people living in the rural 
regions of Brazil* It is a dialect that has* and will con* 
tinue to have* an influence on the standard dialects of the 
country* The practical applications of such a study are not 
obscure as Brazil needs a knowledge of its national language 
for the education of her children. This study has more than 
served its purpose if it makes a contribution to such a task.
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APPENDIX
DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO THE MUNICIPALITY
1* Letter of protest from the citizens of Sao Luis do Parai- 
tinga against port taxes*
Illmo. e Exmo* Senhor.
Representamos a V* Exa. q' sendo este pais, e o das 
villas vizinhas a esta, e nos portos de mar das mais fertis 
desta Capa., e mais pe. as plantagoens de Canas, AlgodonB, 
furaos, milho, feijSo, e dos mais generos desta e da ida Se, 
comtudo nao podem adecuirir hua aperpucionada ventagem q* as 
pudeSse distinguir daB outras mais distante dos dos. portos 
comServando-ge os Lavradores com menoB ativida. na cultura 
das terras, no q'seriSo talvez excesivos se a boa atragao dos 
generos os convidage pa. seus imtereces. Eta cujo pois q* 
descubrimos mais efic&s pe. fervorar os animos a tam justos 
fins he mayor facilide. da mutua coRespondencia dos comercian- 
tes do mar e terra pr. hum disinbraSado Camo. desta pa. a Va« 
de Ubatuba porto desta Capitania o mais proximo a esta por 
onde se fariao com mais comonide. os transportes de todos os 
generos vendaveis preferindo por esta forma aquella Va. a de 
Parathy no Comercio q* a tem enriquiSido. Pa. podermos com* 
Seguir este beneficio suplicaraos a V. Exa. se digne atendendo 
ao q* fica ponderado mandar franquear o do. Camo. pellos mor- 
adores de cada respective destrito e q' a este Be juntam 
alguns de Thabate e Pinaminhangava q* sao sugeitos a esta
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frega* pos q* o nao sejao pella justiSsa e igoalmte* 00 auxi- 
liares pella grande falta de gente q* h& nas ordenangas visto 
q* como pois annos g&o estes imtereges relativos tambem a 
e Comandados por hum Xefre nomeado por V. Exa. afim de evitar 
desordons. Suplicamos mais a V. Exa* q* as caregagons q. de- 
Seram de Serra aSima com 0 destino de irem pa* o R.° de Janr0, 
sejSo exzentos das comtribuigons impostas aos generos direi- 
tamtes* se enCaminharem a vender naquella Va* de Ubatuba, e 
que paSem como pella Va* de Paraty livre de algum tributo, e 
porq* scr& inutil a fatura do Cam0, e sertamte, comtinuarao a 
seguir pela estrada da Va. de Paraty. Ficamos esperangados a 
de q* V* Exa* por sue grandeza hade atender a tao justa suplica 
pello que desde j& agradesidos beijamos as mans a V* Exa. Os. 
Ge. a V. Exa. mtos. annos'. SmLuis 20 de 8ubr° de 1793. De v* 
Exa* Omildes Suditos, Salvador Gomes da Gouvea Sa.f Joze Ramos 
de Olivra., Joachim Rodrigues de Carvalho, Antonio Josfi das 
Neves, Francisco Marianno Veigas*
2* Letter of protest against slave running in the municipal­
ity.
"• • • assignados, lavradores, domiciliados no rauni- 
clpio e termo desta cidade, tendo juntas razoes para recearem 
graveis prejuizos na sua propriedade por lhes constar de fonte 
muito pura que Manoel Garcia Braga tem em sua caza de negocio 
procurado persuadir aos escravos que ali vao para se abaste- 
cerem de generos de que consta a mesma caza de negocio, para 
abandonarem e fugirem dos suas senhores, e para se dirigem em 
procura dos abolicionistas rezidentes em Sao Paulo, logrando
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por esse modo a sua completa liberdade, o que e um eleraento 
de dezordem e ruina para a lavcura e trard grave danno a so- 
ciedade em geral, se as autoridades nao tratar iramediatamente 
de por cSbro a semelhantes abuzos, que constituem verdadeiros 
crimes, vein perente Vossa Senhoria representar sobre a urgan- 
te necessidade do emprego de medidas adequados a fim de que 
contar o estado de cousas que poe em sobre salto nao so a la- 
voura, como toda a populaySo seneata deste municipio, que in- 
felizmente conta em seu seio nSo s6 esse como tambem o nego- 
ciante Joao Eloy de Castro GuiraarSes ou talvez mais alguns 
poucos deaordeiros com pretenyao a humanitarios. Os suppli- 
cantes certos do espirito de ordem e de justiQa. da parte de 
Vossa Senhoria, vem pedir as providencias que julgar acerta- 
das para tranquilidade e soyego deste populayao que se julga 
ameayada de graves desordens e assira pedem a Vossa Senhoria 
de digne providenciar como lhe pareyer de Justiya, Esperao 
receber raerce, Sao Luis, Vinte de setembro de mil oito centos 
e oitenta e sete. BarSo do Parahytinga e filho, Manoel Bento 
Domingues de Castro, JosS Lopes Pereira de Toledo, Luiz Pereira 
de Campos, Laurindo Pereira de Castro, Joaquim Pereira de 
Campos, Jose Antonio Bueno, Manoel Pereira de Almeida, Luiz 
Thimotheo de Moura, JosS Maria de Gouveia Castro, Antonio 
JosS de Gouveia Castro, Pedro Gabriel Parret, Jos I Maria 
Gomes de Gouveia, Egydio Pereira Gomes de Gouveia, Benedicto 
Antunes de Moura Marcondes, JosS Maria da Silveira, Pedro 
Pereira de Campos, Joed Aleixo Perreira de Campos, Benedicto 
Pereira de Campos, Jose Figueira Ornellos, Francisco da Silva
Rego Barreto* Antonio Manoel de Freitas Castro, Antonio Fran­
cisco de Camargo, Joao Alves de Arruda, Joao Viera dos Santos, 
Justino da Silva Rego, Joao de Paulo Rego, Antonio da Silva 
Rego, Qnygdeo Luiz Viera, JoSo Martinho da Silva Rego, Bene­
dicto Faustino da Silva, Justino Antonio de Carvalho, Manoel 
Dias de Carvalho, JoSo Barreto de Carvalho, Francisco Jose de 
Oliveira, Joao Artilino V&z de Campos, Antonio Pereira de 
Campos, Antonio Lopes Figueira Cruz, Caetano Lopes Soares, 
Sergio de Castro, Luis Lopes Figueira, Joaquim Manoel Rodri­
gues, Manoel Marcondes de Castro, Antonio Marcondes de Castro, 
JosS Antonio Rodrigues Guerra, Antonio Pereira da Silva, An­
tonio Alexandrino dos Santos, Jacintho Dias Peixoto, Manoel 
Gomes de Gouveia Junior, Jo3o Benedicto Pereira da Silva, 
Joao da Silva Pereira, Clemento Rodrigues de Toledo, Jose 
Rodrigues de Oliveira, JosS Rodrigues de Toledo, Benedicto 
Barboza do Prado Sobrinho, Joao Bernardino de Castro, Joao
Pires dos Santos* Despacho =* Dessa a representagao ao escri-
*v3o Bulcao para extrair a certidao* Sao Luis, primeiro de 
outubro de mil oito centos e oitenta e sete. Sangerardi. 
Nada mais se continha em dita representagao, aqual para aqui 
bera e felismente trasladei, e fl. mesma me reporto em meu poder 
e cartorio, neste cidade de S3o Lu£s ao primeiro de outubro 
de mil oito centos e oitenta e sete* Eu, Antonio Pereira 
Bulcao, escriv3o.inteirinoatranscrivi, subscrevi e assigno," 
3* Letter sent to the Secretary of State about the difficul­
ties of founding settlements in the year 1 7 6 8 .
Nao hi cousa tao 6til, e necess&ria, como as povoa-
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goes* principalmente nesta Capitania* que a muito faltai nao 
hd coisa ao mesmo tempo t5o dificil. NSo falo das difficul- 
dades de mover os novos habitadores* que uns nao queram* outrae 
pedem o que nao h&* outras choram, outras se escondem* que 
tudo isto se vence* falo das muitas vontades que 5 preciso 
conciliar para uma coisa t3o justa* e necess&ria, e com as 
quais n3o podera as minhas fSrgas, nem me e possivel obrigfi- 
las.
4. Bans published in the villages of Taubatd and Ubatuba con­
cerning the settlement of a village on the Paraitinga 
River.
Dom Luis Antonio* Porquanto tendo mandado fazer pub­
lico nas Villas de Taubatd e Ubatuba* que a todos o moradores 
das ditas Villas, que quizerem hir povoar a paragem ao pS do 
Rio Parahytinga, alem de lhes dar as terras de que necessita- 
tem* segundo as suas possibilidades* e a ferramenta necessa- 
ria para cultivarem as ditas terras* lhes facultaria todos os 
privilegios que S. Mage, concede aos povoadores de terras, t£ 
o prezente se nSo tern deliberado pessoa alguma a hir estabe- 
lecer a dita Povoagao* pelo quei Fago saber a todos os refe- 
ridos moradores das ditas villas de Taubate e Ubatuba* que 
toda a pessoa quo quizer hir povoara dita PovoagSo, lhes con- 
cedo os priviligios de que dentro em dez annos nao serao cha- 
mados para soldados assim desta Praga, como de Auxiliares ou 
Ordenangas, nem serSo occupados em outro algum servigo ou em- 
prego alheyos da sua vontade, alem de seram lhes permitidos 
os privilegios que Sf Mage, manda se concedao aos Povoadores
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de terras* £ para que chegue a noticia de todos mandey langar 
este Bando nas ditas Villas* que se affixard na parte mais 
publics da mesma, depois de Regdo* nos livros da Seeretarla 
deste Governo, e mais partes a que tocar. Dado nesta Villa 
de Santos aos 7 de Maio de 1769* Thomaz Pinto da Silva Sec- 
retario do Governo o fez escrever* Dom Luiz Antonio de Souza. 
5* Letter from Dom Luis Antonio de Souza to Manoel Antonio 
de Carvalho, the founder of s3o Luis do Paraitinga.
Vejo o q' V. Mce. me diz de estar pronto a partir pa. 
a Povoagao de Parahybuna, pa. onde parte a 25 recomendo-lhe 
mto., qf como pratico q* he na arruraagam desses Povos nas 
novas Povoagoens, faga toda a deligencia pa. q' com brevidade 
se estabelegao, e vam em aumto, emqto eu por aqui estou pa. 
poder dar as providencias necessarias, porq* tambem sou ex- 
periente do que nestes materias se precisat abra V. Mce. a 
picada na Frega. q' me dlzt Tambem lhe louvo muito langar o 
caminho de Ubatuba de formaq* fique vedado com o actual Rego. 
q 1 all hd, pa, q* n3o possa haver extravios. Os seus Povoa­
dores nao se queixaram a mim porq. eu jd conhego as gentes 
desta Terra, mas sim foram queixarse ao Sr. Bispo q 1 ainda a 
pouco veyo de novo, porem V. Mce faga mto. para que elles nam 
tenham razara de queixa, Vai o Provimto. de EscrivSo pa. Joam 
Teixeira Chaves, e nam tenho tempo de responder a sua carta, 
e V. Mce. lhe diga, q 1 em tudo o desejo mto. ajudar. Emqto. ao 
que requer Antonio Ferrao de Carvalho, hd precizo q* elle 
faga petigam pa. se mandarem ouvir e aos Juizes para lhes de- 
ferirem. Emqto. a Franco Matheus Christiane me parece q* jd
estes dias defer! aos seus requerimentos. Pelo que toca aos 
JuizesV. Mce. lhes diga, q' governem a terra depois de feita, 
porq* ao q' respeita a arrumaqam das gentes, e disposiqam dos 
Povoadores pertence a V. Mce., q* h§ imediato a mini. E final- 
mte. como essa terra he nova, qto. menos a governarem melhor 
serS, porq. assim ensina a natureza, porq. hum homem suposto 
o seja de pequeno, nem por isso exercita todas as faculdades, 
senam depois de grande. Com isto digo tudo a V. Mce. e rogo 
a Ds. o gde. mtos. ans.
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